
Twelve service award nominees are put 
forward each year by the Conference 

Director for the Board of Directors’ con-
sideration. Although GM duty is the most 
common qualifi er, it is not the main fac-
tor with more consideration given to other 
behind-the-scenes volunteer tasks and this 
year’s honoree again is well steeped in such 
qualifi cations. The Board votes by secret 
ballot, weighing their votes according to 
their own particular values as to what con-
stitutes the greatest contribution, by rank-
ing each nominee from 12 (strongest) to 1 
(weakest).

In 2012, only one 
nominee was listed 
in the top half of 
all eight ballots 
while garnering 
two fi rsts, two 
seconds and a 
third for a to-
tal of 80 points 
to outscore the 
next highest 
nominee by ten 
points to win 
the vote hand-
ily. In truth, were it 
not for an agreement 
by the Board to 
disqualify its own 
from consideration 
for such honors, I 
suspect we would 
have selected him 
long ago.

In choosing our 
latest honoree, the 
Board has reached 
into the ranks of its 
recent past to se-
lect one of its own. 
During his time on 
the BPA Board of 
Directors, his votes 
were among the 
least infl uenced by 
his own particu-
lar gaming tastes 
and he could be 

counted on to always do what was best 
for the hobby as opposed to his particu-
lar interests. During spirited debates, 
he could usually be found on the side of 
compromise. Outside the Board, he was 
instrumental in time-consuming scouting 
and securing of locations for Euro Quest, 
WAM and our other mini-cons and was 
primarily responsible for the birth of Euro 
Quest and the Sampler Showcase. He is 
currently the primary caretaker of the BPA 
Game Library. As important as his contri-
butions have been to BPA, Keith Levy has 
had an even bigger impact on the hobby 
outside our organization. He almost sin-
gle-handedly built Games Club of Mary-
land into one of the nation’s leading game 
clubs, and did yeoman’s work in organiz-
ing conventions, gamer social functions 
and the GCOM Game Library. Nor did 
his enthusiastic drive and penchant 
for organization end there. Through 
Keith’s eff orts, Reisterstown, MD now 
has a free public meeting place for up 
to 150 people with Baltimore County’s 
Public Recreation & Parks for a regular 

family game night.
Many people have left their mark on 

our hobby in one way or another, but none 
have been more selfl ess in doing so.

Past Winners
2005

Stuart Tucker 
Kathy Stroh 

Steve Okonski  
Vince Meconi  

Mark McLaughlin  
Ken Whitesell

2006
Keith Wixson

2007
Bruno Sinigaglio

2008
Debbie Gutermuth

2009
Alan Applebaum

2010
David Dockter

2011
Scott  Pfeiff er

Keith LevyKeith Levy
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(RDG), Mary Ellen Powers (LLM), Carolyn 
Strock (TAM) and Sarah Vasilakos (FMR) lord-
ed it over the guys in their respective events. 
Multiple winners were scarce with only eight 
fi nding the winner’s circle twice or more com-
pared to 20 in 2011. The aforementioned griev-
ing Levine led them with a homerun anology 
(LWL, POF, SJN, WPS) while defending Caesar 
Randy Buehler (SPB, AGE, T&T) and Nicholas 
Henning (AUT, MMA, P1S) both tripled for the 
second straight year. Buehler repeated as Cae-
sar but he had a harder time of it, besting 2004 
Caesar James Pei by a mere 10 laurels. And he 
was unable to deny Nicholas Henning a year as 
Consul with Nick’s WBC wins total of 133 lau-
rels topping Randy’s 116. The two had fi nished 
1-2 in 2011’s Consul race also, but this year 
Nick prevented Randy’s sweep of the titles.

Buehler also prevailed in the Team Tourna-
ment where he contributed 10 of his teams 23 
points by winning Saint Petersburg as his Magic 
Men consortium bested EPGS’ Four to Beam Up 
by three points. Cynical Stoics took third with 
19 points while the Finnish Ski Patrol faded to 
18 points and a fourth place fi nish in the fi eld 
of 86. It proved hard to predict as the usual 
prohibitive favorites fi nished well down the 
list. Andy Latt o proved the best prognisticator 
by correctly identifying fi ve of the Top Ten in 
our annual bracket busting contest.

At the other end of the title spectrum, 42 
players won their fi rst WBC championship 
(down from 46 in 2011 but still a major increase 
over the 31 in 2010) and 88 earned their fi rst 
laurels. Brad Johnson and Peter Eldridge won 
free rooms as their reward for Best GM of the 
Year (Dune) and Sportsmanship (Batt le Cry) in 
the other two annual awards of note.

In the continuing circle of life struggle of 
WBC winners and losers, the events them-
selves again competed for the player lifeblood 
needed for another year of WBC existence. This 
constant churn yielded 11 new occupants of the 
Century club which appears to be the average 
turnover. Losers outnumbered gainers 22:18 
although the gains tended to be higher than the 
losses. Among events with at least a three-year 
track record, 18 raised their att endance bar by 
posting their own personal best entrant num-
bers for the past ten years. The other end of that 
spectrum saw 22 tournaments drop to new at-
tendance lows for the past decade.

In addition to the all-too-common economic 
storm clouds of recent vintage, WBC 2012 

had to deal with adverse weather as well as the 
Host became the focal point of a tropical del-
uge of epic proportions. This, combined with 
a failure of the air conditioning in Lampeter, 
made for a challenging playing environment. 
Despite these setbacks, we again posted a small 
att endance increase, besting our one-year-old 
record by 2%. In all, nearly every state plus 17 
nations sent participants—led by no less than 
fi ve Finns who threatened to run away with 
the Team Tournament in the early going. The 
record crowd was refl ected in tournament par-
ticipation with a matching 2% increase and no 
less than 22 events drawing triple-digit partici-
pation despite the toll taken by the faulty air 
conditioning which dropped Lampeter event 
att endance by 11%. Those who braved the 
horrifi c conditions there to continue in those 
events were truly dedicated. The average at-
tendance for the 150 events rose 1.0 to 56 play-
ers per event, buoyed by 200+ player fi elds for 
Liar’s Dice, Lost Cities, Slapshot and Ticket to 
Ride. Open Gaming, which had reached new 
heights of popularity in 2011, drew harsher re-
views this time as the AC failures sent refugees 
into the Showroom causing a shortage of tables 
at peak times. 

Twelve WBC champions successfully de-
fended their titles, but Bruce Beard was not 
among them. He lost his perch atop the longest 
winning streak when his seven-year reign in 
18XX was ended by Spencer Hamblen. Spencer 
took just one day and a single qualifying pre-
liminary heat to win the Pre-Con, arriving and 
departing on the Sunday before WBC began. 
Also missing his chance at longest streak im-
mortality was next-in-line Jason Levine whose 
four-year reign with Formula De also came to 
an end. But Jason would fi nd ample comfort in 
other events. Instead, top laurelist James Pei re-
turned to King of the Hill status with his fourth 
straight For the People title and 11th in 12 years! 
Not even the return of the mighty Finn, Riku 
Riekkinen (the holder of the lone blemish on 
Pei’s 12-year record) could prevent the ex-Cae-
sar from reclaiming the longevity title. Alas, 
Riku was too busy winning Twilight Struggle 
for the anticipated rematch to occur.

Elsewhere, the fair sex lost market share 
again this year with just fi ve ladies claiming 
titles—down from six in 2011 and eight in 
2010. Donna Balkan (RBN), Stephanie Kilroy 

2 Greeting

Jacob Hebner, Jim Heenehan, Jeff  Heidman, Bob Heinzmann, Harald Henning, Inger 
Henning, Bruce Hodgins, Dan Hoff man, David Hood, Eugene Hourany, Ben Hull, 
Gregory Hultgren, Keith Hunsnger, Al Hurda, Richard Irving, Michael Johnson, 
Juhana Keskinen, Rick Kirchner, Stephen Koleszar, James Kramer Jr., Chris Kreuter, 
Kelly Krieble, J. Carl Krosnick, Michael Kunin, Antero Kuusi, Robert Laboon, Grant 
LaDue, Anthony Lainesse, Derek Landel, Alex Lange, Ian Lange, Jeff  Lange, Ted Lange, 
Andy Latt o, Ivan Lawson, Keith Layton, Daniel Leader, Winton Lemoine, Eric Lenhart, 
William Lentz , Kevin Lewis, Jason Ley, Michael Lind, Kathleen Lockwood, Steve Lollis, 
Andrew Long, David Long, Larry Luongo, Ted Lyng, Joel Lytle, Randall MacInnis, 
Joseph Marriott , Dan Mathias, Bradford McCandless, Mark McCandless, Jim McCarthy, 
Robert McCracken, Sean McCulloch, Glenn McMaster, Ewan McNay, Ed Menzel, 
Mark Miklos, Jeff  Miller, Pat Mirk, Craig Moffi  t, Mark Moore, Lyman Moquin, Wayne 
Morrison, Bill Morse, Wayne Mucklow, Jeff  Mullet, Stephen Munchak, Patrick Murphy, 
Anthony Musella, Stan Myszak, Lane Newbury, Robert Olsson, Greg Ott oman, Sam 
Packwood, Steve Packwood, Nick Page, Chris Palermo, John Panagotopulos, Michael 
Panzer, Mathieu Pare-Paquin, Jeff  Patt ison, Linda Patt ison, Glen Pearce, Bill Peeck, 
Nicholas Pei, Cally Perry, Jeremiah Peterson, Carmen Petruzzelli, Elaine Petruzelli, Roy 
Pett is, Richard Phares, Randy Pippus, Bart Pisarik, Doug Porterfi eld, Geoff  Pounder, 
Derek Pulhamus, Edward Rader, Mikko Raimi, Brad Raszewski, Steve Raszewski, 
Daniel Rauma, Craig Reece, Pete Reese, Nicole Reiff , Rob Renaud, Justin Rice, Henry 
Richardson, Riku Riekkinen, Michael Rinella, George Rivers III, Lance Roberts, Ed 
Rothenheber, Pul Rubin, Kurt Runco, Henry Russell, Lachlan Salter, Martin Sample, 
Paul Sampson, Roberto Sanchez, Jim Savarick, Bert Schoose, Earl Schultz , Chris 
Senhouse, Jeff  Senley, Lynda Shea, Stephen Shedden, Barry Shutt , Buddy Sinigaglio, 
Frank Sinigaglio, Vincent Sinigaglio, Brian Smith, Gregory D. Smith, Gregory M. Smith, 
Mark Smith, Nick Smith, Steve Smith, Daniel Speyer, James Stanard, Chuck Stapp, 
Brian Stone, Gordon Stewart, Ian Streeb, Alan Sudy, Kevin Sudy, Cynthia Suerken, 
John Sutcliff e, Akihisa Tabei, Gregory Tanner, Don Tatum, James Terry, Zack Terry, 
Ginger Thompson, Nels Thompson, Tom Thornsen, John Tighe Sr, Lou Traini, Todd 
Treadway, Rejean Tremblay, Chris Trimmer, Michael Ussery, Frank Visco, Patrick 
Walker, Andy Waller, Bill Watkins, Ed Welsh, Bruce Wigdor, Gareth Williams, John 
Wilson, Keith Wixson, Kevin Wojtaszczyk, David Wong, Robert Woodson, Chris 
Yaure, Joe Yaure, Phillip Yaure, Mark Yoshikawa
Vendors: Academy Games, Against the Odds, Blue Sky Enterprises, Columbia 
Games, Decision Games, Foam Brain Games, Eagle Games, Game Company 3, 
Gamewick Games, GMT Games, Harmony House Hobbies, Lock ‘N Load, Lost 
Batt alion Games, Multi-Man Publications, On Military Matt ers, Our Game Table, 
Rio Grande Games, Stronghold Games, Tall Towers, Valley Games, Victory Point 
Games, Visible Hand Games, Ye Old Toy Soldier Shop, Z-Man Games

Terms and Conditions of Membership: Membership in the BPA secures voting rights. 
Also, diff erent levels of membership provide the specifi ed number of votes. Membership 
is required for participation in Play-By-e-Mail (PBeM) tournaments. Certain levels of 
membership provide admission to the World Boardgaming Championships and a listing 
in the annual BPA Yearbook. Multi-day General Admission to WBC grants Associate 
Membership in the BPA. Those who att end via Guest Pass are not BPA members.

For complete membership details refer to: htt p://www.boardgamers.org/bpaterms.htm
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BPA 2012 Patrons
BPA gratefully acknowledges the fi nancial support of the following Sponsor, 

Charter, and Tribune members. 2012 Patrons will be listed next year.

Sponsors ($500 contribution in 2012): Alliance Distributors, David desJardins, James 
Doughan, Geek Chic, Ken Gutermuth, Rick Northey, Jerald R. Tracy
Charter Tribunes (maintained Charter status since 1999 and purchased a $100 membership in 
2012): Alan Arvold, Matt hew Bacho, Mark Booth, Daniel Broh-Kahn, David Brooks, Rod 
Coff ey, Terry Coleman, Gregory Courter, John Coussis, Bill Crenshaw, Tom DeMarco, 
Roger Eastep, William Edwards, Jim Eliason, Kaarin Engelmann, Eric Eshleman, Matt  
Evinger, Tim Evinger, Matt  Fagan, Daniel Farrow IV, Paul Fletcher, Ray Freeman, Paul 
Gaberson, Mark Geary, Fred Gosnell, Herbert Gratz , Don Greenwood, Tom Gregorio, 
Johnny Hasay, Mark Herman, Charles Hickok, Marc Houde, John Jacoby, Robert Jamelli, 
James Jordan, Allen Kaplan, Michael Kaye, Kevin Keller, Pierre LeBoeuf, Roderick Lee, 
Jason Levine, Keith Levy, Jonathan Lockwood, Mark Love, James Marousek, Thomas 
McCorry, Vince Meconi, David Metz ger, Tim Miller, Michael Mitchell, Bruce Monnin, 
Brian Mountford, Michael A. Mullins, Martin Musella, Kenneth Nied, Steve Okonski, 
John Pack, James Pei, Peter Pollard, Joseph Powell, Bruce Reiff , Paul Risner, Shantanu 
Saha, Gregory Schmitt gens, Robert Seulowitz , John Sharp, Bruno Sinigaglio, Peter Staab, 
Ray Stakenas, Peter Stein, Kathy Stroh, Joel Tamburo, Roger Taylor, Bill Thomson, Stuart 
Tucker, Sean Vessey, Ken Whitesell, Bruno Wolff , George Young
Charter Members (purchased $100 Charter membership in 1999 and maintained at least 
a Sustaining Membership since): Cliff  Ackman, Ed Beach, Paul Bean, Rob Beyma, 
Jeremy Billones, Steve Cameron, David Cross, Pat Duff y, Bill Dyer, Harry Flawd III, 
Mark Gutt ag, Randy Heller, Tim Hitchings, Brad Johnson, Edward Kendrick, Ben 
Knight, Andy Lewis, Carrie Lewis, Larry Lingle, Michael Mahady, Andrew Maly, Ric 
Manns, Kevin McCarthy, Theodore Mullally, Bill O’ Neal, Forrest Pafenberg, Bruno 
Passacantando, Jeff  Paull, Peter Perla, John Poniske, Sr, Jerry Smolens, Robert Sohn, 
David Terry, Justin Thompson, Jim Vroom, Paul Weintraub, Bruce Young, David 
Zimmerman
Tribunes ($100 BPA membership in 2012): Geoff  Allbutt , Jon Anderson, Steve Andriakos, 
Joseph Angiolillo Jr, Rich Atwater, Rodney Bacigalupo, Donna Balkan, Phillip Barcafer, 
Daniel Barnes, Daniel Bates, Scott  Beall, Bruce Beard, Joseph Beard, Barrington Beavis, 
Bill Beckman, Jack Beckman, Nicholas Benedict, Samantha Berk, Richard Beyma, 
Marvin Birnbaum, Vien Bounma, Alex Bove, Nicola Bradford, Mark Brody, Claire 
Brosius, Eric Brosius, Sam Brosius, Thomas Browne, Michael Buccheri, Randy Buehler, 
Jeff  Burdett , Matt  Bush, Chris Byrd, Rick Byrens, Charles Catania, Carolyn Caton, 
Basem Chabaklo, Don Chappell, Ray Clark, John Clarke, Walt Collins, John Corrado, 
Robert Cranshaw, Greg Crowe, Steve Cuccaro, Dewayne Curry, Sceadeau D’Tela, 
Robert Davidson, Rod Davidson, James Day, James Denam, Gary Dickson, Henry 
Dove, Charles Drozd, Robert Drozd, Ted Drozd, Tom Drueding, Dominic Duchesne, 
David Earls, Chris Easter, Sam Edelston, Robb Effi  nger, Peter Eldridge, Andrew 
Emerick, John Emery, Kevin Emery, Eric Engelmann, Bryan Eshleman, Scott  Fenn, 
Jeff  Finkeldey, Rob Flowers, Eric Freeman, Andy Friedmann, Ryan Friedmann, Nick 
Frydas, David Gagne, Andrew Gardner, Ben Gardner, Pete Gathman, Michael Gibbs, 
Roy Gibson, Mark Giddings, Josh Githens, Ralph Gleaton, RJ Gleaton, Derek Glenn, 
Taylor Golding, Chris Greenfi eld, Kyle Greenwood, Eric Grondin, David Gubbay, 
Peter Gurneau, Mark Gutfreund, Robert Hamel, Kevin Hammond, Chris Hancock, 
Ty Hansen, Victor Harpley, Kirk Harris, Joe Harrison, Edward Hart, Bronwen Heap, 

78 Patrons

Top Laurelists
Andrew Emerick, CT 58
Matt hew Beach, MD 50
Luann Stubbs, PA 30
Bill Zurn, CA 30
Dominic Blais, qc 30
Lissa Rennert, MD 24
Robbie Mitchell, VA 20
Randy Buehler, WA 18
Chris Bert, PA 16
Chris Terrell, VA 15

Top Laurelists
Bruce Beard, MD 392
Jim McDanold, TN 120
Jon Kwiatkowski, NC 104
Paul Hakken, NJ 103
Spencer Hamblen, MD 96
Barrington Beavis, uk 90
Mark Neale, RI 72
Jeremy Vipperman, TN 54
Pierre LeBoeuf, MD 54
Richard Fox, IL 50

Seven Wonders (7WS)

165 would-be pharaohs gathered for the pre-
liminaries, playing two games back-to-back, 

with the top 42 advancing to one of six 7-player 
games. The top three in each then advanced to one of 
three 6-player semifi nals. The winner and runner-up 
of each would reach the Final.
• Andrew Emerick, the eventual champion with 66 
points, dominated his fi rst game, scoring 76 points 
for the tournament’s highest score to win by 18. He 
fell to 5th in the second game but still carried his ta-
ble. He won Round 3 and placed second in Round 4. 
• Lissa Rennert, the runner-up with 60, won her 
fi rst game by a point and was second in the next. 
She placed third in Round 3 and won her semifi nal.
• Chris Bert claimed third with 58, improving the 
further he advanced until the Final. He placed sec-
ond at his initial table with a pair of thirds, second 
in Round 3 and won his semifi nal.
• Ben Scholl took fourth with 56 by placing fi rst 
and third in the opening rounds. He then won 
Round 3 and placed second in the semifi nal.
• Mario Arnold claimed fi fth with 53 by winning 
his fi rst game over Chris Bert, and followed with a 
second. He placed third in Round 3 and won his 
semifi nal over Emerick—proving that timing is 
everything.
• Patrick Murphy’s 52 took sixth fi n-
ishing 1-2 in the preliminaries, but 
only fourth in Round 3. He got a re-
prieve when another qualifi er opted 
out, allowing him to place second in 
the semifi nal.

18XX (8XX)

58 players, the most since 1994, vied 
in 45 matches, using seven diff er-

ent 18xx games. 16 newcomers played, 
with eight winning at least once. Spencer Ham-
blen, the 2011 runner-up, att ended on Sunday 
only, but he made it count with a preliminary 
and semi win to reach the Final. It would pit 
him vs veterans Rich Northey, Rick Dutt on, 
seven-time champ Bruce Beard, and Chris Han-
cock. Unlike Spencer, Beard and Dutt on had run 
the table thus far—wracking up fi ve wins each. 

Rich opened the Penn, Rick the NH, and 
Bruce the C&O, but Spencer took the NH, loot-
ed and dumped it on Rick, and then took over 
the B&O. Chris opened the B&M, while Rick 
opened the NYC and Chris the CP. Rich opened 
the Erie, but Rick dumped the NH on Bruce, 
and took the Erie. The Erie bought the fi rst 6, 
beginning the train crunch. Rich kicked in $383 
to get the last 6 for the Penn. The pain was in-
creased when Bruce paid $719 to get the fi rst 
diesel in the C&O, and sold six shares and an-
other $860 to get a diesel in the NH. Bruce was 
unable to protect both companies, so Rick was 
able to take over the NH. With no bankruptcy, 
it took another 6 ORs to break the bank. Spencer 
had only one company, earning about a third 
of Bruce’s C&O, but his superior stock valua-

tion was enough to dethrone 
Bruce who fi nished last in the 
fi rst Final he didn’t win in the 
last eight years.

2012 Results
Andrew Emerick, CT
Lissa Rennert, MD
Chris Bert, PA
Ben Scholl, PA
Mario Arnold, PA
Patrick Murphy, CT

 Kathy Stroh, DE

165  2011-2012

2012 Results
 Spencer Hamblen, MD
Richard Northey, MA
Rick Dutton, IL
Chris Hancock, CA
Bruce Beard, MD
Antero Kuusi, fn

 Pierre LeBoeuf, MD

58  1991-2012

Andrew Emerick, CTSpencer Hamblen, MD
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2012 Results
Doug Galullo, MD
Jon Anderson, PA
Jeff Cornett, FL
Kevin Youells, PA
Shantanu Saha, NY
Christina Harley, VA

 Kevin Youells, PA

31  1991-2012

Top Laurelists
Kevin Youells, PA 333
Doug Galullo, MD 316
Joe Gundersen, IN 186
Shantanu Saha, NY 139
Eric Gundersen, NJ 125
Christina Harley, WA 114
Harald Henning, CT 80
Mads Lunan, dk 60
Gregory Kulp, NJ 58
Jon Anderson, PA 54

Doug Galullo, MD

Advanced Civilization (ACV)

Att endance hit a nine-year low, but still allowed 
three games in the fi rst heat and two in the sec-

ond. Africa and Babylon proved the most success-
ful with two wins each, while Assyria and Thrace 
each won once. Nine players competed in both 
heats with fi ve former champions in the fi eld. 

Preliminary winners included prior champs 
Greg Kulp (Africa), Doug Galullo (Babylon), and 
Kevin Youells (Assyria) plus Nathan Barhorst (Bab-
ylon) and Jon Anderson (Africa). The top three run-
ners-up (Christina Harley, Shantanu Saha, and Paul 
Sampson) also qualifi ed. Greg and Paul withdrew, 
admitt ing alternates Jeff  Cornett  and Marc Visocnik 
to their fi rst ACV Final. The nation draw set the fi eld 
as Kevin (Assyria), Marc (Egypt), Jon (Babylon), 
Shantanu (Africa), and Christina (Iberia). Nathan 
then took Crete, eliciting the fi rst whine of the day. 
Doug then took Thrace and left Illyria for Jeff .

Att acks and card draw maximization kept 
city counts low. While not always a harbinger of 
success, city averages ranged from a high of 6.69/
turn (Egypt) to a low of 5.85 (Iberia). Only Assyria, 
Babylon, and Egypt built a full slate of nine, each 
managing it just once. The outcome was scarcely 
in doubt as Thrace jumped to an early lead. Africa 
and Iberia each led for a turn while Doug rebuilt 
his hand. He soon regained control and main-
tained a gap of 20 to 200 points for the 
last seven turns. Game totals were: 
Doug 3885, Jon 3704, Jeff  3548, Kevin 
3500, Shantanu 3492, Christina 3415, 
Marc 3404, and Nathan 3238.

Ken Richards, SC

2012 Results
 Ken Richards, SC
Matt Calkins, VA
Ray Stakenas II, CA
Joshua Cooper, MD
Brad Raszewski, MD
Eric Ritter, PA

 Cliff  Ackman, PA

77  1991-2012

Top Laurelists
Justin Childs, FL 88
Joshua Cooper, MD 69
Matt  Calkins, VA 60
Steve Shambeda, PA 51
Jason Ley, WA 45
David Gantt , SC 44
Gary Moss, MO 42
Phil Bradley, IL 38
Ken Richards, SC 30
Dan Eshleman, NC 30

Acquire (ACQ)

In all, 77 entrants played 28 preliminary games 
in three heats. The lowest winning score was 

$36,700; the highest $68,700, and the closest win 
was by $400. The prevalent opinion is that the 
winner has to be in the fi rst merger and the pre-
liminary results again seemed to echo that. How-
ever, the playoff s were another story altogether.

No-shows plagued the semifi nals, thus al-
lowing 2006 champion Matt  Calkins an Alter-
nate berth with a single runner-up fi nish. He 
made the most of it by winning his semifi nal to 
join Ken Richards, Ray Stakenas and defending 
champ Joshua Cooper in the Final. Josh, Matt  and 
Ray started the fi rst six hotel chains. Ken fi nally 
started one (the last chain) on Turn 4. All bought 
a centralized Imperial incessantly. Although Ray 
had majority in a 7-6-6-6 stock distribution, he 
couldn’t get a merge tile. However, the unpro-
ductive money tied up in stock hurt everyone. On 
Turn 6, Matt  and Ray turned the fi rst merger and 
two turns later added the second. The two lead-
ers, fl ush with cash, bought wildly and focused on 
their only perceived rival.

Big mistake. Josh and Ken each locked in a ma-
jority in their own chain. Ken’s investing proved 
the wiser choice as he took majority share in the 
game-ending chain. It was enough to win his fi rst 

WBC title with a narrow 47,200 - 
46,400 - 45,900 triumph. Although 
Josh fi nished fourth in his bid for 
a third straight Acquire title, he was 
only one tile short of that goal.

4 Century Events

Top Dogs

Robert Kircher, RI ~ 1/14

Larry Lingle, PA ~ 3/11

Randy Buehler, WA ~ 2/5

Dave Finberg, MA ~ 4/22

John Emery, SC ~ 6/22

Rob Winslow, NY ~ 1/4

James Pei, VA ~ 4/11

Derek Landel, NJ ~ 2/10

Phil White, MD ~ 2/11

Andy Latt o, MA ~ 3/7

Matt  Calkins, VA ~ 2/16

Eric Freeman, PA ~ 1/5

George Young, VT ~ 3/19

Jason Moore, NY ~ 3/20

Daniel Hoff man, NC ~ 1/14

Peter Pollard, TN ~ 4/22

Harry Flawd, PA ~ 4/21

Ray Freeman, CA ~ 3/13

Curt Collins II, PA ~ 3/13

Ray Freeman, CA ~ 3/22

Peter Reese, VA ~ 3/7

Tom Browne, PA ~ 2/9

Douglas Schulz, MD ~ 2/22

Cary Morris, NC ~ 1/4

Eric Monte, NY ~ 1/9

Stefan Mecay, TX ~ 5/7

Andy Gardner, VA ~ 4/22

Rob Beyma, MD ~ 6/22

Top Dogs 77



Top Dogs

Justin Thompson, VA ~ 1/3

Joshua Githens, SC ~ 1/10

Joe Harrison, KY ~ 2/9

Andrew Emerick, CT ~ 2/2

John Elliott , MD ~ 2/8

Stephanie Kilroy, PA ~ 1/3

Doug James, NC ~ 6/22

Steve Cuccaro, MD ~ 3/22

Sean McCulloch, OH ~ 2/13

Eric Wrobel, VA ~ 2/9

Bill Scott , VA ~ 3/22

Jim Savarick, PA ~ 3/9

Robert Renaud, NY ~ 4/5

Arthur Field, SC ~ 2/8

Keith Levy, MD ~ 2/9

Daniel Eppolito, PA ~ 2/3

Bruce Reiff  ~ 5/21

Bruce Young, SC ~ 1/10

Harry Flawd, PA ~ 7/20

Alex Bove, PA ~ 4/13

Bradley Johnson, IL ~ 7/14

Steven LeWinter, NC ~ 1/6

Patrick Neary, NY ~ 1/2

Richard Beyma, VA ~ 1/5

Nick Henning, DC ~ 3/15

Stefan Mecay, TX ~ 3/14

Eric Brosius, MA ~ 2/12

Heikki Thoen, qc ~ 3/22

76 Top Dogs

2012 Results
Bruce Reiff, OH
Harald Henning, CT
Doug Galullo, MD
David Hood, NC
Jeff Mullet, OH
Winton Lemoine, CA

 Tedd Mullally, NJ

25  1996-2012

Top Laurelists
Jeff  Mullet, OH 454
Bill Crenshaw, VA 331
Ken Gutermuth, NC 276
Ewan McNay, CT 271
Harald Henning, CT 261
Carl Damcke, IL 200
Chris Byrd, CT 186
Steve Simmons, NJ 185
Mark Smith, KY 145
Kevin Sudy, VA 138

Bruce Reiff , OH

Age of Renaissance (AOR)

The event continues to cling precari-
ously to life as a pre-con. While play-

ers appreciate the ability to play and 
then hop to another pre-con event, this does not 
make for a favorable “Enlightenment Style” event 
which requires dedicated play through numer-
ous rounds by a majority of the fi eld. We had 22 
players in the fi rst round (including fi ve former 
champions) dwindling to 17 in the second, and a 
mere 12 for the third. With this trend, it has been 
suggested that the event return to heats as the En-
lightenment scoring method is fl awed with a fi eld 
that fl uctuates so much between rounds. I mean if 
Bruce Reiff  can win his fi rst AOR laurels and only 
wood in the AOR pre-con, something is defi nitely 
wrong! Look for a return to a more conventional 
Heats, semi and Final format in 2013.

There was an increase in the impact misery 
exerted with several players sent into CHAOS. 
Genoa had the best overall win rate taking 45% of 
the games. Veteran players were able to convert 
Hamburg, Paris, and even beleaguered Venice 
into wins. There was a defi nite trend toward early 
Ocean Navigation even if the respective leaders 
have not yet arrived. A few games allowed a player 
to have income over $100 for multiple turns, argu-
ing that they were not winning. And yet, blood-
baths occurred in Epoch 2, ignoring 
the conventional wisdom of holding 
hammers until Epoch 3. There was 
one table that never even saw Cru-
sades due to early Mongol Armies.

Vincent Meconi, DE

2012 Results
Vincent Meconi, DE
Jon. Lockwood, VA
Ed Menzel, CA
Bert Schoose, IL
Bruno Sinigaglio, AK
Andy Gardner, VA

 Jon. Lockwood, VA

22  1991-2012

Top Laurelists
Vince Meconi, DE 239
Jon. Lockwood, VA 176
Bruno Sinigaglio, AK 159
Bert Schoose, IL 156
Ed Menzel, CA 118
John Popiden, CA 108
Randy Heller, MD 81
Lane Newbury, TX 48
Greg Smith, PA 44
James Tracy II, OH 31

Afrika Korps (AFK)

Not surprisingly, the four survi-
vors of the Preliminaries gaunt-

let included three former champions. 
In the fi rst playoff , Ed Menzel, who had bested four-
time champ Vince Meconi in the qualifi ers, was unable 
to repeat that trick when it counted. His quest for a fi rst 
AFK title died in the sand dunes of El Alamein with a 
failed 1-1 against two 7-7-10 units. 

The other semifi nal paired two-time champion Bert 
Schoose’s Germans vs 2003 champ Jon Lockwood. The 
usual German envelopment and bypass of Tobruch 
ensued. But instead of the scripted all-or-nothing Ger-
man assault on Tobruch, Jon chose to turn the tables 
and risked a similar assault out of the fortress against 
the Italian rear guard. Fate rewarded him for his daring 
and the successful breakout left the Germans cutoff  in 
Egypt with few supplies and an impossible supply line. 
A failed breakout att empt later, Bert conceded. 

This left two familiar adversaries still standing 
whose games have taken on a familiar patt ern over the 
years. Vince was hampered by poor supply, enabling 
Jon to both delay his advance and erect a strong defen-
sive line around El Alamein. However, it also put Vince 
in the frame of mind to use the Holy Hand Grenade 1-1 
against Tobruch, which he did successfully in Septem-
ber. Jon responded with a series of low-odds att acks 
which failed to provide the necessary relief and despite 

several rounds of spirited counteratt acks, 
Vince was eventually left with an overrun 
opportunity which he seized in December 
to take Alexandria and an unprecedented 
fi fth Wood!

Century Events 5



2012 Results
Eric Ho, NY
Dan Eppolito, PA
Mike Kaltman, PA
Chris Senhouse, MA
Matthew Craig, NC
Ben Scholl, PA

 Joshua Cooper, MD

94  2008-2012

Top Laurelists
Mike Kaltman, PA 88
Tedd Mullally, NJ 70
Cary Morris, NC 62
Jon Senn, PA 62
Sceadeau D’Tela, NC 59
Rob Kircher, RI 53
Eric Ho, NY 50
Bill Crenshaw, VA 49
Dan Eppolito, PA 41
Randy Buehler, WA 39

Eric Ho, NY

Agricola (AGR)

Eastward Ho! Three of the four former champi-
ons were on hand to extract a living out of the 

soil again, but only defending champ Jon Senn 
would advance. In all, 94 diff erent farmers tilled 
the Lancaster soil in three heats, 16 of whom ad-
vanced to the semifi nals. This was a far cry from 
2011 when 25 players were allowed to advance 
with only 20 actually doing so. This year, 15 of 
our 16 qualifi ers posted, so only one alternate was 
needed. Running 4-player games made the event 
much more competitive, as 12 of the top 16 had 
two wins, and only alternates with a win and a 
second were able to att empt the second round.

Using all three decks in the advanced rounds 
made for a very competitive playoff . The de-
fending WBC and Euro Quest champs were 
both eliminated in the semifi nals although Ben 
Scholl would earn sixth place laurels. Two 2011 
laurelists, perennial bridesmaid Mike Kaltman 
and Daniel Eppolito, advanced to the Final and 
were joined by Chris Senhouse and Eric Ho. 
The Final appeared to be an even contest until 
Dan broke away with a well-rounded farm and 
points to match. In the end, however, newcomer 
Eric emerged on top with a clinching 12 bonus 
victory points drawing him three points ahead 
of Daniel for his fi rst WBC title. The fi nal tally 
was Eric 48, Daniel 45, Mike 36, and Chris 31. 
Mike had to be content with his 
new standing atop the Agricola 
laurel list despite never having 
won the event.

2012 Results
Marc Imbeault, qc
Pierre Paquet, qc
Richard Irving, CA
Barb Flaxington, NJ
Ben Stephenson, WA
Eric Melancon, qc

 Peter Staab, PA

26  2004-2012

Top Laurelists
Pierre Paquet, qc 162
Martin Sasseville, qc 120
Marc-Andre Imbeault, qc 96
Mario Veillett e, qc 72
Richard Irving, CA 51
Nathalie Malenfant, qc 24
Michael Holmquist, WI 24
Peter Staab, PA 18
Barb Flaxington, NJ 12
Ben Stephenson, WA 12

Marc Imbeault, qc

Age of Steam (AOS)

When three Canadian regulars who had 
monopolized this event for the past 

seven years were absent, hope for a change in 
US fortunes rose. But the remaining Canadian contin-
gent proved again they were more than up to the task. 

The only 5-player game was won by 2010 cham-
pion Marc Imbeault on the Rust Belt map. Defend-
ing champ Pierre Paquet then qualifi ed with the 
largest margin of victory (27). Eric Melancon com-
pleted the Canadian contingent’s bona fi des with 
a 6-point win in Germany that produced the only 
bankruptcy. Richard Irving, the lone US champion, 
won in England while Ben Stephenson did likewise 
on the Mexico map. Chris Palermo qualifi ed in the 
second heat in England while Woolly Farrow won 
one Rust Belt game and Daniel Farrow and Barb 
Flaxington tied for the other. The semifi nals thus 
took the form of two 4-player games. All three Ca-
nadians drew the same table suggesting that at least 
one would not advance. Both games yielded 4-point 
wins. Marc defeated Pierre, whose score was 95.35% 
of fi rst. Ben defeated the tied duo of Richard and 
Barb with 95.6% of Ben’s score, allowing the two 
Yanks to edge Pierre for the last seat. 

However, Ben had an early fl ight and when the 
Final could not be moved, he withdrew, allowing 
Pierre back into the mix. All these machinations came 

to naught, as Marc won every bid 
but the fi rst en route to the eighth 
straight Quebec victory. Marc’s total 
of 95 points outdistanced Pierre’s 89, 
Richard’s 81 and Barb’s 55.

6 Century Events

Top Dogs

Mike Stanley, OH ~ 3/22

Nick Benedict, GA ~ 2/19

Randy Buehler, WA ~ 1/2

Jeff  Cornett , FL ~ 2/14

James Pei, VA ~ 12/14

Ed Menzel, CA ~ 5/21

Jeff  King, OH ~ 2/20

Bob Heinzmann, VA ~ 2/6

James Geronimo, NJ ~ 1/2

Rob Flowers, MD ~ 2/14

Richard Meyer, MA ~ 2/20

Jason Levine, NY ~ 5/13

George Seary, NY ~ 4/10

David Metz ger, NY ~ 5/8

Robbie Mitchell, VA ~ 2/11

Andy Stapp, NJ ~ 1/2

Bill Dyer, IL ~ 2/21

Dennis Culhane, PA ~ 3/8

Bruce Reiff , OH ~ 9/22

Nick Henning, DC ~ 3/21

Jeff  Burdett , NY ~ 2/7

Sceadeau D’Tela, NC ~ 1/7

Bill O’Neal, NY ~ 2/7

Arthur Field, SC ~ 2/4

Rich Meyer, MA ~ 2/14

Nick Page, on ~ 1/1

Lisa Gutermuth, WA ~ 2/12

James Pei, VA ~ 3/17

Top Dogs 75



So, you’re new to all this  competition stuff , with guys strutt ing around in Centurion shirts. Why, 
they even wear their past achievements on their chest like some scarlet lett er! It’s enough to give a guy a 
complex! Worried they’ll see that minuscule laurels total on your own badge? When you sit down oppo-
site your adversary, just how much trouble are you in anyway? Well, here’s a list of the guys you want 
to avoid. All 108 Century events are shown with their current “Top Dog” based on WBC tournament 
wins with laurel totals and recent vintage serving as tiebreakers. The numbers refl ect WBC titles won 
in that event/number of years contested. The name plates are color-coded to the number of titles won. If 
you fi nd yourself opposing one of these varmints with a dark colored name plate, say your prayers!

Top Dogs

Justin Childs, FL ~ 3/22

Tedd Mullally, NJ ~ 1/5

John Coussis, IL ~ 2/15

Joe Powell, VA ~ 2/14

Steve Likevich, OH ~ 5/22

Nels Thompson, NY ~ 4/19

Doug Galullo, MD ~ 4/22

John Coussis, IL ~ 2/17

Bill Edwards, VA ~ 3/22

Paul Risner, FL ~ 6/21

Mark Miklos, GA ~ 5/14

Ewan McNay, NY ~ 5/22

Bruce Beard, MD ~ 7/22

Ewan McNay, NY ~ 3/17

Arthur Field, SC ~ 2/10

Nick Henning, DC ~ 1/3

Jeff  Cornett , FL ~ 3/12

Paul Sampson, OH ~ 1/3

Andrew Emerick, CT ~ 1/2

Larry Lingle, PA ~ 1/3

Vassili Kyrkos, NY ~ 1/9

Bruce Reiff , OH ~ 4/20

Akihisa Tabei, jp ~ 1/2

Tom Gregorio, PA ~ 6/14

74 Top Dogs

2012 Results
Mike Holmquist, PA
Andy Gardner, VA
Stephane Dorais, qc
Luke Koleszar, VA
Ed O’Connor, NJ
Robert Sohn, NJ

 Henry Richardson, VA

68  1996-2012

Top Laurelists
John Coussis, IL 131
Ken Rothstein, NY 112
Chris Storzillo, NJ 108
Robert Sohn, PA 78
Brandon Bernard, PA 76
Andy Gardner, VA 73
Stephane Dorais, qc 66
Michael Musko, IN 50
Jack Jaeger, VA 50
Jimmy Fleckenstein, VA 46

Michael Holmquist, PA

Air Baron (ABN)

It began with a banker’s roll of 5. Flush with cash, 
the fi nalists quickly moved into the high rent 

district. The Government Contract went to Andy 
for $1 and again at $3, while Ed held the $2 marker 
only long enough to break even. Three Local Com-
petitors, three Recessions, one Crash and a lone Fuel 
Hike presented only minor hurdles. The Strike went 
into the cup last, and was never seen again. The Fuel 
Hike failed to cause any bankruptcies.

Ed O’Connor started in Miami and quickly 
spread to Atlanta and Houston. Too many rounds 
without payouts and cold dice limited him to a fi -
nal cash and market share of $11. 38th ranked Luke 
Koleszar began in Pitt sburgh, jumped to Honolulu, 
and used profi t draws from both to eventually dom-
inate, but not control, NY. He fi nished with $75. De-
fending champ Stephane Dorais started in Charlott e. 
Controlling both Houston and Dallas-Fort Worth, 
he lost Charlott e and the game on the last play of the 
decisive Fare War. He fi nished with $103.

Ninth-ranked Andy Gardner ruled the West, 
controlling San Francisco, LA, and Denver, and 
dominating Phoenix after Stephane’s att ack succeed-
ed in Tucson. If he’d been drawn ahead of Michael on 
the last round, he could have won, but his $291 was 
not enough. Unranked Michael Holmquist started 
in Chicago, fl irted with NY, but won by controlling 

Atlanta, Chicago, Detroit, and D.C. 
With exactly $320 in market share, 
no debts, and $8 in cash, he took his 
fi rst title in Charlott e where Stepha-
ne had begun his title defense. 

Alhambra (ALH)

The event again topped 100+ with only two heats. 
Each fi lled 15 games. Together they produced 

29 winners with Brad Sherwood winning twice. 
The Shea and Gutermuth families led the qualifi ers 
with three each. Two winners dropped out, leaving 
just Debbie Gutermuth and Rodney Bacigalupo as 
the hard luck winners failing to make the cut.

Five games composed the semifi nals. Rodney 
Davidson and Ken Gutermuth tied in their semi-
fi nal with the former claiming the tie breaker. 
Ken grabbed sixth place laurels by a single point. 
Thomas Strock had the lowest winning score (89), 
ending Brad Sherwood’s streak by a single point. 
Bruce DuBoff  advanced with the highest win-
ning score (113) of Round 2. Lynda Shea bested 
Jeff  Mullet despite a wall length of only 12 and no 
purple buildings. Richard Meyer became the only 
former laurelist to return to the Final. 

 Bruce led the Final after the fi rst scoring 
round with 13 points followed by Richard with 
10, Thomas 7, and Rodney and Lynda with 4 
each. Bruce was the only leader in two colors 
(brown and green) and had the longest wall. At 
the next scoring round, he retained a share of the 
longest wall payoff  with Richard and still led in 
brown and green. By the end, Bruce 
was only scoring in the same colors 
but held the lead in both while fall-
ing to third in wall length. The fi nal 
tally was Bruce 91, Thomas 89, Rich-
ard 77, Rodney 75 and Lynda 55 for 
Bruce’s fi rst WBC title. 

Bruce DuBoff , NJ

Top Laurelists
Vassili Kyrkos, NY 70
Luke Koleszar, VA 58
Nate Hoam, OH 54
Bruce DuBoff , NJ 40
Richard Meyer, MA 34
Kevin Wojtaszczyk, NY 30
L. Dan Hoff man, MD 30
Michael Mullins, MA 30
Bruce Reiff , OH 30
Thomas Strock, PA 24

2012 Results
Bruce DuBoff , NJ
Thomas Strock, PA
Rich Meyer, MA
Rod. Davidson, AZ
Lynda Shea, CT
Ken Gutermuth, NC

 Debbie Gutermuth, NC

114  2004-2012
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Anzio (ANZ)

The poor climate in Lampeter 
and the absence of the iconic 

Tom Oleson meant slim pickings 
in Italy this year. Without the four-time champ 
taking on all comers, new faces advanced to the 
15-turn Basic Game elimination rounds: Robert 
Frisby, Greg Tanner, Vince Meconi and Ed Wit-
kowski. Only two of them had earned Anzio lau-
rels and none had a title. 

In the fi rst semi, Ed invaded Salerno. Robert’s 
Germans massed north of Salerno at 4-1, but rolled a 
6, preventing an immediate Allied disaster, but Rob-
ert earned the re-roll chit, which was salted away for 
the duration. Stymied, Ed invaded again at Mondra-
gone on Dec II and took Naples, but that left him two 
victory hexes short of a win. In the other semi, Vince 
also came ashore at Salerno. Greg formed a strong 
defensive line and the Allies were bled by good de-
fense and poor dice, conceding on Nov IV. 

Robert bid four replacements for the Germans 
in the Final. Greg invaded at Termoli and was 
greeted by a ferocious counteratt ack that retook 
Termoli on Oct I, destroying the port and the 36th 
Infantry. Undeterred, Greg slugged his way up 
the boot and into Foggia and Naples, grabbing 
Salerno on the way. Termoli fell on Nov IV. Greg 
needed one more victory hex to cap his comeback. 
His second invasion landed at Terracina on Dec 
III with an unsuccessful 1-1 att ack that required 
retreats into the swamp to 
the north, leaving Robert 
with his fi rst Anzio title.

Robert Frisby, VA

Top Laurelists
Robert Ryan, MI 204
Tom Oleson, WA 184
Paul Fletcher, CT 155
Mike Sincavage, VA 114
Robert Frisby, VA 78
Stephen Likevich, OH 74
Mark McCandless, LA 39
Bruno Sinigaglio, AK 38
Carl Walling, PA 30
Chris Harris, VA 25

2012 Results
Robert Frisby, VA
Greg Tanner, AZ
Ed Witkowski, VA
Vince Meconi, DE
Paul Fletcher, CT
John Clarke, VA

 Bruno Sinigaglio, AK

17  1991-2012

Michael Shea, CT

Amun-Re (AMR)

The fi eld was evenly matched with 15 tables 
producing 14 winners in three heats. Most 

games were decided by two or fewer points, and 
three resorted to tiebreakers. Jeff erson Meyer 
was the only standout with the highest score (49) 
and largest margin of victory (12 points). His hot 
hand did not survive the semifi nals though as 
Michael Shea denied his late rally. Rob Flowers 
dropped 2011 runner-up Andrew Emerick, and 
Cary Morris matched his 6-point margin of vic-
tory to also advance. Eric Freeman edged Alex 
Bove in a batt le of the third and fourth-ranked 
laurelists. Alex’s close second nevertheless qual-
ifi ed him for the 5-player Final.

There, Cary used his three Memphis pyramids 
and two scoring cards to take a share of the lead at 
the halfway mark. Eric Freeman had both points 
and money as his temples matched Cary’s point 
output (14). Rob was just two points back, and 
Alex’s one power card gave him a one-point lead 
over Michael (9 to 8) as the Old Kingdom ended. 

In the end, Michael was the big pyramid 
scorer, and his 25 New Kingdom points rallied 
him from last to fi rst with 33 points. Eric also 
had 33 but only built six pyramids to Michael’s 
nine, giving Michael the tie-breaker. Rob was 

just one point behind the leaders, 
and Cary held off  Alex for fourth 
place, also by one point (28-27). 
Michael became Amun Re’s ninth 
diff erent winner in as many years 
in the closest Final to date.

Top Laurelists
Greg Thatcher, FL 112
Alex Bove, PA 92
Arthur Field, SC 91
Eric Freeman, PA 88
Raphael Lehrer, MD 64
Haim Hochboim, is 64
Kevin Wojtaszczyk, NY 55
Nick Anner, NY 51
Curt Collins II, PA 43
Evan Tannheimer, MA 42

2012 Results
Michael Shea, CT
Eric Freeman, PA
Rob Flowers, MD
Cary Morris, NC
Alex Bove, PA
Dominic Blais, qc

 Alex Bove, PA

59  2003-2012

8 Century Events

advantage in overtime. Rather than recreate 
the situation from the point of the error, Pete 
volunteered to take an easier fi x that greatly 
lessened his chance of winning. 

Both owed their nominations to 
chivalrous behavior in close con-

tests and the Sportsmanship 
Award was ultimately decided 
in an election that was every 
bit as evenly matched and ul-
timately decided by a single 
vote. In becoming our fi rst 
foreign Sportsmanship win-
ner, Peter Eldridge dem-
onstrated that we colonials 
have fi nally forgiven that litt le 

matt er of burning our capitol 
during the War of 1812. Or, per-

haps—given the cynical nature 
of our current politics—he was re-

warded for his ancestors’ foresight. In 
any case, Mr. Eldridge will receive a free 
room at the next WBC in addition to be-
ing admitt ed to our Sportsmanship Hall 
of Fame.

Other nominees who fared well in 
the membership vote were Barry Shutt  
who fi nished third with 9% of the vote, 
Roger Taylor at 8%, and Evan Hitchings 
and John Sharp with 7% each.

Peter Eldridge

The Sportsmanship Award is BPA’s top 
honor since it is something we can all as-

pire to and is within our reach regardless of 
our skills. It reminds us that there is no fun 
to be had in gaming without aff able 
opposition providing obstacles to 
overcome. The recipient always 
prizes camaraderie and fair play 
and off ers a shining example of 
sportsmanship that we should 
all strive to emulate.

Our winner was selected 
from among many nominees 
put forth by GMs and other 
commentators and reduced to 
a fi eld of 22 worthies included 
on our annual Membership 
Drive ballot for selection by the 
membership at large. All received 
varying amounts of support with 
over 300 votes 
cast. 

This year’s con-
test evolved into 
a two-Peter duel 
that came down to 
the last vote with 
each garnering 
13% of the vote. 
Our two protago-
nists were Britain’s 
Peter Eldridge and 
WBC’s lovable 
Kremlin and gall 
bladder loser Pete 
Stein. Eldridge’s 
nomination re-
sulted from his 
quarterfi nal match 
in Batt le Cry. Hav-
ing “won” the 
match, he discov-
ered that he had misplayed a rule resulting 
in an errant fl ag loss for his opponent. He lo-
cated his opponent and continued the game 
from that point, eventually losing the replay. 
Stein, on the other hand, had lost his Final in 
March Madness when both players realized 
that they had forgott en to modify a score by 
a played card that would have resulted in the 
game ending in a tie—leaving Pete with a big 

Past Winners
Chuck Stapp, NJ – 1992

Tiger Von Pagel, FL – 1993
Rob Kilroy, PA – 1994
Ian Lange, AE – 1995
Jim Matt , MI – 1996

Ed Connery, NJ – 1997
Frank Sinigaglio, NJ – 1999

Robert Sacks, NY – 2000
Bret Hildebran, OH – 2001

Kaarin Engelmann, VA – 2002
James Jordan, MD – 2003

Steve Okonski, MD – 2004
Bruno Sinigaglio, AK – 2005

Phil Barcafer, PA – 2006
Rebecca Hebner, CO – 2007

Kaarin Engelmann, VA – 2008
Mark Yoshikawa, CA – 2009

John Emery, SC – 2010
Larry Lingle, PA – 2011

Sportsmanship 73



Bradley Johnson

BPA is proud to present its 2012 GM 
of the Year award to Bradley 

Johnson for over a decade of service while 
running Dune at WBC. The game’s small 
but enthusiastic following has en-
joyed a steady hand at the helm as 
the Illinois native has remained 
its one constant for the past 
12 years. The game itself is 
a diffi  cult and controversial 
one to pilot, with its heavy 
tendency to draws or multi-
player alliances making it 
hard to select one winner 
or even a set of fi nalists—
yet the event has endured 
and the GM is praised for 
his eff orts. So much so, that 
he owes his nomination and 
eventual victory to an enthusiastic 
endorsement from one of his players. 
Next time you wonder 
why your favorite event 
has not been chosen, ask 
yourself what you did to 
draw att ention to your 
GM’s eff orts.

Bradley won the re-
spect of his players by 
his dedication to the 
event that included a 
major restructuring of 
the rules for tournament 
play that has become 
the unoffi  cial guide for 
Dune players all over 
the world. His frequent 
tweaks in search of bet-
ter faction balance have 
kept the game from be-
coming stale. Thorough 
and timely presentation 
of annual event previews 
and After Action Reports 
that are always among 
the best presentations on the BPA site show 
his dedication. He also has provided Best 
Player Awards for each faction that have 
become prized in their own right and an 
inducement to play certain factions in an 

eff ort to collect an entire set as a sort of 
meta-prize.

No slouch in his own right, Bradley has 
nine WBC titles and 373 laurels but does 

not dominate his own event, win-
ning it only once in 1998—before 

Avaloncon became WBC. The 
same cannot be said for Robo 
Rally whose championship 
plaques adorn his walls sev-
en times. 

This recognition is Brad-
ley’s fi rst inclusion in the 
BPA’s Top Six GM votes 
but he made his fi rst ap-
pearance an impressive one 

by winning the top honor. 
Dune, which usually draws 

in the 25-35 range, is the small-
est event to gain this honor for its 

GM since Will Wible won for Republic 
of Rome in 1997.  Bradley 
won with a score of 83 
out of a possible 96 from 
our eight-member panel 
with three fi rsts, a sec-
ond, and two thirds. His 
win once again relegated 
Ed Beach to runnerup 
status with a score of 77 
despite three fi rsts as he 
garnered his sixth Top 
Six award for Here I Stand. 
Eric Brosius (Princes of 
Florence) earned one top 
vote and fi nished third 
with a score of 74 to earn 
his fourth Top Six pick. 
Pierre LeBoeuf (18XX) 
collected the remaining 
top vote to fi nish fourth 
at 61 with his third Top 
Six citation. Rounding 
out the Top Six were Tom 
Browne (Dominion) at 59 

and Bill Morse (Grognards) at 55 who each 
garnered their fi rst Top Six fi nishes. 

Bradley wins free accommodations at 
WBC 2013 for being our GM of the Year and 
our thanks for being the best of the best.

Past Winners
1991 – Russ Giff ord, NE – ASL 
1992 – Jim Burnett , TN – WPS

1993 – Glenn Petroski, WI – VIP
1994 – John Ellmann, MD – MMS

1995 – Ken Lee, PA – GCA
1996 – David Terry, MD – B-17
1997 – Will Wible, VA – ROR

1998 – Bruce Monnin, OH – WAS
1999 – Bruno Wolff , WI – TTN

2000 – Vince Meconi, DE – WAS
2001 – David Terry, MD – B17
2002 – John Jacoby, VA – CMS
2003 – Chuck Foster, TX – EPB
2004 – John Coussis, IL – ACS
2005 – John Sharp, FL – VIP

2006 – Don Chappell, TX – WTP
2007 – Ivan Lawson, MD – LST

2008 – Tom McCorry, VA – CAR 
2009 – Jim Jordan, MD – BRI

2010 – Stuart Tucker, MD – HRC
2011 – Claire Brosius, MA – TTR

72 GM of the Year

Patrick Mirk, FL

Atlantic Storm (ACS)

It was another busy year in the shipping lanes 
with 117 ships plying the North Atlantic. Lurk-

ing among them were eight former champions, 
but when the fog cleared and the Final began, 
none remained. Pat Mirk was the only fi nalist 
with prior ACS laurels. 

The Final opened with much fi reworks as Pat 
chose between a pair of 7-VP convoys. He opted 
for SC44 and called a Surface Batt le, leading with 
the Gneisenau. Keith gambled with the Hood and 
Lawrence backed that bet with the King George V. 
Alas, the bet proved a poor one as Jeff  produced the 
Bismarck, taking the Hood by fate and pulling the 
Germans well ahead. Properly discouraged, Eric 
discarded and Paul weaseled some spoils with a 
1-point German play. Jeff  missed his big chance by 
rolling a mere 5 with the Bismarck’s two dice (thus 
giving Pat control since his 5-point play preceded 
his). It would prove to be the day’s decisive roll.

Hand 7 brought the fi rst Arctic batt le and 
some serious fi repower expended over PQ13. 
Pat, Keith and Lawrence went German and were 
opposed by Jeff  and Eric. However, Eric doubled 
down with a Combined Batt le only to see Paul 
trump him with a Tirpitz -fueled 10 to take control.

When the fi nal tonnage was counted, Pat’s 
prior laurels proved an accurate predictor af-
ter all as he garnered 33 points for the title. Jeff  
took second with 29 followed by Paul 21, Keith 

18, Eric 18 (and fewer 
Convoy points) and Law-
rence 15.

Top Laurelists
John Coussis, IL 152
Roy Gibson, MD 100
Scott  Buckwalter, MD 96
Rob Winslow, NY 95
Patrick Mirk, FL 85
Rob Eastman, NV 84
John Elliott , MD 84
Bruce Young, SC 68
Henry Richardson, VA 60
Andy Gardner, VA 50

2012 Results
Patrick Mirk, FL
Jeff Spaner, MD
Paul Risner, FL
Keith Layton, NJ
Eric Buetikofer, OH
Lwr. Hiemenz, MD

 John Coussis, IL

117  1998-2012

Att ack Sub (ATS)

The conditions in Lampeter brought vi-
sions of depth-charged submariners of 

a bygone era, but 38 modern day submari-
ners persevered for an endurance test that would 
commit the fi nalists to four hours in the swelter-
ing conditions. Three emerged unbeaten from the 
swiss rounds—defending champion James Dough-
an, two-time champion Bruce Young, and Andy 
Lewis. Tiebreakers admitt ed 2-1 Keith Hunsinger, 
Chris Storzillo, James Kramer, Kevin Wojtaszcyk 
and Alexander Lange to the playoff s.

None of the unbeatens survived Round 4. In the 
semifi nals Chris’ British hunted Alex’s Soviets in Sub 
Duel. Chris launched the fi rst att ack, hitt ing the Ivan 
Rogav but Alex quickly repaired it and dispatched 
both British subs. Kevin’s British scored two kills vs 
Kramer’s malfunctioning Soviets in the other match.

Kevin’s British drew fi rst blood in the Final, sink-
ing Skvortsov before it could launch. Alex tried to 
open the range to reduce the contact on his remaining 
sub, but was thwarted twice. Kevin got a weapons 
lock, but the Rogav evaded! Rogav used passive sonar 
to gain contact levels on both British subs and sank 
the Valiant to even the odds. As the third deck began, 
each side had malfunctioning sonar. Rogav won the 
repair race and att acked needing a 4 for the win, but 
drew a 3! Rogav fi red a second time and again missed 
by one! How many lives does the guy have? A third 
att ack followed sending Swiftsure to 
the bott om. Thus, Alexander won 
his fi rst WBC title as he guided the 
Soviet subs to four straight wins. 

Alexander Lange, GA

Top Laurelists
Bill Edwards, VA 84
Daniel Hoff man, NC 52
Steve Caler, PA 40
David Sidelinger, CT 40
Kaarin Engelmann, VA 35
John Conlon, OK 33
James Doughan, PA 32
Bruce Young, SC 32
Rob Schoenen, PA 32 
Alexander Lange, GA 30

2012 Results
Alexander Lange, GA
K. Wojtaszczyk, NY
James Kramer, PA
Chris Storzillo, NJ
James Doughan, PA
Andy Lewis, DE

 Steve Caler, PA

38  1991-2012
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Automobile (AUT)

The event featured three heats with 4-player 
games being the rule. For statistics junkies, the 

average number of times each personality was tak-
en was: Ford - 2.73, Kett ering 2.07, Sloan 1.4, How-
ard 3.46, Durant 3.07, and Chrysler 3.2 times per 
4-player game. None of these stats are surprising, 
the benefi t of Kett ering seen as less than the other 
roles, and players either not realizing the benefi t of 
Sloan or they were doing a much bett er job of con-
trolling their loss cubes. Howard and the ability to 
sell two more cars is still critical, and many players 
still like the ability to go last with Chrysler.

The average winning score was just over 
$4,500, with the lowest winning score coming 
in at $3,910. And while we have yet to resort 
to tie breakers, there were two games decided 
by a mere $10. Only one contestant broke the 
$5,000 threshold, and that was Elaine Pearson 
who crushed her semifi nal table. Elaine claimed 
throughout the week that she didn’t feel she 
was a very good player. Let me put that myth to 
rest. Besides Elaine’s crushing semifi nal victory, 
Mike Kaltman squeezed out a $70 victory over 
John Morris, Harald Henning won easily, and 
his son Nick pulled out a narrow victory over 
Pete Staab. This set up a Final with nary a former 
laurelist in sight.

In the end, son edged father in a well played 
game in which all had a shot 
and the spread of scores from 
fi rst to fourth was the profi t 
from less than nine cars.

Nick Henning, DC

Top Laurelists
Nick Henning, DC 30
Bill Zurn, CA 30
Andrew Maly, TX 30
Harald Henning, CT 18
Rod Spade, PA 18
Matt  Calkins, VA 18
John Weber, MD 15
Michael Kaltman, PA 12
Jeremy Oppenheim, VA 12
Elaine Pearson, NC 9

2012 Results
Nick Henning, DC
Harald Henning, CT
Michael Kaltman, PA
Elaine Pearson, NC
Peter Staub, PA
John Morris, MD

 Andrew Maly, TX

48  2010-2012

Andy Gardner, VA

Top Laurelists
Bruce Reiff , OH 78
Arthur Field, SC 50
Andy Gardner, VA 40
Jon. Lockwood, VA 34
George Sauer, OH 34
Steve Cuccaro, MD 32
Ken Gutermuth, NC 30
Jeff  Mullett , OH 30
David Brooks, TN 28
John Schoose, IL 20

Auction (AUC)

The mulligan round winners were 
led by high scorer Bruce Monnin 

($8390). Nick Smith held off  Cabbie 
Sean McCulloch by a mere $440 to also advance. 
Joining them in the semis were 2011’s runner-
up, Rob Buccheri and fi fth ranked laurelist Ken 
Gutermuth. On Wednesday, Owen Kyrollos 
ended John Schoose’s title defense. The day’s top 
scorer was Andy Gardner ($7880). He was joined 
in Round 2 by three past champions: Bruce Reiff , 
Jon Lockwood and Steve Cuccaro.

Ken soon learned this was not his year 
when his fi rst sale of the semifi nal was deemed 
an imitation. Andy went on to crush Ken, 
Bruce Monnin and Rob with the event’s high-
est total ($9800). Bruce’s $6700 proved suffi  -
cient to earn a seat at the Final. Nick gathered 
sets of coins, books and miniatures plus $1810 
in cash to advance. Jon joined him in the Final 
with a $6340 second.

Auction 6 of the Final became a lot sale of two 
fi gurines, some sterling and the always impor-
tant Buyer’s Card. Nick was able to walk away 
with it for $1740. However, the game clincher 
turned out to be Auction 10 for two Buyer’s 
Cards and some coins, going to Andy for $1500. 
Nick then spent $940 on Queen Anne furniture 
before Andy won the whole shootin’ match with 

some prints for $420. Andy fi nished 
with $7510, followed by Jon ($5550), 
Bruce ($1850) and Nick ($1070) for the 
fi rst of his two titles won in the week. 

2012 Results
Andy Gardner, VA
Jon. Lockwood, VA
Bruce Monnin, OH
Nick Smith, uk
Robert Bucheri, MD
Owen Kyrollos, NJ

 Bob Wicks, CT

25 1993-2012
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Nicholas Henning

Our first Juniors program graduate 
has clawed his way to the top by 

posting the best WBC week of 2012 to 
elbow two-time Caesar Randy 
Buehler aside by 17 laurels. 
Although Randy may well 
have a case that this is one 
title deserving of an as-
terisk. Had his 60-laurel 
win for Through the Ages 
counted as a WBC event 
rather than a Pre-Con, he 
would have won hand-
ily and ruled alone again. 
The part Pre-Con, part 
WBC events will always 
leave the door open for con-
troversy. Although only eighth 
in the overall Caesar standings, 
Nick was one of the eight Top 25 gam-
ers of the year to score all his laurels in 
the seven days of WBC week without 
aid from pre-cons, mini-cons or email 
events. Despite Nick’s belated start, his 

recent back-to-back-to-back campaigns 
have raised him to 17th place on BPA’s 
all time Laurelists list—only nine plac-

es and 230 laurels behind his dad.
Although Nick won three 

events (Automobile, Monsters 
Menace America and Power 
Grid; First Sparks) he was 
put over the top by scor-
ing in four others with 
two seconds (A Few Acres 
of Snow and Galaxy Truck-
er), a fourth (Lord of the 
Rings: The Confrontation) 

and a sixth (Gangsters). 
Doug Galullo matched him 

by scoring in seven events 
but could muster only one 

win (Advanced Civilization) and 
fi nished sixth overall. In contrast, Ja-
son Levine won four events (Last Will, 
Princes of Florence, San Juan and Win, 
Place & Show), but they were small and 
had only one other laurel event, fi nishing 
fourth overall. The contenders who sur-
passed 100 laurels at WBC included Matt  
Calkins, Jason Levine, Eric Freeman and 
Doug Galullo in that order. Only Hen-
ning managed 
to repeat as a top 
Consul contend-
er, improving 
from 4th in 2010 
to second in 2011 
and king of the 
hill in 2012.

 Randy Buehler, WA Matt  Calkins, VA Jason Levine, NY Doug Galullo, MD

- The 2012 Consul Line of Succession - 

108116 106 104 102

Eric Freeman, PA

Past Consuls
2004 Devin Flawd, PA 111
2005 None –
2006 Jeff  Cornett , FL 134
2007 None –
2008 Andy Latt o, CT 129
2009 Rich Moyer, MN 100 
2010 Bruce Reiff , OH 151
2011 None –

Consul Award 71



Reigning Caesar Randy Buehler 
made it two in a row by successfully 

defending his perch atop the BPA rank-
ings in 2012 to become our second 
back-to-back top gamer. He 
earned laurels in ten events; 
four at Euroquest and six at 
WBC. Three WBC titles in 
Saint Petersburg, Through 
the Ages and Thurn and 
Taxis supplied 140 of his 
205 laurels for the year. 
However, the Washing-
ton native’s margin of vic-
tory was slim, besting 2004 
Caesar James Pei by just 
ten laurels—37 less than his 
2011 margin of victory over his 
predecessor, Texan Stefan Mecay. 
And unlike 2011 when he claimed both 
the Caesar and Consul titles, he was 
unable to best Nick Henning two times 
in a row as Nick rose to Consul—com-
pleting his rise from the WBC Juniors 
program to claim Master of Horse dur-
ing WBC week. Pei, however, retained 
his Top 25 ranking for the sixth straight 

year. Buehler 
and Curt Collins 
II maintained 
their status for 
the third straight 
year while six 
others kept two-
year streaks 
alive.

Rounding out the top six BPA com-
petitors for 2012 were Keith Wixson, 
Daniel Eppolito, Doug Galullo and Eric 

Freeman whose email, pre-con 
and mini-con victories all en-

abled them to outscore Nick 
Henning’s totals amassed 
entirely during WBC 
week. Only nine of last 
year’s Top 25 players 
managed to retain that 
high ranking led by Bue-
hler who remained at 
the top despite a 36-lau-

rel drop. The other top 
scorers to retain their Top 

25 standing were Pei, Free-
man, Henning and Sceadeau 

D’Tela, Jason Levine, Robert 
Kircher, Andrew Emerick and Curt 
Collins II.

      James Pei, VA Keith Wixson, PA Daniel Eppolito, PA Eric Freeman, PA

- The 2012 Caesar Line of Succession - 

178195 147 143 134

Doug Galullo, MD

Past Caesars
1999 Marvin Birnbaum, NY 135
2000 Ewan McNay, CT 120
2001 Nick Benedict, CA 138
2002 Marvin Birnbaum, NY 146
2003 Nick Benedict, CA 113
2004 James Pei, VA 293
2005 Arthur Field, SC 224
2006 Jeff  Mullet, OH 166
2007 Raphael Lehrer, MD 170
2008 Alex Bove, PA 159
2009 Stefan Mecay, TX 295 
2010 Stefan Mecay, TX 182
2011 Randy Buehler 241

Randy Buehler

70 Caesar Award

Axis & Allies (A&A)

Att endance fell to the third lowest total 
ever and was further handicapped 

by a lack of games that forced the GM to 
resort to 3-player matches in the opening round. 
Four ex-champs populated the fi eld but defend-
ing champion Ty Hansen and 2001’s Patrick Mirk 
would not survive the initial rounds. The Axis en-
joyed a 54% winning percentage that was refl ected 
in the bidding as players accepting the Allies re-
ceived an average bid of 4.4 to do so.

Two rounds cut the fi eld to eight. Al Hurda’s 
Allies and a bid of 5 defeated Ian Lange while Joe 
Collinson’s Axis dismissed Henry Russell in Round 
3. A pair of ex-champs remained unbeaten as Kevin 
Keller and Joe Powell eliminated Jeff  Cornett  and 
Sam Packwood respectively. In the semifi nals Al 
Hurda’s Allies rode a last-turn amphibious assault 
of India to upset Keller. Meanwhile, 2006 champ 
Joe Powell took India, Australia, and Hawaii on the 
last turn to down Joe Collinson. 

Joe took a bid of 5 to play the Allies in the Final and 
was immediately rewarded with favorable dice as Al’s 
Germans lost two fi ghters att acking the British batt le-
ship at Gibraltar. No such bad karma befell the Allies 
as a British bomber and two fi ghters sank the German 
batt leship and transport in the Black Sea without loss. 

Al conceded on Turn 4, facing 
British invasion in the West and a 
surging Russia in the East. And so, 
Joe Powell won his second A&A 
title and the fi rst of two shields he 
would earn that week. 

Top Laurelists
Joe Powell, VA 210
Philip Shea, VA 192
Kevin Keller, MD 191
Ty Hansen, DC 144
Pat Mirk, FL 129
Phil Rennert, MD 96
Richard Beyma, MD 95
Andrew Murphy, PA 94
Tim Rothenhoefer, MD 68
Brian Fitz patrick, VA 54

Joe Powell, VA

2012 Results
Paul Risner, FL
Bill Beckman, SC
Gus Collars, SC
Daniel Hoffman, NC
Nathan Hill, MD
Stephen Shedden, TN

 Dave Terry, MD

60  1992-2012

Paul Risner, FL

Top Laurelists
Paul Risner, FL 343
Richard Moyer, MN 156
William Rohrbeck, NH 106
Keith Hunsinger, OH 100
Eric Stranger, OH 76
Bill Beckman, SC 72
Steve Sabatino, PA 60
Dan Dolan Sr, NJ 60
Dave Long, NC 60
Stephen Quirke, WI 56

B-17; Queen of the Skies (B17)

The time was three weeks after Black Thursday 
when the 8th Air Force took 20% casualties on 

the raid over Schweinfurt. Emerging from those 
dark days was veteran Paul Risner to become a six-
time B17 champion. Paul outscored Bill Beckman by 
one point! How much is that? Bill failed to win it all 
by missing one ME-109 or having one more crew 
member return safely in any of his three missions. 
Although the squadron put less planes in the air this 
year for the fi rst time since 2005, it was still the third 
largest raid over Germany in our 21 years. 
MISSION #1 WILHELMSHAVEN (Target: U-Boat 
Pens) Philip White was awarded the DFC for land-
ing his plane with an engineer at the controls replac-
ing the wounded cockpit crew. Steve Sheddon’s pi-
lot suff ered frostbite but remained in formation to 
earn the Bonze Star.
MISSION #2 GELSENKIRCHEN (Target: Rail-
road yard) Even with a milk run mission things 
happen. Roger Covington’s bombs detonated when 
hit by a strafi ng fi ghter to earn a posthumous vicari-
ous Purple Heart. 
MISSION #3 WESSEL (Target: Aircraft Industry) 
Four pilots suff ered Roger’s fate. Jacob Hebner, Jim 
Miller, Kaarin Engleman, and Justin Rice all had 
bombs explode in their bomb bay. The downing of 
Justin’s plane was especially telling in that his other 
half, Ayree Rice, commanded the fi ghter that shot him 
down. It’s not known if couple’s 
counseling was needed afterwards, 
but Justin reports he won’t forget to 
take out the garbage next year.

2012 Results
Joe Powell, VA
Al Hurda, on
Kevin Keller, MD
Joe Collinson, MD
Jeff Cornett, FL
Steve Packwood, MN

 Joe Powell, VA

22  1999-2012
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2012 Results
Rob Beyma, MD
Bill Morse, VA
Forrest Pafenberg, VA
Frank Sinigaglio, NJ
Martin Musella, VA
Vinny Sinigaglio, NJ

 Frank Sinigaglio, NJ

18  1991-2012

Rob Beyma, MD

Top Laurelists
Steve Likevich, OH 152
Forrest Pafenberg, VA 139
Bill Morse, VA 114
Phil Evans, fr 112
Bruno Sinigaglio, AK 66
Rob Beyma, MD 60
Bob Ryan, MI 60
Frank Sinigaglio, NJ 57
Vince Sinigaglio, NJ 42
John Clarke, FL 34

Batt le of the Bulge (B81)

A pair of past champs, Rob Beyma 
and Bill Morse, joined two perennial 

contenders, Frank Sinigaglio and Forest 
Pafenberg, to make the elimination rounds in a 
down year for the grognards. Paff y’s Germans 
got off  to an average start with four kills, but Rob 
was nonetheless stretched thin and made a daring 
counteratt ack at 5-1 to hold the line. An exchange 
would have killed the only unit able to plug the 
line and Paff y could have waltz ed through to vic-
tory. But fate wasn’t so kind and the opportunity 
slipped away as US reinforcements arrived and 
the defending champ returned to the Final.

In the other semi, Frank captured Stavelot 
and the fuel dump therein on the 19 AM turn 
and also overran an artillery unit near Houff al-
ize permitt ing a four-hex advance to pressure 
Parker’s Crossroad. The Allies had lost 17 units, 
so Bill dropped back into forts and choke points 
hoping to avoid an exchange. On the next turn, 
the Germans were able to launch a 3-1(-1) att ack 
on Bastogne and a 2-1(-1) att ack on Trois Ponts 
for an 83% chance of taking one of the towns 
and the game, but he rolled a Contact and an 
Engaged and Bill was off  to hunt bigger game.

The Final was a rematch of the 2011 title 
game, but with the sides switched. No matt er, 
Rob showed he was equally adept with either 
side as the original playtester 
put his considerable experi-
ence to work and successfully 
defended his title. 

Batt le Cry (BCY)

The event had shown a tendency to bog down, 
so 4-man pods were restored in the preliminary 

round. Everyone played each of the other three 
members in his pod one of three batt les; Falling Wa-
ters, Glorieta, and Brawner’s Farm. The chosen batt les 
were all created by designer Richard Borg and gen-
erally play faster, either due to setup or requiring 
only fi ve fl ags instead of the normal six. This al-
lowed everyone to play a minimum of three batt les 
and still fi nish by noon. At least that was the plan. 

Eight players emerged from the 11 pods un-
beaten, with one declining advancement, and al-
lowing a 2-1 alternate to continue. Preliminary play 
had denied four former champions with only the 
twice anointed Jeff  Cornett  advancing. The Confed-
eracy won three of four Cedar Mountain quarterfi -
nal batt les to pit Jeff  Cornett ’s blue vs Patrick Mirk 
and Joe Powell vs Ben Knight’s gray in Savage Sta-
tion semifi nals. Jeff  turned turtle, clearly frustrating 
Patrick whose dice abandoned him in a 6-1 defeat. 
Elsewhere, Ben’s rebels att acked aggressively, tak-
ing a quick lead, but when Ben’s cards ran dry, Joe 
took the 6-5 decision.

The Final used the Gett ysburg (second Day) 
scenario of the original game, and lasted but 30 
minutes. After only one turn of movement, the 
fl ags began to fall with Jeff  claiming his third BCY 

title 6-4. Most games were played 
with the new version and it should 
become the “default” in the future. 
Most importantly, Richard Borg has 
promised a new set of scenarios.

Jeff  Cornett , FL

Top Laurelists
Jeff  Cornett , FL 120
Philip Shea, VA 66
Ben Knight, MD 60
Lyman Moquin, DC 48
David Metz ger, NY 45
Patrick Mirk, FL 33
Robert Eastman, NV 33
Steve Lollis, MD 33
Nicole Reiff , OH 30
Larry Lingle, PA 30

2012 Results
Jeff Cornett, FL
Joe Powell, VA
Patrick Mirk, FL
Ben Knight, MD
Jim Bell, MD
David Metzger, NY

 Robert Eastman, NV

44  2001-2012
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in all four games, fi nishing with the best 
American record at 3-1.

We played with 2nd edition TWS 
rules, but also included the two addi-
tional infl uence in Canada for the US 
from the Deluxe version. Also, the holder 
of the China Card at the end of the game 
was awarded only 1/2 victory point, to 
avoid any chance of a draw. Only sev-
en games used the optional cards from 
the Deluxe set, and no one played with 
Chinese Civil War rules—the consensus 
at WAM seems to be that with seasoned 
players, the main eff ect of these rules is 
to keep the China card out of the game 
altogether.

Washington’s War
James Pei also defended another 

WAM X title, going unbeaten to reclaim 
“mastery” of Washington’s War. He de-
feated John Pott s, Marvin Birnbaum, 
Greg Ott oman and Roderick Lee. New-
comer George Galuschak, who defeated 
Wixson in Round 1, was a surprising 
runner-up, also defeating Mitchell and 
Tim Miller, the 2011 WAM Champ. There 
were a total of 30 games played with the 
Americans winning 21. 

The Americans dom-
inated the fi rst three 
rounds, while Round 
4 was even. Sides were 
random with the excep-
tion that each player 
was required to play 
both sides an even 
number of times when 
possible. It is starting 
to be apparent that the 
Americans have a sig-
nifi cant edge in this rel-
atively new game.

Labyrinth
Only one deck games 

were played so play 
time was generally less 

than two hours making Labyrinth an ex-
cellent game for tournament play. Due 
to travel schedules we only had three 
games in the fi rst round (even given 
the all-day Thursday mulligan opportu-
nity). For the opening games sides were 
determined randomly and the results 
were totally dominated by the Jihadist 
players who won all three. The second 
round saw more action as fi ve games 
were contested and the US was able to 
claim two victories. Side determination 
for subsequent round was selected by 
the GM in order to assure that all play-
ers played both sides as much as pos-
sible. Sett ing a WMD in the US was not 
the predominant path to victory for 
the Jihadists, controlling resources was 
more popular. 

Winning the Labyrinth title with a 
record of 3-1 was Greg Ott oman who 
guided the Jihadists over Jeff  Fin-
keldey’s US forces with a resource win 
at the end of one deck in the last round. 
Jeff ’s loss in Round 4 dropped him into 
a tie for fourth place. Second place went 
to young Evan Harris who crushed GM 
Gaberson as the Jihadists with a quick 
resource win.

 Greg Ott oman, VA
 Evan Harris, MD
 Jeff  Finkeldey, OH
 Larry Fryer, MD
 Kirk Harris, NJ
 Paul Gaberson, PA

12

 James Pei, VA
 George Galuschak, NJ
 Derek Landel, NJ
 Roderick Lee, CA
 Marvin Birnbaum, NY
 Greg Ott oman, VA

19
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2013 saw the last rendition of the 
Winter Activation Meeting, at 

least as a BPA conference. Your Board 
has decided to concentrate on WBC and 
will not be sponsoring any mini-cons for 
the foreseeable future. The laurels won 
at the 2013 WAM will be counted toward 
our 2013 Caesar competition, but there-
after only WBC and BPA email tourna-
ments will count toward those totals. We 
extend our gratitude to Keith Wixson 
and Terry Coleman for being exemplary 
hosts during its 11-year run under the 
BPA banner. 

Hannibal
James Pei defended his latest Hannibal

title, going 4-0 to pick up his 12th WAM 
plaque and leave WAM as he found it—
the undisputed “Master” of the CDW 
realm. There were 23 games played, 
with a bid of 1 for Carthage being typi-
cal. Carthage won 16 games. Two of the 
few bright spots for Rome were the title 
game, where Pei came back from being 
down 11-7 to take a win from Michael 
Sosa and what may be a new record for 
fastest victory as Rome by Keith Wixson 
over Randy MacInnis using Marcellus’ 

special ability to get a siege hit on land-
ing, Treachery, and two sixes to put Car-
thage to the sword. Pass the salt!

Twilight Struggle
80% of the att endees took part in the 

Twilight Struggle event. The fi rst round 
got off  to a rousing start when Marvin 
Birnbaum forced Mark Yoshikawa to 
blow up the world on Turn 5. Charlie 
Hickok steered his Soviets to a simi-
lar victory vs George Galuschak on the 
very same turn, but gained a few more 
style points, since his victory was punc-
tuated by Kruschchev banging his shoe 
on a table. Not to be outdone, Randy 
MacInnis managed an auto-victory with 
the USSR on Turn 3. Responding with 
US automatic wins were Keith Wixson 
over Bruce Monnin and David Amidon 
over Roderick Lee. Derek Landel built 
up an 18-point lead over Terry Coleman, 
only to see Terry charge back within 7. 
A timely play of Wargames allowed Der-
ek to escape with a narrow victory that 
was the most exciting game of the event. 
All of these results would seem to point 
to a thrilling Final but it was not to be. 
Marvin jumped out to a huge lead. All 

of his early coups were 
successful, and for Mi-
chael Mitchell, just the 
opposite was true. Mar-
vin sprinted to an auto-
matic victory on Turn 
3 for his second WAM 
TWS crown. Unlike 
2012 when the US held 
a slight edge, the Soviets 
won going away, 20-12. 
Much of the blame for 
this can be laid at the 
feet of our champ, Mar-
vin Birnbaum, who led 
the Russian blitz  with 
a 4-0 Soviet slate. His 
counterpart, Jeff  Fin-
keldey played the US 

 James Pei, VA
 Keith Wixson, NJ
 Michael Sosa, DE
 Marvin Birnbaum, NY
 Randall MacInnis, NJ
 Tim Miller, GA

16

 Marvin Birnbaum, NY
 Evan Harris, MD
 Jeff  Finkeldey, OH
 Larry Fryer, MD
 Kirk Harris, NJ
 Paul Gaberson, PA

20
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Batt les of the Am. Revolution (BAR)

Play balance was much in evidence in the lat-
est rendition of the event as the Americans 

forged a slim 14-12-4 edge. 22 of the 27-player fi eld 
entered the Mulligan Round; the Batt le of Eutaw 
Springs. Seven of the defeated and fi ve new recruits 
joined for a repeat of Eutaw Springs in Round 1. The 
Round 2 game was Germantown. 15 of 17 eligible 
players returned, necessitating the fi rst and only 
bye. It went to defending champion, Rob Doane. 

Doane returned from the bye to join seven 
Round 2 winners in contesting Saratoga. Here, 
each side won twice including the only Deci-
sive victory in the tournament as Chris Easter’s 
Americans captured the British baggage train on 
the next to last turn for a Decisive victory over 
Chris Storzillo. In a rematch of the 2011 Final, 
Doane again defeated Champ Easter for the other 
American win. In the British victories, Mark Mik-
los and Bruno Sinigaglio bested Rob McCracken 
and Dave Stiffl  er respectively. 

 The four fought the batt le of Monmouth Court-
house in the semifi nals. Bruno’s Americans held 
off  a furious att ack by Doane’s British to preserve 
a marginal victory with precisely the three VPs 
needed to achieve it. On the other board, Miklos 
and Chris Easter fought to a draw with Chris ad-
vancing on a tie-breaker. Pensacola was the scene 

for the Final and Bruno bid 4 Morale 
Points for the Spanish. Despite ter-
rible weather he rode miraculous 
mortar accuracy to a decisive victory 
for his fi rst BAR title. 

Bruno Sinigaglio, AK

Top Laurelists
Mark Miklos, GA 222
Dale Long, NJ 116
Bruno Sinigaglio, AK 106
Jim Tracy, OH 84
John Vasilakos, VA 81
Chris Easter, GA 70
Cliff  Hansen, NM 48
Rob Doane, MD 47
David Stiffl  er, VA 46
Volko Ruhnke, VA 42

2012 Results
Bruno Sinigaglio, AK
Chris Easter, GA
Mark Miklos, GA
Rob Doane, MD
Rob McCracken, DE
Champ Easter, GA

 Mark Miklos, GA

27  1999-2012

2012 Results
Tom Gregorio, PA
Marty Musella, VA
Forrest Pafenberg, VA
Bill Morse, VA
Bruno Sinigaglio, AK
Ed Witkowski, VA

 Bruno Sinigaglio, AK

25  1999-2012

Top Laurelists
Tom Gregorio, PA 293
Randy Heller, NH 227
Bruno Sinigaglio, AK 182
Bob Ryan, MI 128
Bill Morse, VA 111
Phil Evans, fr 94
Forrest Pafenberg, VA 89
Steve Likevich, OH 65
Marty Musella, VA 51
Mike Mitchell, GA 42

Tom Gregorio, PA

Bitt er Woods (BWD)

The tournament suff ered through a bout of the 
tropics as the temperature and humidity in 

Lampeter taxed the stamina of players more accus-
tomed to the frigid climes of the winter batt le fought 
in that room. Nevertheless, 16 stalwart wargamers 
advanced to the second round. The best game of the 
round was a nail biter that went to the last die roll as 
Marty Musella upset AREA’s 4th-ranked player and 
two-time champ Randy Heller.

In the quarterfi nals, another major upset shocked 
the fi eld when the unpredictable Forrest Pafenberg 
dumped AREA’s top-ranked and 2010 champ Bruno 
Sinigaglio. Forrest continued to display his unpredict-
ability by gett ing crushed by Tom Gregorio in three 
turns in the next round. In the other semifi nal, Marty 
Musella upset another shark as AREA’s third-ranked 
Bill Morse lost. Bill’s Germans rolled poorly on 16AM 
and most of Marty’s Americans were able to escape 
entrapment. At Vianden and before Clervaux, Bill’s 
Germans were stopped cold as neither bridge was 
rebuilt. In the 6th Panzer Army area, Peiper managed 
to get behind the American infantry and threaten Eu-
pen, but an unfortunate die roll prevented a German 
exploitation move into the victory point town. In the 
end, Bill was one victory point shy of a win. 

The Final between Tom and Marty proved anti-cli-
mactic and was over in a few turns, as Marty’s Ameri-
cans used the same unsuccessful strat-
egy tried by Paff y against Tom’s Ger-
mans: holding forward. With his win, 
Tom Gregorio has now garnered six 
WBC BWD titles plus a PBeM version.
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2012 Results
Kevin Hammond, WA
Mike Kaye, MD
B. Passacantando, CT
Mark Gutfreund, KY
Marvin Birnbaum, NY
Jim Eliason, IA

 Andrew Cummins, uk

18  1994-2012

Top Laurelists
Don Greenwood, MD 372
Nels Thompson, NY 300
Andrew Cummins, uk 276
Marvin Birnbaum, NY 207
Alan Applebaum, MA 204
Jim Doughan, PA 187
Jim Eliason, IA 185
Michael Kaye, MD 181
Bryan Eshleman, NC 169
Mark Gutfreund, KY 163

Breakout: Normandy (BKN)

Preferences between the new (L2) and old (AH) 
version were split but bidding betrayed the dif-

ference in balance with the Allies gett ing 40 in the 
AH version against nearly zero in the L2 Design. 
The results were split 8-10 in the German favor 
with the L2 games seeing the majority of Allied 
wins. Individual games still teemed with exotic 
events. Caen being contested on the invasion turn, 
British forces from Gold and Juno capturing Aunay, 
Sword Beach falling to German control, disastrous 
sequences of weather changes in both directions, 
and US troops in Carentan on the 7th, being among 
the more notable. 

Five previous champions fell in the campaign 
leaving a semifi nal fi eld of Mark Gutfreund, Kevin 
Hammond, Mike Kaye and Bruno Passacantando, 
each seeking their fi rst BKN title. The dust of the 
semifi nals sett led with Mike’s Allies triumphant 
over Mark and Kevin’s Germans victorious over 
Bruno. Both survivors preferred L2 rules and 
sought the Allies, and two quick bids had Kevin ac-
cepting the Germans with an extra 5 supply bonus. 

Mike’s allied opening started badly with the Brit-
ish airborne going D1 against Merville and the naval 
bombardments failing to register a single hit against 
the German Coastal Artillery. When the US Air failed 
to dent the Port-en-Bessin Coastal Guns the scene 
was set for an Allied bloodbath. And 
then Mike’s dice got worse! He sol-
diered on for four days but conceded 
on the 10th with German assaults on 
his beaches in the offi  ng. 

Kevin Hammond, WA

Brass (BRS)

Att endance fell to a midpoint of 37 players, 
again originating from four nations. The aver-

age score again increased to 133.9—up more than 
10 points over 2011—with the highest logged by 
Lee Proctor at 167. Two players, Proctor and Eu-
gene Hourany, both won two heats. After 14 pre-
liminary games, nine of the 12 winners att ended 
the semis, so two alternates (were admitt ed to form 
two 4-player and one 3-player semifi nal games. 

Hourany and Sampson both went heavily for 
cott on development in the Final. Corrado, third last 
year, and Sampson both developed iron, coal and 
ports. Kendrick took opportunities to build coal 
and iron but fell behind in development. By the end 
of the canal era, he had built all his iron and had a 
lead but the others had shipped two and three M3s 
and were bett er placed to score twice.

The rail era opened with the usual fl urry of 
double rail builds. Hourany and Sampson both 
shipped three mills, Eugene with a slight edge hav-
ing built three in the canal phase. Corrado went for 
rail, iron and a shipyard, dipping to -10 income at 
one point. Kendrick stayed away from mills, built 
coal opportunistically and managed to block Cor-
rado to build two shipyards. However he found his 
rail network constricted and fi nished last with 133. 
Several coal and iron overbuilds proved decisive as 

Hourany reached 139 while Samp-
son and Corrado both made 140. 
Sampson remained a point higher 
on the income track, thus enabling 
him to secure his fi rst WBC title. 

Paul Sampson, OH

Top Laurelists
Paul Sampson, OH 36 
Bruce Hodgins, on 33
John Corrado, VA 30
Rob Flowers, MD 30
Daniel Speyer, NY 21
Tom McCorry, VA 18
Eugene Hourany, TX 12
Chris Skuce, on 12
Ed Kendrick, uk 9
William Kendrick, uk 9

2012 Results
Paul Sampson, OH
John Corrado, VA
Eugene Hourany, TX
Ed Kendrick, uk
Lachlan Salter, on
Daniel Speyer, NY

 Edward Kendrick, uk

37  2010-2012

14 Century Events

Sceadeau D’Tela • NC

40

 Liz Anderson • NY

57

Alex Bove • PA

53

Andrew Emerick • CT

45

Robert Kircher •RI

43

Luann Stubbs • PA

61

champ Rob Kircher a strong contender in 
the early going. But Rob hit the wall on Sat-
urday, allowing Alex Bove and Doug Ga-
lullo to pull ahead. Defending champion, 
Daniel Eppolito, fi nished 11th this time.

Sceadeau took the early lead, winning 
his own Dominion event. Andrew, who took 
second place in Dominion, pulled ahead by 
taking the plaque for Egezia. Rob Kircher’s 
win in Sett lers of Catan actually dropped 
Sceadeau to third until he won in Thurn 
& Taxis to pull back in front. His lead was 
short-lived though as Andrew’s win in 
Saint Petersburg put him back on top, until 
Sceadeau clawed ahead again by a single 
point with his third place fi nish in Puerto 
Rico. Alex Bove’s win in Stone Age earned 
third, pushing Rob out of the top three.

On Sunday morning, Andrew clinched 
the title with a second place fi nish in 7 
Wonders, making him the latest member 
of the “Magic Men” team to take home the 
trophy. Another highlight was fi rst time at-
tendee Liz Anderson taking home top hon-
ors for Ticket To Ride.

This was the tenth and last Euroquest 
under BPA auspices. The BPA Board has 
voted to concentrate on WBC henceforth 
and will no longer be involved with Euro-
quest, having awarded its rights thereto to 
Games Club of Maryland which has con-
sented to continue running the conference 
as an exclusively GCOM event. The 2012 
EQ results will count toward the BPA’s 
2013 Caesar Award, but will be the last 
EQ laurels earned in the BPA system. We 
wish GCOM continued success with their 
unique Euros conference.

EuroQuest X 67



Bill Crenshaw • VA

43

Sceadeau D’Tela • NC

42

Eric Wrobel • MD

26

Richard Shay • MA

51

Andrew Emerick • CT

35

Scott  Fenn • MD

33

Euroquest 2012 got off  to an inauspicious 
start with the arrival of Hurricane San-

dy just days prior to the convention. With 
the entire east coast under siege and doubts 
whether the hotel would even have power, 
many found their travel plans fl ummoxed 
by cancelled fl ights and questionable roads. 
Kerrin Addis arrived from Australia before 
the storm to once again be our furthest 
traveled guest, but others were less fortu-
nate. Many folks from 
the northeast had too 
many storm related 
issues, dropping 
att endance under 
300 and marking 
the fi rst actual 
participation de-
cline that anyone 
could remember.

Further com-
plicating matt ers, 
Convention Di-
rector Norman 
Rule made an 
unscheduled trip 
to the emergency room Sunday night and 
was admitt ed for surgery, leaving him hors 
de combat. His wife Amy picked up the 
reins and with support from Tournament 
Director Marcy Morelli and the rest of the 
EQ team made the decision that “the show 
must go on!”

For those who persevered, the con-
vention was, nevertheless, a success. This 
year’s race for GCOM’s Siegelman Award 
was dominated by former champ Sceadeau 
D’Tela and Andrew Emerick, with former 

Andrew Emerick
Harold L. Siegelman 

Award Winner

66 EuroQuest X

2012 Results
Barry Smith, NY
Randy Schilb, MO
Rick Kirchner, KY
Thomas Morris, MD
Michael Coomes, OH
Ewan McNay, NY

 James Jordan, MD

33  1991-2012

Top Laurelists
Ewan McNay, CT 353
Nick Benedict, PA 192
James Jordan, MD 156
Barry Smith, NY 117
Randy Schilb, MO 104
Rick Kirchner, KY 84
Scott  Pfeiff er, SC 83
Mark Smith, KY 82
David Gantt , SC 70
Richard Curtin, NY 64

Barry Smith, NY

Britannia (BRI)

Although our numbers were down to their 
lowest ever, the competition was not. A 

313-point game gave Greg Hultgren the Red high 
score honors. Chris Trimmer took the Yellow 
prize with a 243 score in a tightly played game. 
Jim Jordan pulled in the rest of the High Score 
prizes with Blue (266) and Green (271). A favorite 
award, Ethelred the Unraedy, went to one of the 
troop of next generation players. Thomas Mor-
ris, with a score of 186, clearly showed that to be 
a case of bad luck given his performance in the 
semifi nals which earned him a trip to the Final.

The semis were the usual close run aff airs, 
with close att ention paid to runner-up fi nishes 
which would also advance this year due to the 
paucity of qualifi ers. Apparently, Britannia play-
ers don’t like tropical climes. Nor do Danes care 
for Norwegians apparently. Barry Smith, with 
Svein and three Danes att acked Mark Smith’s 
Harald with three Norwegians in the semifi nals. 
One die roll later it was an empty space, full of 
smoke arising from the dice embers. 

In the end Barry Smith emerged triumphant, 
scoring 241 points as Green to take his fi rst Britan-
nia title. It was also his fi rst WBC shield of any 
type in the past ten years. Two-time champ Ran-
dy Schilb claimed second with the Yellows at 233, 

while 2009 champ Rick Kirchner’s 
Reds claimed third with 223. Young 
Thomas Morris’s Blues polled a re-
spectable 215 and a warning of bet-
ter days to come.

2012 Results
Sceadeau D’Tela, NC
Jay Fox, NC
D. Bohenberger, PA
Mark Moore, PA
Lynda Shea, CT
Claire Brosius, MA

 Rebecca Hebner, DC

161  2006-2012

Sceadeau D’Tela, NC

Top Laurelists
Sceadeau D’Tela, NC 30
Jay Fox, NJ 30
Rob Drozd, IL 30
Elaine Pearson, NC 30
Danny Lewis, DE 30
Anne Norton, NJ 30
Rob Winslow, NY 20
David Burkey, PA 20
Sean McCulloch, OH 18
Marco DeLaurentis, PA 18

Can’t Stop (CNS)

Chants and shouts of success or failure fi lled the 
Ballroom as players tested their luck, egged on 

by roving gangs of onlookers who took their joy in 
encouraging others to embrace the third rail: You 
Can’t Stop; crying out in disappointment when 
the object of their att ention busted or, worse yet, 
had the audacity to actually stop. The Wednesday 
edition of the late-night game circuit remained 
so popular that we again were short on copies. A 
special tip of the GM hat to Laurie Wojtaszczyk 
who truly epitomized the spirit of the night with 
her daring win by topping not three, not four, but 
fi ve columns (2’s, 5’s, 7’s, 8’s, 12’s) to secure her ad-
vancement and a special place in Can’t Stop lore. 

The advanced rounds narrowed the fi eld to 
those graced by luck for their boldness or those 
cautious few who ignored loud advice to dogged-
ly trudge up the number track. Two rounds and 
much shouting later, Sceadeau, Dave, Mark, and 
Jay were the lucky gents to grace the Final. Us-
ing the oh-so-classy Mountaineers version of the 
game and a dice tower, it was obvious that these 
fellows took their dice-games seriously.

Flagrant disregard for kibitz ing continued - es-
pecially for our most frequent stopper, Sceadeau, 
whose slow progress advanced his markers steadi-
ly ever closer until fi nally, after a uniquely long run, 
Mr. Slow-and-Steady dropped the 
dice, turned his back on the results, 
and let the cheers of the onlookers 
reveal the numbers necessary to 
close out the third track for a win.
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2012 Results
Rich Meyer, MA
Mike Kaltman, PA
Otis Comorau, NY
Jason Long, PA
Kevin Walsh, NY
M. Pare-Paquin, qc

 Mike Kaltman, PA

23  2006-2012

Top Laurelists
Peter Putnam, MD 103
Andrew Gerb, MD 83
Rich Meyer, MA 71
Michael Kaltman, PA 71
Sam Atabaki, CA 64
Jeff  Meyer, MA 60
Jeremy Spencer, NC 40
Cary Morris, NC 30
Rod Spade, PA 22
Kevin Walsh, NY 15

Rich Meyer, MA

Caylus (CYL)

Whatever optimism I had for the fu-
ture of Caylus was dashed when 

‘the bott om fell out’ of this year’s att en-
dance. Only 23 players participated; limiting play 
to eight games in the two heats. Most striking was 
the lack of past champions. None of the previous 
six winners were present. 

One heat winner declined to advance. The 
remaining six (including Rich Atwater - the only 
double winner) were supplemented by two al-
ternates. Mike racked up 113 to win one semi; 
newcomer Otis Comorau taking second with a 
solid 78 points to join the Final. While a ‘building 
boom’ was going on at that table, Rich Meyer’s 
game experienced a ‘building bust’. The lack of 
resource cubes got so serious that Rich found 
himself hitt ing the usually weak Resource Favor 
track numerous times to complement the Build-
ing Favor track. Rich was able to pull away, scor-
ing 95 to best Jason Long by more than 20. 

Rich and Mike both went for the Final Building 
Track early, while the others opted for early Carpenter 
plays. The turning point came when, during the last 
round, Rich and Otis (and later Jason) beat Mike to the 
castle. Mike had only gott en in a single castle batch for 
the phase, and was shut out from end-of-round favors 
while Rich deposited four batches and used favors 
to construct two more stone build-
ings (the Alchemist and an Architect) 
to open a commanding lead that he 
would never relinquish. Final score: 
Rich 76, Mike 67, Otis 60, Jason 44.

2012 Results
Eric Monte, NY
Dusty Usner, PA
Cliff Ackman, PA
Dave Blisard, PA
Brandon Bernard, PA
Shane Yeager, MD

 Tom McCorry, VA

115  2002-2012

Top Laurelists
Robbie Mitchell, VA 69
L. Dan Hoff man, MD 59
Arthur Wines, PA 48
Scott  Buckwalter, MD 42
Olin Hentz , CT 36
Eric Monte, NY 33
Debbie Gutermuth, TX 33
Carolyn Strock, PA 30
Katie McCorry, VA 30
Jennifer Visocnik, IL 30

Eric Monte, NY

Carcassonne (CAR)

The most recent format of a multiplayer mulli-
gan round followed by 2-player single elimina-

tion rounds proved the right compromise as partic-
ipation reached its highest levels since abandoning 
multiple heats. 78 players took part in the mulligan 
round. High score (157) for the round went to two-
time champion Robbie Mitchell. Round 1 enjoyed 
an infl ux of new players for the 2-player elimina-
tion rounds with 35 pairs taking part. The high 
score went to Chris Korfmann (182).

Round 2 saw 46 players continuing with the 
Round 1 winners being joined by the mulligan vic-
tors and a high score of 142 by Brandon Bernard. 
The games got tighter in Round 3. John Mewshaw 
led the 22 survivors with a high score of 134. Round 
4 fi elded ten players, led by Cliff  Ackman (123). 
Due to a bye in the previous round, we had six 
players enter Round 5. Only Eric Monte (58th) was 
listed among BPA’s 66 prior CAR laurelists. Dusty 
Usner (114), Monte (106), and Cliff  Ackman (125) 
prevailed over Brandon Bernard (98), Dave Blisard 
(98), and Shane Yeager (100). In Round 6 Monte 
faced off  with Usner while Ackman was paired 
with Robbie Mitchell in a volunteer, non-advancing 
eliminator role. If Ackman won, there would be a 
Round 7 game. If not, he would claim third place.

Mitchell (103) recovered his winning form in time 
to shorten the tournament, besting 
Ackman (72) and transforming the 
other half of the bracket into the Final. 
In a very close match, Monte (106) de-
feated Blisard (98) to claim the title.

16 Century Events

Randy Buehler, WA
St. Petersburg • 10

Sceadeau D’Tela, NC
Egizia • 4

Andrew Emerick, CT
Navegador • 9

Edward Fear, NY
Dominion • 0

86 teams entered the 22nd “run for the 
slivers” and the big news at post time 

was that perennial favorite Nest of Spies was 
no longer favored. The Happy Handicapper’s 
love aff air with the three-time champs had 
been tarnished. However, truth be told, the 
new love of our prognosticator was a collec-
tion of ringers sharing an unfortunate given 
name and now plying their trade under the 
nom de plume Your Name’s Not Bruce. Such 
was his disdain for other mere mortals that 
a veritable chasm existed in the odds falloff  
after the fi rst two picks. So, how did his two 
darlings fare? Neither was found in the Top 
Ten. The best they could manage was a 12th 
by the Nest. The new apple of his eye, the 
Bumbling Brace of Bruces, were nowhere to be 
found among the leaders. Indeed, one had to 
extend one’s gaze into the low-rent district of 
49th place to locate the top ranked team de-
spite the presence of the owner of WBC’s lon-
gest winning streak… seven years down the 
drain under Reiff  management. Sometimes 
life is just so damn good! But I digress…

So, it was an off  year for our handicapper 
with only two of his picks making the Top 
Ten. He improved in the also-ran category 
with 12 of his picks (48%) making the Top 25 
cut—bringing his fi ve-year average back to 
54.4%. Nevertheless, those following his ad-
vice fared poorly in our Annual Bracket Bust-
ing Contest.

Despite another increase in entries, Mark 
Love’s 2009 winning score of six correct 
teams in our initial contest once again set 
the bar too high as this year’s winner could 
identify only fi ve. Of course, when nearly 
everyone begins with two losers for Nest and 
the Bruces, that doesn’t leave much room for 
error. Mix in a few long shots such as the 7th 
place Local Yokels and the ground is litt ered 

with losing tickets. Congratulations to Andy 
Latt o for winning a free 2013 membership by 
correctly guessing Ski Patrol, Wabbits Wevenge, 
Magic Men, Wood Be Contenders and Not Age of 
Steam in that order. 

Our prognosticator’s reliance on WBC 
resumes leaves gaping holes for skilled 
newcomers to exploit. 2012 was a big year 
for the long shots—with Magic Men—led by 
the reigning Caesar—overcoming 73-1 odds 
to take the whole shebang. The EPGS team 
Four to Beam Up fi nished second despite 
111-1 odds and the Finnish Ski Patrol (which 
was also shown litt le respect at 200-1 odds) 
proved otherwise with a fourth place fi nish. 
Only Band of Fools and Wood Be Contenders
played to par with fi fth and sixth place fi n-
ishes to salvage some face for the chagrined 
Handicapper. Band of Fools was also the only 
team to avoid the Weak Link syndrome with 
points from all four members. 

Shutouts decreased to 25—comprising 
29% of all entries. The highest ranked squad 
to post nothing but goose eggs and thereby 
earn the 2012 title for Most Overrated was the 
6th-ranked group of Cabbies, Roll One Die. 
The Lady Luck team won the Misery Loves 
Company title with 777 entrants for an av-
erage of 194 players per event. Apparently 
the ladies like crowds. On the opposite end 
of the social scale, claiming the Big Fish in 
the Small Pond title was KGB Comrades who 
dropped a 7 digit from that tally to manage 
just 77 entrants (an average of 19 players in 
their block game events). Our 344 players se-
lected 132 diff erent events. The most common 
choices were Carcassonne with nine and Here 
I Stand and Pirate’s Cove with eight. In all, 26 
Team participants (7.55%) won their selected 
events. That is up from 2011 (6.5%) but down 
from the high water mark of 9% in 2009. 

~  Magic Men  ~ 

Team Champions 65



Previous Winners 
1999 N. Markevich, CA 20
2001 Ed Menzel, CA 32
2004 Rob Flowers, MD 32
2007 Charles Drozd, IL 35
2009 Joe Dragon, MI 42
2011 Michael Ussery MD, 28
Next event begins Sept. 15

39

Previous Winners 
1999 Vince Meconi, DE 22
2000 Ed Menzel, CA 39
2001 Jon Lockwood, VA 43
2004 Don Greenwood, MD, 44
2006 Andy Gardner, VA 46
2008 Darren Kilfara, uk 46
2010 Jon Lockwood, VA 43
2012 D. Nicholson, NY 50

Next event begins after WBC

41

Event Results 
 D. Blumentritt , TX
 Tim Tow, WA
 Robert Drozd, IL
 Greg Smith, FL
 Scott  Beall, OR
 Rob Kircher, RI

 John Pack, CO

Event Results 
 Tim Tow, WA
 Robert Drozd, IL
 Ed Menzel, CA
 Vince Meconi, DE
 Philip Watkins, au
 Michael Ussery, MD

 Bruce Monnin, OH

Previous Winners 
2007 Tom Taaff e, VA 36
2008 Bill Edwards, VA 35
2010 Stefan Mecay, TX 36
2011 Bill Crenshaw, VA 29

No event in progress

25

Event Results 
 Stefan Mecay, TX
 Bill Crenshaw, VA
 Carl Damcke, IL
 Greg Stripes, VA
 Jeff  Mullet, OH
 Peter Pollard, TN

 Bill Crenshaw, VA

Previous Winners 
2008 K. Gutermuth, NC 34
2009 Curt Collins II, PA 40
2010 Tom DeMarco, NJ 33

Next event begins Oct. 1

25

Event Results 
 John Pack, CO
 Michael Kaltman, PA
 K. Wojtaszczyk, NY
 L. Wojtaszczyk, NY
 Tom DeMarco, NJ
 George Seary, NY

 John Pack, CO

Previous Winners 
2000 Randy Heller, NH 20
2001 Bob Ryan, MI 27
2002 Tom Gregorio, PA 25
2005 Phil Evans, fr 27
2008 B. Sinigaglio, AK 32
2011 B. Sinigaglio, AK 23

No event in progress

28

Event Results 
 Bruno Sinigaglio, AK
 Bill Morse, VA
 Tom Gregorio, PA
 Larry Hollern, TX
 Steve Likevich, OH
 Randy Heller, NH

 Bruno Sinigaglio, AK

64 PBeM Champions

2012 Results
Michael Lind, VA
Gino Sinigaglio, NJ
Frank Sinigaglio, NJ
Brian Conlon, CT
Doug Galullo, MD
John Tighe, Jr, DE

 John Jacoby, VA

78  1991-2012

Top Laurelists
Josh Githens, SC 263
Frank Sinigaglio, NJ 152
Steve Katz , VA 144
Tom Saal, MI 120
Anthony Musella, VA 117
Scott  Sirianna, NY 85
John Tighe, Jr, NJ 84
Bill Beckman, SC 72
Michael Lind, VA 60
Mike Stanley, OH 60

Michael Lind, VA

Circus Maximus (CMS)

2011 was the tamest race anyone could recall 
with litt le blood spilled, and a female cham-

pion no less. 2012 would be diff erent. The Rabbits 
(Lissa Rennert) and Amish Buggy (Michael Lind) 
were light chariots. The other ten fi nalists drove 
heavies and viewed them as so many sheep. 
Despite the obvious menu choices, events trans-
pired such that by Turn 3 the strategy was deter-
mined. The Rabbits led and were uncatchable. 
The Amish, true to their calling, waited peaceably 
behind the pack. 

On Turn 8, mayhem reigned as the Rabbits 
had to lap the fi eld and began tiptoeing through 
the minefi eld of the pack. The Camels of defend-
ing champ Angela Collinson were fi rst to go, 
kissing the wall and ending her day. The Skunks 
fl ipped in the turn, and several mounts died. 21 
Horse and nine Wheel hits found their mark. By 
Turn 11, the bunnies endurance was cut to 1 from 
continuous evasion. In rapid succession six ani-
mals were lost. Josh Githens, dubbed Chief Dull 
Knife from a previous Final when he was unable 
to cut away a dead mount, gleefully rid himself of 
a carcass only to have two more of his Tigers cut 
down. Amidst all this, the leading Rabbit fl ipped. 

Dan Dolan Jr att acked the Amish wheels, 
fl ipping both carts. Lind was fi ve away from the 
fi nish line with three body parts, as Rennert died 

while being dragged over the 
line. The dragged Lind rolled a 
1 and surfed over the line alive 
with a body part to spare. 

Combat Commander (CBC)

43 players braved the “jungle like” conditions in 
Lampeter to actually post an att endance increase 

in the year of “the swamp”. The tournament again 
used a Swiss-Elim format with four opening rounds 
advancing four players to single elimination playoff s. 

Peter Gurneau and JR Tracy were undefeated in 
the swiss rounds and seven more stood at 3-1. Two 
of those advanced to the semifi nals on tiebreak-
ers. There, prior champion Bob Heinzmann met 
Gurneau while JR faced Bob Jamelli in Blitz krieg 
Unleashed. Heinzmann failed his playoff  test for 
the fi rst time. In the other semifi nal JR’s Poles ap-
peared to cruise as Jamelli’s att ack faltered.  How-
ever, timely Air Support saw his best leader and key 
defensive units break and soon thereafter a second 
Air Support event ended JR’s title hopes. The Stukas 
had their way that day.

So Peter and Bob met in A Midnight Clear match 
of fi rst time fi nalists. Fate favored Peter’s Americans 
from the outset as an early reinforcement (105mm 
radio) and Lucas, US Hero, appeared and wreaked 
havoc. The Germans were not without their own 
bright spots as a Sniper event silenced the US MMG. 
The VPs were still tight as the Germans batt led 
back, recapturing a key objective. However, mount-
ing casualties had pushed them perilously close to 
their surrender level. Bob threw his key leader and 
a squad into melee to recapture Ob-
jective 4, but his luck failed. With 
their elimination, he was forced to 
concede and Peter was proclaimed 
the 2012 Champion.

Top Laurelists
Bob Heinzmann, FL 165
Bryan Collars, SC 72
Peter Gurneau, WI 62
Michael Johnson, MA 52
Bob Jamelli, PA 48
J. R. Tracy, NY 44
Chris Byrd, CT 42
Mike Galandiuk, OH 40
Brian Hanechek, MA 24
David desJardins, CA 24

Peter Gurneau, WI

2012 Results
Peter Gurneau, WI
Bob Jamelli, PA
J.R. Tracy, NY
Bob Heinzmann, FL
Dave Stiffler, VA
Bill Edwards, VA

 Bryan Collars, SC

43  2007-2012
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Dominant Species (DSP)

The Final started slowly with the Immigrant 
Species card as one of the fi ve initial draws, 

causing players to expand slowly. Tom Mc-
Corry’s Arachnids –3, JR Geronimo’s Insects –2, 
Kevin Emery’s Amphibians –2, Robb Effi  nger’s 
Mammals –1, Tom Bissa’s Reptiles –1 and David 
Buchholz’s Birds were the protagonists. 

JR scored the Intelligence card on Turn 2, 
granting everyone an extra action pawn rather 
than see his Insects be left behind. Robb estab-
lished the Mammals on the tundra for an early 
bid for Survival control, while Tom and Kevin 
sent six of their species cubes to the box through 
an untimely Ice Sheet action followed by a nasty 
Biomass extinction. Fearing a Mammal runaway, 
Catastrophe was used to eliminate the Mammal 
tundra presence on Turn 4, with fi ve species head-
ing to the box. JR migrated a number of his Insects 
onto the now vacant tundra, and he secured the 
Survival card. Turn 5 saw JR migrate again onto 
the tundra, to sew up the Survival advantage. 

The Ice Age arrived in Turn 6. Robb im-
proved from 6th in the Turn Order to fi rst in just 
six rounds, but, after everyone migrated, the 
huge payout from JR’s dominance cones in Ice 
Age scoring and his fi nal Survival scoring was 
too much for his Mammals to overcome. So, with 
a VP-adjusted score of 124 to 103, JR became the 
champion with his fi rst ever 
WBC title! They were followed 
by Kevin with 88, David 86, 
Tom M 81 and Tom B 64.

James Geronimo, NJ

Top Laurelists
James Geronimo, NJ 40
Dennis Mishler, GA 30
Tom McCorry, VA 26
Robb Effi  nger, NJ 24
Kevin Emery, SC 19
David Buchholz, MI 16
Lane Hess, PA 12
Tracey Casselberry, VT 9
John Emery, SC 6
Tom Bissa, MI 4

2012 Results
James Geronimo, NJ
Robb Effinger, on
Kevin Emery, SC
David Buchholz, MI
Tom McCorry, VA
Tom Bissa, MI

 Dave Long, NC

46  2011-2012

Top Laurelists
Bill O’Neal, NY 123
Allen Kaplan, NJ 68
Tony Curtis, OK 58
Chad Mekash, NJ 56
Brian Conlon, CT 54
Jack Morrell, NY 52
Rick Young, NC 30
John Kirk, PA 24
Terry Cott er, CT 24
Jeff  King, ME 18

Commands & Colors Ancients (CCA)

Another great (but warm) year in the Ancient 
world climaxed with John Kirk and Allen 

Kaplan cutt ing through a fi eld of 36 to down three 
former champs and meet for the title. They would 
play Mycale twice, switching sides.

Allen’s Greeks pressed the Persian right to 
clear the hills and draw fi rst blood. Another Per-
sian unit soon died, and the leader-loss check 
claimed the leader as well, putt ing Allen up 3:0. A 
counteratt ack nett ed John his fi rst banner, but the 
Greeks kept coming—pressing across the river 
for a 5:1 victory.

Switching sides, Allen needed only two ban-
ners to carry the day. John’s Greeks opened the 
rematch on the Persian right, drawing fi rst blood 
with a ranged att ack. Allen consolidated. John 
again pressed forward with a mounted charge, 
scoring his fi rst banner. A Persian Line Command 
restored order, pushing away many of the Greeks 
and gaining a banner, to secure a 1:1 tie. John or-
dered four right and forded the river, killing two 
more Persian units for a 3:1 lead. Allen’s response 
was only partly successful, pushing one Greek 
unit back. John again pressed the Greek right, 
killing another Persian unit, to pad his lead to 4:1, 
one short of ending the game and tying the match. 
Alas, Allen’s riposte killed two Greek units, clos-

ing the score to 4-3, and ensuring his 
title. John took small solace in killing a 
fi fth Persian to win the game 5-3 a turn 
too late. Allen carried the day on total 
banners, 8-6.

Allen Kaplan, NJ

2012 Results
Allen Kaplan, NJ
John Kirk, PA
Greg Ottoman, VA
Dan Dolan, Jr, VT
Tony Curtis, OK
Jack Morrell, NY

 Rick Young, NC

36  2006-2012

18 Century Events

Previous Winners 
2004 Peter Staab, PA 30
2005 Jim Gutt , TX 30
2006 Bruce Monnin, OH 32
2007 Jeff rey Martin, CT 40
2008 Bruce Monnin, OH 38
2009 Aran Warszawski, is 38
2010 Dennis Nicholson, NY 42
2011 Bob Menzel, VT 44

Next event in progress
46

Previous Winners 

N/A

Next event in progress

31

Event Results 
 Bruce Monnin, OH
 Bill Edwards, VA
 Sean McCulloch, OH
 Robert Rund, MA
 D. Gutermuth, NC
 Jeff  Finkeldey, OH

 Bruce Monnin, OH

Event Results 
 Mads Lunau, dk
 Kevin Youells, PA
 Jon Anderson, PA
 Gregory Kulp, NJ
 Joe Lux, NJ
 Neil McIver, MD

 Kevin Youells, PA

Previous Winners 
2010 L. Gutermuth, NC 34
2011 D. Nicholson, NY  41

Next event in progress

44

Event Results 
 Mark Yoshikawa, CA
 John Coussis, IL
 Mark Mitchell, VA
 Chris Kizer, CA
 Jeff  Mullet, OH
 Bruce Monnin, OH

 Bruce Monnin, OH

Previous Winners 
2007 Jim Tracy, OH 22

No event in progress

23

Event Results 
 Chris Easter, GA
 William Byrne, WI
 David Stiffl  er, VA
 Jim Tracy, OH
 Rob Doane, MD
 Adam Deverell, au

 Ric Manns, IN

Previous Winners 
2001 Tom Taaff e, VA 32
2002 Bill Crenshaw, VA 57
2003 Jason Levine, NY, 57
2004 Arthur Field, SC 63
2006 Harald Henning, CT 43
2008 Mark Neale, RI 48
2010 Carl Damcke, IL 44

No event in progress
50

Event Results 
 Jeff  Mullett , OH
 Carl Damcke, IL
 Robert Davidson, IL
 George Young, VT
 Stephen Koehler, NC
 Mark Frueh, IL

 Greg Stripes, VA

PBeM Champions 63
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Play-By-Email Tournaments

Yspahan (YSP)
46  2008-2012 
 Rob Kircher, RI
 Tim Mossman, MD
 Jeff  Mullet, OH
 Keith Galbraith, PA
 Mike Kaltman, PA
 Eric Freeman, PA

 Richard Shay, MA

Wooden Ships & Iron Men (WSM)
22  1991-2012 
 Dale Long, NJ
 Paul Owen, VA
 Evan Hitchings, DE
 Bill Place, PA
 Malcolm Smith, VA
 Tim Hitchings, DE

 Tim Hitchings, DE

Previous Winners 
1999 Vince Meconi, DE 22
2000 Ed Menzel, CA 39
2001 Jon Lockwood, VA 43
2004 D. Greenwood, MD 44
2006 Andy Gardner, VA 46
2008 Darren Kilfara, uk 46
2010 Jon Lockwood, VA 43

Next event in progress
50

Event Results 
 Dennis Nicholson, NY
 Vince Meconi, DE
 Don Greenwood, MD
 Jim Laws, WA
 Robert Drozd, IL
 Darren Kilfara, uk

 Bruce Monnin, OH

Previous Winners 
2004 Paul Gaberson, PA 46
2008 Dan Leader, MA 50

Next event in progress

70

Event Results 
 James Pei, VA
 Kent Tieman, TX
 Ron Jacobsen, OH
 P. Burgin-Young, VT
 Marvin Birnbaum, NY
 Jay Meyers, CA

 Keith Wixson, NJ

Play-by-e-mail tournaments are the answer to many players’ most com-
mon complaints—lack of time and inability to fi nd skilled opposition. 
BPA does not run PBeM tournaments; rather, we provide support for 

hobbyists willing to host events. E-mail tournaments are counted the same as face-to-
face action in BPA’s prestigious Caesar competition, with Laurels based solely on 
size of the fi eld and the average face-to-face playing time. 

Entry in these tournaments is free to current BPA members. For anyone 
who is not already a member, an Associate membership costs only $10 to cov-
er the costs of this program. (Players have no obligation to keep their mem-
berships current once the tournament begins.) For information about running 
a PBeM tournament, contact the BPA PBeM coordinator Hank Burkhalter at
ussObrien@abovethefi elds.com or check out his webpage at www.abovethefi elds.com/top_pbem.

Dune (DUN)

The Bene Gesserit returned to the top of the 
heap, participating in more wins than any oth-

er faction, but the Harkonnen, normally a frequent 
winner, fell on hard times and recorded the most 
losses. The Fremen and the Atreides climbed, both 
registering strong mid-tier results along with the 
Guild and the Emperor.

“Grueling” is the only word that can describe 
the 15-turn, 14-hour title game! Bill Dyer drew 
Atreides (his personal favorite), James Denam 
returned to the Final again to take the BG, Glenn 
McMaster got the Emperor, Lee Proctor the Fre-
men, Jacob Dyer (Bill’s son) the Guild, and Chris 
Bennett  the Harkonnen. With a pair of two-time 
champions involved, it was destined to be a brutal 
game from the start. At least four diff erent alliance 
confi gurations schemed for the win, and then were 
forced to batt le to prevent others from winning 
when they were stopped. Casualties were severe. 
By the end, most of the tokens and many leaders 
were in the tanks, and most factions were playing 
with only a few revived tokens. It became nearly 
impossible for any faction to exert dominance, 
with the leading alliance always being beaten back 
by the cooperation of the other four. In the end, 
the Guild, who had been laying low and clearly 
playing for the stalemate from the outset, won a 
2-way default victory with the help of 
his Emperor ally. Congratulations 
to Jake on his victory and fi rst WBC 
title—perhaps Dune aptitude is an 
inherited trait!

Dominion (DOM)

The Final consisted of two games with cards 
from the Seaside and Alchemy expansions. Ran-

dom seating gave Chad Weaver the fi rst turn in 
Game 1, followed by Nick Ferris, Cal Doughan and 
Derek Glenn. Chad and Nick opened with Silver 
and Moneylender while Cal opted for Workshop 
instead of Silver, and Derek took Ambassador. 
Chad’s deck worked well early as Turn 3 saw him 
pull his Moneylender, Silver and three Coppers—
for an early Gold purchase. Derek’s strategy began 
to take form as his Ambassador gave slowing Es-
tates to his opponents while adding a Cellar to his 
deck. He continued this Ambassador strategy, rid-
ding himself of his last Estate on Turn 5, and using 
his Cellar on Turn 6 to draw the Ambassador again 
and start discarding Coppers also. Turn 9 saw Der-
ek’s strategy come full circle with the purchase of 
a Curse. Derek’s deck was much tighter now, and 
he began gaining Provinces every other turn. Con-
versely, Chad’s deck was slowing due to the Curs-
es and Estates from Derek’s Ambassadors, but his 
early Province and Island purchases retained the 
lead. When Cal ended it with the last Province on 
Turn 22, Chad was just two points ahead of Derek 
(32 to 30). Cal and Nick trailed with slower decks 
and 23 and 20 points respectively.

Game 2 followed suit and Chad’s two wins 
clearly handed him the title, while a second and 

third each for Cal and Derek re-
quired a comparison of total points, 
with Derek edging Cal for second 
place.

Jacob Dyer, ILChad Weaver, PA

Top Laurelists
Bill Dyer, IL 148
Glenn McMaster, on 115
Phil Barcafer, PA 93
Joe Abrams, CT 70
Steve Koehler, NC 70
Joe Harrison, KY 58
Jean-Francois Gagne, qc 55
Benoit Groulx, qc 48
Stephane Dorais, qc 45
Matt  Fagan, NJ 43

Top Laurelists
Arthur Field, SC 90
Sceaudeau D’Tela, NC 52
Haim Hochboim, is 50
Chad Weaver, PA 40
Randy Buehler, WA 40
Edward Fu, NY 40
Rob Renaud, NY 38
Edward Fear, NY 30
Andy Latt o, MA 26
Derek Glenn, KY 24

2012 Results
Jacob Dyer, IL
Glenn McMaster, on
Bill Dyer, IL
Lee Proctor, IL
James Denam, NC
Chris Bennett, MD

 Brad Johnson, IL

38  1992-2012

2012 Results
Chad Weaver, PA
Derek Glenn, KY
Cal Doughan, PA
Nick Ferris, MD
Rob Kilroy, PA
Loc Nguyen, PA

 Thomas Browne, PA

127  2009-2012
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El Grande (ELG)

The semifi nals had a good mix of returning 
players and new faces. There was an espe-

cially strong showing from the “Jay’s Basement” 
game club with six players in the semis. The 
Final featured former champs Curt Collins, Jay 
Fox, and Geoff  Pounder. The 12th ranked Eric 
Freeman returned for his third trip as a fi nal-
ist, leaving Bruce Duboff  as the newcomer but 
one who had just dispatched a pair of former 
champs in the semifi nals.

Bruce started strong. In cooperation with 
Eric, they executed two scoring cards in the fi rst 
round to open a 20-point gap. In the second 
round, Bruce again used a scoring card to widen 
his lead. Even after the Turn 3 scoring, Bruce 
maintained a 10-point lead over Eric and 20 over 
the rest but his board position was deteriorating.

Over Turns 7 and 8, both Eric and Curt used 
a scoring card, once in the Castillo and once in 
Galicia, each of which benefi tt ed them and no-
body else. They were opening up a substantial 
lead. Then, in Turn 9, a “Score the 5’s” came out. 
The defending champ, going fi rst with the 1/13 
combo, managed to lock down his home prov-
ince (New Castile) with the King, but had only 
a tenuous hold on the 5 regions. When the card 
was scored, everyone received points but him, 
and this along with the last Castillo drop made 

the diff erence, giving Eric a decent 
lead and his fi rst El Grande title as 
Curt was denied his third straight 
championship.

Eric Freeman, PA

Top Laurelists
Rob Flowers, MD 103
Curt Collins II, PA 87
Greg Thatcher, FL 77
Robb Effi  nger, on 69
Jason Levine, NY 62
Eric Freeman, PA 60
Geoff  Pounder, on 58
Jay Fox, OH 55
Charlie Kersten, OH 40
Mark Gutt ag, VA 40

2012 Results
Eric Freeman, PA
Curt Collins II, PA
Geoff Pounder, on
Jay Fox, NJ
Bruce DuBoff, NJ
Jeff Meyer, MA

 Rob Flowers, MD

61  1999-2012

2012 Results
Bart Pisarik, IA
Eric Brosius, MA
Mark Giddings, NY
Harald Henning, CT
Rich Meyer, MA
Ken Gutermuth, NC

 Bob Stribula, PA

59  1999-2012

Bart Pisarik, IA

Top Laurelists
Richard Meyer, MA 182
Eric Brosius, MA 125
Harald Henning, CT 115
Jim Yerkey, MD 110
Tom Dunning, NY 97
Dave Steiner, DE 91
Tedd Mullally, NJ 79
Mark Kennel, DE 78
Debbie Gutermuth, NC 66 
Donna Balkan, on 61

Empire Builder (EPB)

The demo was well att ended. One newly men-
tored player, Natasha Metz ger, went on to win 

her fi rst game! There were 24 unique preliminary 
winners. Mark Kennel won all three of his games 
while Mike Zorrer and Ted Mullally each won 
twice. They plus all single game winners less one 
absentee advanced. Two alternates with a pair of 
seconds completed the 25-player semis that yielded 
fi ve winners for the Final.

Mark Giddings started it by building west from 
Milano. Eric Brosius discarded his start cards. Rich 
Meyer built from the Ruhr towards France. Harald 
Henning constructed track from France towards 
Italy. Bart Pisarik laid track southwest from the 
Ruhr. Harald delivered fi rst: Catt le to Paris for 
€7M. With new cards, Eric built from Yugoslavia 
to deliver Workers to Antwerpen. Meanwhile, Bart 
was building to Iberia to deliver Tourists to Bar-
celona. Without enough cash to build to Lisbon, 
Mark had to wait three turns to use the track Bart 
was completing. He was fi nally able to deliver Cars 
and Wheat to Lisboa for €56M. Eric upgraded to a 
Fast Train fi rst and then built the English Chunnel. 
In Iberia, Bart, Mark, and Rich all dumped cards for 
elusive Cork or Oranges demands. In all, players 
discarded at least 15 times. Harald was fi rst to up-
grade to a Super Freight. A mixup ensued about the 
remaining Cork chips. By the time Bart 
delivered those Cork loads, he had the 
required city connections and €261M. 
Eric followed with €221M, Mark €185M, 
Harald €184M, and Rich €179M.
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Waterloo 20 (W20)
9  2012
 Mark Polelle, OH
 Terry Coleman, CA
 Peter Pollard, TN
 Greg Hultgren, CA
 NA
 NA

 Joshua Gott esman, CA

Titan (2 Player) (TT2)
20  1994-2012 
 Michael Pustilnik, NY
 Jason Ley, WA
 David des Jardins, CA
 Aaron Fuegi, MA
 Dan Strock, PA
 Ed Rothenheber, MD

 Rich Atwater, WA

Stock Car Champ.   (SCC)
42  1999-2001, 2005-2012 
 Phil White, MD
 Ralph Gleaton, SC
 Jim Bell, MD
 Rob Schoenen, PA
 Brian Mongold, MD
 Steve Caler, MD

 John McLaughlin, VA

Sergeants Miniatures (SGM)
24  2012 
 Todd Trahan, VA
 Scott  Smith, PA
 Kevin Collins, VA
 Jason Fisher, NC
 Bruce Bernard, PA
 Steven Shedden, TN

 Jeff  Billings, MD

Sekigahara (SKG)
42  2012 
 Daniel Hoff man, NC
 Rob Winslow, NY
 Tom Drueding, MA
 Lachlan Salter, on
 James Pei, VA
 Lyman Moquin, DC

 Matt  Calkins, VA

TransAmerica (TAM)
60  2004, 2006-2012 
 Carolyn Strock, PA
 Jeff  Cornett , FL
 Daniel Ott ney, PA
 Sean McCulloch, OH
 Luke Koleszar, VA
 Bob Wicks, CT

 Lisa Gutermuth, NC

White Star Rising (WSR)
17  2011-2012 
 Jeff  Schulte, NJ
 Derek Pulhamus, NJ
 Michael Masella, VA
 Sean Druelinger, MD
 John Vasilakos, VA
 Wayne Ratliff , VA

 Sean Druelinger, MD

Win, Place & Show (WPS)
29  1992-2012 
 Jason Levine, NY
 John Welage, OH
 Ken Gutermuth, NC
 Christina Harley, VA
 Craig Fox, PA
 Bruce Reiff , OH

 Jim Burnett , TN
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Pro Golf (PGF)
71  1994-2012 
 John Coussis, IL
 Bob Tassinari, NY
 Mark Yoshikawa, CA
 Jason Porta, PA
 Jason Levine, NY
 Scott  Buckwalter, MD

 Bruce Monnin, OH

Navegador (NVG)
66  2011-2012 
 Andrew Emerick, CT
 Randy Buehler, WA
 Rob Kircher, RI
 John Kilbride, PA
 Alex Bove, PA
 Vien Bounma, NY

 Anni Foasberg, NJ

Manifest Destiny (MFD)
27  2005-2012 
 AJ Sudy, VA
 Bill Crenshaw, VA
 Jeff  Mullet, OH
 Ed Kendrick, uk
 Doug Galullo, MD
 Kevin Sudy, VA

 Bill Crenshaw, VA

LOR Confrontation (LRC)
47  2010-2012
 Nick Page, on
 Tom Parauda, NJ
 Geoff  Pounder, on
 Nick Henning, DC
 Luke Morris, NC
 Zach Denysenko, NY

 Jim Doughan, PA

Santa Fe Rails (SFR)
38  2003-2012 
 William Herbst, NY
 Rob Winslow, NY
 Richard M. Shay, MA
 Roger Budz, RI
 Barb Roeper, MD
 Rob Kircher, RI

 Rob Kircher, RI

Power Grid: 1st Sparks (P1S)
56  2012 
 Nicholas Henning, DC
 Kevin Broh-Kahn, MD
 Phil Becker, PA
 Chris Senhouse, MA
 Rodney Bacigalupo, MD
 Tim Horne, PA

 Jennifer Thomas, NY

Neuroshima Hex! (NSH)
8  2012 
 Jarett  Weintraub, NY
 Sceadeau D’Tela, NC
 Craig Melton, VA
 Tim Carnahan, MD
 NA
 NA

 Zev Shlasinger, NY

Medici (MED)
56  1999-2012 
 Josh Githens, SC
 Robert Drozd, IL
 Doug Galullo, MD
 Carmen Petruzelli, PA
 Dominic Blais, qc
 Loc Nguyen, PA

 Doug Galullo, MD

Enemy In Sight (EIS)

Three Heats drew 11 tables with only 
winners advancing to the Sunday 

Final. Matt  Evinger won two heats to 
narrow the qualifi ers to ten. Unlike last year’s 
12 fi nalists, four opted out of another round, so 
we were left with six qualifi ers, prior laurelists 
all. It would be a far diff erent experience. There 
were to be no ‘excused on account of low score’ 
issues after each hand to thin the herd. 

Hand 1 went quickly in a feeding frenzy on 
whoever was hurtin’. Rob Kilroy and Matt  were 
thus shut out. Dale Long made the strategic er-
ror of leading too soon with 66 points. Hand 
2 ended with Rob still scoreless, Matt  with 32, 
2006 champ Evan Hitchings 70, and his dad 
with 97. 

It seemed that Tim Hitchings led a charmed 
life in Hand 3—thwarting numerous att acks 
against him. Meanwhile, Dale was becalmed 
with just a single ship. Matt  always drew the 
wrong card, though he had ships aplenty. Bill 
Powers took advantage of these failings to score, 
but from a long way back. Evan found himself 
boxed in, and subject to much att ention. Rob, 
with no natural enemies, emerged as a steady 
menace, sinking ships with great frequency. 
Tim’s 139 won the day over Rob who rose to sec-
ond with 104—all scored in the last hand! Dale 
hung on to third with 85, edg-
ing Bill by a single point. Matt  
was last with 48, a new low for 
the two-time champion.

Empire of the Sun (EOS)

Turnout was good despite unexpectedly realistic 
South Pacifi c weather. Nearly half of the fi eld 

was newly arriving theatre reinforcements who took 
part in the training demo. Our veterans continued 
the training with tough love during Round 1 with 
live fi re exercises.

Round 2 began the real fi reworks. Distinguishing 
themselves were Paul Gaberson, Craig Yope, three-
time champ Dennis Culhane, defending champ An-
tero Kuusi and newcomer Mark Hodgkinson. Mark 
ultimately prevailed in a one-VP Japanese victory in 
the Final (‘43 scenario) although post analysis sug-
gested opportunities for the Allies to have addressed 
this defi cit with their last card. It was a great game 
nonetheless but what else would you expect when 
the titans of Bahrain and Finland meet in Lancaster? 

Antero’s allies att acked out of CBI early while 
Mark set up island defenses. This was hard as Mark 
had six blue (reaction) cards and picked up one more 
and two (political) yellows. It was a weak hand and 
things looked grim for the challenger but Antero got 
a bad roll and Mark’s counteratt ack in the next turn 
regained a lot of India. Anterio went into the Mar-
shall’s and then began deep Island Hopping. Mark 
cut his fi ghter support by counter invading places 
like Nauru (at a cost!) to barely make POW (progress 
of war). Both players att empted to keep momentum 
by switching att ack points by sneaky PBM’s (post 

batt le moves). Both are to be applaud-
ed for their skill and their dedication 
in travelling so far to take part in our 
championships.

Tim Hitchings, DEMark Hodgkinson, bn

Top Laurelists
Matt  Evinger, PA 78
Gordon Rodgers, PA 78
Tim Hitchings, DE 63
Mike Sincavage, VA 48
Evan Hitchings, DE 47
Bill Peeck, NY 47
Rob Kilroy, PA 36
Blair Morgen, NJ 36
Mike Mitchell, GA 36
Robert Eastman, NV 33

Top Laurelists
Dennis Culhane, PA 65
Antero Kuusi, fn 48
Bob Heinzmann, FL 48
Mark Popofsky, DC 36
Mark Hodgkinson, bn 30
Paul Gaberson, PA 25
John Chabonneau, NY 24
Craig Yope, MI 19
Pablo Garcia, ch 16
Steve Campbell, NH 16

2012 Results
Tim Hitchings, DE
Rob Kilroy, PA
Dale Long, NJ
Bill Powers, VA
Evan Hitchings, DE
Matt Evinger, PA

 Bill Alderman, VA

33  1991-2012

2012 Results
M. Hodgkinson, bn
Antero Kuusi, fn
Tom Thornsen, NY
Paul Gaberson, PA
Dennis Culhane, PA
Craig Yope, MI

 Mark Herman, MD

24  2005-2012
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Facts in Five (FI5)

Round 1: Characters in Shakespeare’s Trag-
edies; Beatles Original Songs; Baseball 

HOF Pitchers, AKC Dog Breeds; Current US 
Senators. B, G, H, L, P. Paul Bean led with 15. Average: 9. 
Round 2: Individual Performers in the Rock and Roll 
Hall of Fame under a Stage Name; Superbowl Start-
ing Quarterbacks, 1997-2012; X-Men Members; Tony 
Award Winners for Best Musical; 50 Most Populous 
Cities. B, C, D, J, M. Matt hew and Natalie Beach tied 
with 14. Average: 7.5.
Round 3: Bill Murray movies, current members of 
the League of Arab States, Major Party Vice-President 
nominees, 1952-2008, HBO/Showtime Original Series 
with new episodes airing after 2000, Atari 2600 Car-
tridges. E, L, M, Q, S. Jason Levine and Mark Gutt ag 
tied with 15. Average: 7.3.
Round 4: Colors in a Standard Pack of Crayolas; IAU 
Constellations; Disney/Pixar Animated Full-Length 
Features; German Cities with over 100,000 Citizens; 
NFL/ NBA/NHL/MLB/MLS Team Nicknames. Lett ers: 
A, E, I, O, U. Richard Irving led with 16. Average: 9.4.
Round 5: Leaders in Gett ysburg ‘88; Politicians from 
Kremlin and Kremlin Revolutions; Diplomacy Supply 
Centers; Advanced Civilization Commodities and Ca-
lamities; Titan or Titan: The Arena creatures: B, D, G, 
S, T. Jim Eliason, Ted Drozd and Paul Bean tied with 
17. Average: 6.7.

Taken altogether, Paul Bean won his 
second title with 66 correct. He was fol-
lowed by Mark Gutt ag and Richard Ir-
ving with 65, Eric Brosius 64, Rich Meyer 
63, and Ted Drozd 62.

Paul Bean, MA

Top Laurelists
Richard Meyer, MA 76
Paul Bean, MA 72
Richard Irving, CA 56
Aaron Silverman, FL 44
Doug Hoylman, MD 42
Eric Brosius, MA 40
Ted Drozd, IL 32
Randy Cox, SC 31
Winton LeMoine, CA 28
Shantanu Saha, NY 24

2012 Results
Paul Bean, MA
Mark Guttag, VA
Richard Irving, CA
Eric Brosius, MA
Rich Meyer, MA
Jim Eliason, IA

 John Corrado, VA

78  1993-2012

2012 Results
Craig Moffi  t, NJ
Steve Scott, CA
Eric Freeman, PA
Romain Jacques, qc
Patrick Shea, VA
Mozes Eyal, MD

 Craig Moffi  t, NJ

35  1999-2012

Top Laurelists
Jeff  Cornett , FL 114
Craig Moffi  t, NJ 74
Aaron Fuegi, MA 70
Eric Freeman, PA 68
John Kilbride, PA 42
Ananda Gupta, MD 42
Chetan Radia, uk 40
Rob Kilroy, PA 36
Matt  Calkins, VA 32
Aran Warszawski, is 30

Craig Moffi  t, NJ

Euphrat & Tigris (E&T)

With four qualifi ers absent, four heat 
winners plus the best four runners-

up fi lled two semifi nal games. Two-time de-
fending champion Eric Freeman won one semifi nal 
(5-6-7-12) with Steve Scott  (4-5-5-7) advancing as the 
runner-up. GM Craig Moffi  tt  won the other game 
(10-10-11-13) over Romain Jacques (7-10-11-15). The 
winners, Eric and Craig, chose to move third (Lion) 
and fi rst (Archer) respectively in the Final. Romain 
and Steve became second (Bull) and fourth (Pott er). 

Craig setup in the Northwest with his King, 
Trader, and Priest, looking to build monuments 
in the corner. Romain started at the intersection 
of the two rivers to the East with his King and 
Trader and quickly built the Green/Black monu-
ment in Round 4.  Meanwhile, Steve opened con-
servatively in the Southeast and slowly built his 
support with tile placements.

At game end, Steve used his long-built support 
to expand north and win a Trader confl ict against 
Craig. Amazingly, after this confl ict, all three Monu-
ments were disconnected from any Leaders. Re-
duced to a single Leader and with his adversaries 
closing quickly, Craig elected to discard his hand 
twice to end the game. It was none too soon, as he 
barely held the lead when scores were revealed, win-
ning his own tournament for the fi rst time in eight 
years at the helm. Craig fi nished with 6/7/11/15, 

Steve 6/7/8/10, Eric 6/7/8/10, and Ro-
main 5/5/6/15. Steve earned runner-up 
wood despite the exact tie for second 
due to his disadvantage in Turn Order.
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Julius Caesar (JUC)
24  2010-2012 
 Joe Harrison, KY
 Tom Drueding, MA
 Bill Powers, VA
 William Austin, VA
 Ron Draker, VA
 Justin Thompson, VA

 Justin Thompson, VA

Kaiser’s Pirates (KPR)
35  2007-2012 
 Jim Day, MD
 Scott  Beall, OR
 Mark Hinkle, NH
 Daniel Lawall, VA
 Richard Bliss, CA
 Melody Thompson, SC

 Tim Rogers, SC

Innovation (IOV)
73  2012 
 Steve Koleszar, VA
 Robb Effi  nger, on
 Luke Koleszar, VA
 Inger Henning, CT
 Doug Smith, PA
 Brandon Bernard, MD

 Andy Latt o, MA

Hawaii (HWI)
28  2012 
 Dominic Blais, qc
 Bob Cranshaw, RI
 Randy Buehler, WA
 Curt Collins II, PA
 Rob Kircher, RI
 Kyle Smith, PA

 Jim Vroom, PA

Hammer of the Scots (HOS)
15  2003-2012 
 Lyman Moquin, DC
 Malcolm Smith, VA
 Fred Bauer, VA
 Grant Dalgliesh, WA
 Ron Draker, VA
 Robert Hammond, on

 Randall MacInnis, NJ

Goa (GOA)
34  2004-2010, 2012 
 Rod Spade, PA
 Mikko Raimi, fn
 Chris Trimmer, TX
 Jeff  Meyer, MA
 Alex Bove, PA
 Chris Moff a, NJ

 Chris Moff a, NJ

Last Will (LWL)
35  2012 
 Jason Levine, NY
 Doug Faust, NY
 Andrew Emerick, CT
 John Corrado, VA
 Tom McCorry, VA
 Winton LeMoine, CA

 Justin Morgan, VA

Leaping Lemmings (LLM)
42  2011-2012 
 Mary Ellen Powers, VA
 T. Wyatt -Johnson, VA
 Faith Wobbeking, MD
 Tim Evinger, PA
 Andy Lewis, DE
 Ray Freeman, CA

 Rick Young, NC
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Egizia (EGZ)
59  2011-2012 
 Sam Schell, NC
 Sceadeau D’Tela, NC
 Randy Buehler, WA
 Elaine Pearson, NC
 Andrew Emerick, CT
 Rebecca Hebner, DC

 Randy Buehler, WA

Galaxy (GXY)
37  2000-2012 
 Steve Cameron, PA
 Rob Winslow, NY
 Steve Shambeda, PA
 Joanna Melton, VA
 Rebecca Hebner, DC
 Mark Mitchell, VA

 Mark Mitchell, VA

Elchfest (ELC)
76  2001-2012 
 Brandon Bernard, PA
 Dave Meyaard, NY
 Jon Gemmell, MD
 James Carvin, PA
 Dan Dolan, NJ
 Dan Dolan Jr, VT

 Dan Dolan Sr, NJ

Crusader Rex (CRX)
9  2007-2012 
 Ron Draker, VA
 Fred Bauer, VA
 Dave Dentel, VA
 Grant Dalgliesh, WA
 NA
 NA

 Ron Draker, VA

Founding Fathers (FGF)
26  2011-2012
 John Weber, MD
 John Shaheen, MD
 Jim Doughan, PA
 Nick Taylor, WV
 Bill Morgal, MD
 James Freeman, VA

 Jacob Nixon, WV

Galaxy Trucker (GXT)
44  2012 
 David Finberg, MA
 Nick Henning, DC
 Karl Henning, DC
 Nick Ferris, MD
 Antero Kuusi, fn
 Laura DeWalt, MD

 David Finberg, MA

A Few Acres of Snow (FAS)
33  2012 
 Nick Page, on
 Nick Henning, DC
 Kevin Lewis, DC
 Patrick Mirk, FL
 Alexandra Henning, NC
 Claire Brosius, MA

 Roy Gibson, MD

Diplomacy (DIP)
34  1991-2008, 2012 
 Christian Pedone, PA
 David Anderson, MI
 Robbie Mitchell, VA
 Harald Henning, CT
 Sylvain Larose, qc
 Paul Konka, MD

 Thomas Haver, OH

For The People (FTP)

Not only was this a grueling tournament in 
terms of a strong fi eld, but the heat in the 

Lampeter room was not unlike campaigning in 
the fi elds of Gett ysburg. Many wargamers sought 
refuge elsewhere, leaving only a handful of stal-
warts behind. It was in this sauna that Mark Gid-
dings and James Pei met for their fourth Final. 
Unlike other “wimps” who could not stand the 
“heat’, these veterans endured the Civil War at its 
hott est for nearly eight hours!!! 

Giddings unexpectedly took the South. Pei 
took the wrong pile of cards to start as Mark drew 
a Major Campaign and two CSA reinforcement 
cards. Pei was only able to leverage the Farragut 
card by sacking Columbus GA. By the end of 
1861, TX and AR joined the Union, causing the 
permanent loss of two CSA reinforcements. 

By Turn 5 of 1862, the continuous clash of big 
armies in the East took its toll. The AOP lost three 
batt les in succession, but the att rition rate was 
starting to cripple the South. Coupled with the 
loss of two states and a blockade zone, another 
Major Campaign succeeded in gett ing KY, but was 
unable to prevent MO’s entry into the Union. The 
turning point came during Turn 8 of 1863, when 
a depleted ANV failed to evade from Richmond, 
and lost the ensuing batt le. To add insult to in-
jury, Rail Degradation took Mark’s Minor Cam-
paign card. After failing three 
blockade zones on Turn 9, he 
conceded James’ 12th FTP title, 
trailing in SW 111 to 39. 

James Pei, VA

Top Laurelists
James Pei, VA 646
David Dockter, MN 216
Mark Giddings, NY 151
Mike Mitchell, GA 69
Riku Reikkinen, fn 68
Trevor Bender, CA 62
Nicholas Pei, CA 60
Stefan Mecay, TX 60
Bill Pett us, MD 52
Tim Miller, GA 52

2012 Results
James Pei, VA
Mark Giddings, NY
Bill Pettus, MD
Henry Russell, PA
Jeff Donald, VA
Nick Pei, CA

 Mark Herman, MD

28  1999-2012

Football Strategy (FBS)

Heat 1 drew 16 players. Round 1 was 
all blowouts except for the Birn-

baum-Stakenas game that required over-
time for Marvin’s 23-17 win. Round 2 saw Marvin 
run out of gas versus Doug Galullo 20-10, Dave 
Rynkowski win a thriller versus Jim Vroom 26-24 
and Ken Whitesell defeat Bruce Reiff  42-28. Joe 
Powell then downed Doug by 11 and Ken won 20-
13 over Dave. In Round 4 Joe earned a return trip 
to the title game with a 25-10 win over his longtime 
league rival.

Heat 2, always the lesser att raction, drew eight 
players -- again ideal bracket material. Rynkowski 
scored 50 to win by 35. Reiff  also returned to form, 
35-9. Whitesell bested former champ Bert Schoose 
28-24 and Sean McCulloch upset Birnbaum 27-17. 
Dave then defeated Sean 24-17 and Ken joyously 
downed Bruce a second time 21-14. Ken jumped 
out to a 10-3 halftime lead in the Heat Final but 
couldn’t close the deal, as Dave rallied for a 22-
17 win. Ken nonetheless had a great tournament, 
making the Final of both heats and handing the 
perennial champion a double dose of humble pie. 
This guaranteed him third place in the tournament 
and fi rst place in Greenwood’s pantheon of heroes.

The Final started badly for Joe as the opening 
kickoff  was fumbled and quickly converted into 7 

points—an edge Dave increased to 17-7 
at half. However, the second half be-
longed to Joe as he scored three unan-
swered TDs for a 28-17 win, thereby tak-
ing every game by a double-digit margin.

Joe Powell, VA

Top Laurelists
Bruce Reiff , OH 262
Bill Cleary, MD 99
Ken Whitesell, MD 71
Ray Stakenas II, CA 66
Joe Powell, VA 62
David Rynkowski, NY 57
Bert Schoose, IL 56
Kevin Keller, MD 39
Paul O’Neil, MD 33
Dan Dolan, Jr, NJ 24

2012 Results
Joe Powell, VA
Dan Rynkowski, NY
Ken Whitesell, PA
Doug Galullo, MD
Bruce Reiff, OH
Sean McCulloch, OH

 Bert Schoose, IL

22  1991-2012
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Sarah Vasilakos, VA

2012 Results
Sarah Vasilakos, VA
Gary Schaefers, PA
Scott Saccenti, MD
Brandon Beard, PA
Chris Kizer, CA
Dacey Collinson, MD

 Chris LeFevre, AZ

95  2001-2012

Top Laurelists
Lisa Gutermuth, NC 78
Sarah Vasilakos, VA 61
Chris LeFevre, AZ 33
Jordan Flawd, PA 33
Brandon Bernard, PA 30
Stefany Speck, MD 30
Forrest Speck, MD 30
Dan Lewis, DE 30
Matt  Evinger, PA 30
Debbie Gutermuth, NC 30

Formula Motor Racing (FMR)

25 preliminary games were played as the 
event drew a record fi eld. It wasn’t easy 

pickin’s though as John Rinko discovered in 
a race that claimed both his cars before he 
even had a turn! And that wasn’t even in the 
“Crash” variant table that claimed 22 cars in 
six races.

Exactly 18 qualifi ers appeared for the three 
semifi nals. Sarah Vasilakos claimed high score 
for the round with 37 but Gary Schaefers pre-
vailed in a game that claimed six cars in the 
last race. There are only six cards capable of 
eliminating a car and all took their toll. 

Brandon Bernard took the early lead in 
the Final with a first and second for 16 points 
in Race 1. It remained close after three races, 
with Gary claiming a second and third for 18 
points, and Scott Saccenti winning to forge 
a three-way tie for second at 16. Race 4’s 
win gave Gary the lead with 28 points. Chris 
Kizer took the fifth race to pull back into 
contention. Gary played the Spin Out in the 
last race and rolled a 5 to hit his own car so 
he rerolled. Another 5 resulted, knocking out 
his own car. With the penultimate play, Sar-
ah moved both her cars into the lead. Bran-
don had the coveted last play, but could not 
change the outcome—leaving Sarah with 40 
points and her first WBC title. Gary had 33 
points followed by Scott 
26, Brandon 22, Chris 20 
and Dacey 15. 

Formula De (FDE)

The 2012 Final again took place on an eye-
popping enlarged track. This year it was an 

advance copy of the upcoming Baltimore Circuit. 
Special thanks go to Asmodee Games for provid-
ing, not only the Final track, but additional prizes 
as well.

In the year Bruce Beard’s seven-year 18XX 
streak came to an abrupt end, all eyes were on Ja-
son Levine as the likely successor to WBC’s longest 
winning streak. But no! Five-time champion Levine 
saw his three-year winning streak unceremoni-
ously end as he was reduced to a spectator for 
this year’s Final. The starting grid was fi lled with 
ten unique race winners—with only 2001 champ 
Roderick Lee having won previously. The pit boxes 
were chosen in order of qualifi cation.

The racing was tight through the opening lap 
which had no casualties but saw fi ve drivers take 
a Quick Pit stop to stay competitive. Lap 2 had ev-
eryone come into the pits as the mean streets of Bal-
timore wore down those precision machines. Five 
of the remaining seven drivers needed to Long Pit 
to reassemble their cars with the other two using 
a fast stop strategy. Lap #2 was more treacherous. 
The South Howard Street corner claimed both Jeff  
Finkeldey and Thomas Vickery and the West Pratt  
Street Corner was too tricky for Lee to navigate, but 
whose crash nonetheless earned 6th place laurels 
given the high casualty rate. By the offi  cial count that 

left only four racers to follow 
Matt  Kucic across the fi nish line 
after a grueling four hours.

Matt  Kucic, PA

Top Laurelists
Jason Levine, NY 160
Barry Smith, NY 113
Lance Fogel, PA 78
Roderick Lee, CA 45
Robert Kircher, MA 38
John Schoose, IL 34
Matt  Kucic, PA 30
Mario Veillett e, qc 30
James Kendrick, uk 30
Steve May, MD 30

2012 Results
Matt  Kucic, PA
John Schoose, IL
Grant LaDue, NY
Jack Howell, PA
Tony Musella, VA
Roderick Lee, CA

 Joshua Githens, SC

67  2000-2012
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Baltimore & Ohio (B&O)
27  2011-2012 
 Akihisa Tabei, jp
 Bruce Beard, MD
 Dave Earls, PA
 Jonathan Squibb, PA
 Francois de Bellefeville, qc
 York Dobyns, KY

 William Wallace, OH

Batt leline (BAT)
36  2001-2012 
 Sean McCulloch, OH
 Jeff  Mullet, OH
 Gordon Rodgers, PA
 Steve Raszewski, MD
 Doug Galullo, MD
 Aaron Fuegi, MA

 Bruce Reiff , OH

Ace of Aces (AOA)
34  2004-2012 
 Bill Burch, MD
 Richard Irving, CA
 Bruce Young, SC
 Ray Stakenas II, CA
 Doug Porterfi eld, VA
 Andrew Kieff e, ns

 Doug Porterfi eld, VA

Confl ict of Heroes (COH)
16  2009-2010, 2012 
 Stan Myszak, qc
 Dave Stiffl  er, VA
 Jeff  Lange, GA
 Steve Huskey, KS
 Doug Bryant, PA
 Ed Welsh, NY

 Jeff  Lange, GA

Adventurers (AVU)
42  2010-2012 
 Larry Lingle, PA
 Patrick Murphy, CT
 Carol Haney, CA
 Debbie Anderson, MI
 Barrett  Straub, MD
 Keith Ferguson, VA

 Larry Lingle, PA

Adel Verpfl ichtet (ADV)
43  1991-2012 
 Ray Stakenas II, CA
 Jeff  Cornett , FL
 Tom DeMarco, NJ
 Robert Voisin, NY
 John Pack, CO
 Mark Geary, OH

 Tom DeMarco, NJ

C&C: Napoleonics (CCN)
29  2011-2012
 Andy Stapp, NJ
 Chuck Stapp, NJ
 Greg Ott oman, VA
 Allen Kaplan, NJ
 Edward Rader, PA
 Tim Hitchings, DE

 Andy Lewis, DE

Conquest of Paradise (CQP)
23  2008-2012 
 Rejean Tremblay, on
 David Cross, VA
 Andy Lewis, DE
 Dave Stiffl  er, VA
 Ted Drozd, IL
 Kevin McPartland, MD

 Kevin McPartland, MD



Upcoming BPA Competition
BPA members can revel in several 

opportunities to relive past glories or improve 
on their best performances in the year ahead.

WBC Pre-Cons 
Saturday, July 27th, 2013

So many games, so litt le time! Pre-Cons are the 
answer to schedule confl icts for “meaty” games 
requiring your full att ention. This year off ering 

• Age of Renaissance • Axis & Allies
• 18XX • Paths of Glory and Grognardcon (now 

starting at an earlier time; 10 AM) including:
• Afrika Korps • Anzio • Bulge ‘81 • Gett ysburg

• Panzerblitz  • Russian Campaign • Squad Leader 
• Waterloo • Wooden Ships & Iron Men. 

Sunday, July 28th, 2013
• A Few Acres of Snow • Hannibal

• Through the Ages • Victory in the Pacifi c
• Virgin Queen • War of the Ring

July 29th – August 4th, 2013
WBC 2013

Lancaster Host Resort, Lancaster, PA
No More Mini-Cons

BPA will  be concentrating solely on 
enhancing WBC and its email tournaments 

for the foreseeable future, having ended 
our association with Euroquest and the 
Winter Activation Meeting conferences. 

Those conferences will continue under new 
sponsorship but will no longer be part of the 

BPA laurel system.

Play By Email Tournaments
Frequent partial play keeps skills sharp 

and provides daily vicarious thrills at your 
convenience. Recent ongoing events include:

 • Adel Verpfl ichtet • The Napoleonic Wars
• Batt les of the American Revolution

• Washington’s War • Russian Campaign
• Breakout Normandy • Manifest Destiny

• Afrika Korps • Bitt er Woods • Here I Stand
• Age of Renaissance • Stone Age

• Gett ysburg • War At Sea • Squad Leader
• Victory in the Pacifi c • Advanced Civilization
• Amun-Re • Paths of Glory • March Madness

• Wilderness War • Great Campaigns
• Pro Golf • Speed Circuit • For The People

BPA members willing to run a PBeM tournament in any event 
contested at WBC are urged to volunteer. See htt p://www.
abovethefi elds.com/top_pbem/pbemgm.htm for details.

2012 Results
Elihu Feustal, IN
Chris Goldfarb, OR
Don Stanley, sk
Vic Hogen, CA
Rob Carl, MD
Thomas Stanley, sk

 Paul Milne, MN

20  92-00; 02-12

Top Laurelists
Jason Moore, NY 156
Paul Milne, MN 144
Bruce Harper, bc 121
Jon Hogen, CA 118
Elihu Feustal, IN 102
Chris Goldfarb, OR 96
Greg Wilson, NJ 96
Bill Moodey, PA 96
Vic Hogen, CA 84
Herbert Gratz , aa 78

Elihu Feustal, IN

World At War (WAW)

“Unique” doesn’t begin to cover this event. This 
is not really a tournament so much as an 

experience. Players spend the entire week playing, 
debating and tweaking one game in preparation for 
the next year’s iteration of what surely must be the 
longest playtest of a game design ever. WAW is con-
stantly evolving, and this year, prior to the conven-
tion, the naval rules were substantially revamped. 
The goals of these rules revisions were to encourage 
more naval combat (especially carrier air batt les), 
rules simplifi cation and faster naval batt le playing 
time. It had taken playtesting most of the previous 
year to get the changes right, but they worked well.

The rules changes identifi ed after this years’ 
games were minimal, and included an adjustment to 
Russian mobilizations, the end to free Red Chinese 
off ensives (Russia will now have to pay for them), 
and some clarifi cation to the new naval rules in the 
areas of interceptions of returning naval units, and 
air att acks on submarine patrols.

It should be noted that a new companion game, 
Gathering Storm, was also tested this year. Gathering 
Storm is a much shorter game that deals with the 
prewar years, and allows for non-historical eco-
nomic, military and naval development, diplomacy, 
and aggression. When fully developed, Gathering 
Storm will be played just before WAW. This will al-

low for diff erent pre-war strategies 
and scenarios for the start of WW2, 
rather than the historical basis that is 
currently used. Gathering Storm can 
also be played as a standalone game.

56 Century Events

2012 Results
Ed Menzel, CA
Richard Beyma, VA
Gregory D. Smith, FL
Kevin McCarthy, OH
John Sharp, FL
D. Zimmerman, PA

 Vince Meconi, DE

30  1992-2012

Ed Menzel, CA

Top Laurelists
Ed Menzel, CA 237
Vincent Meconi, DE 176
Richard Beyma, VA 106
Ted Drozd, IL 102
Allen Kaplan, NJ 91
Dave Zimmerman, PA 81
Barry Shoults, MI 56
Mike Pacheco, CA 54
Jim Tracy, OH 54
Gregory D. Smith, FL 42

Gett ysburg (GBG)

This year, 47 games used the campaign 
scenario, with the Confederates win-

ning 30. There were 40 Confederate bids 
ranging from 1 to 12 VPs. The average bid was 
4.32 for all games and 5.75 for games in which 
there was a bid. Only 13 of the 30 players played 
the requisite three games to qualify for the play-
off s. The qualifi ers were: Richard Beyma (9-1, 64 
points), Ed Menzel (5-2, 62 points), Greg Smith (7-
7, 60 points), and Kevin McCarthy (3-3, 54 points). 

In the semifi nals, #1 Richard faced #4 Kevin 
and #2 Ed was paired with #3 Greg. Richard’s 
Confederates, bidding 5.5, secured a Turn 15 
resignation from Kevin, while leading 48-22.5. 
Meanwhile, Ed’s Rebels also rolled over Greg’s 
Federals despite a bid of 10.5—eliciting a Turn 11 
concession.

The Final told a diff erent story. Richard again 
took the South for a bid of 11. The Confederates 
were forced to hand over the chit to Ed on Turn 
6 when suff ering a double fl ip in an all-infantry 
assault on Cemetery Hill. The reroll resulted in a 
single fl ip against the Grey. With the chit in hand 
and no reason to hand it back, Ed then proceeded 
to methodically grind the CSA, leading to a July 
2nd concession. Ed‘s 4-0 mark as the Grey won 
him the Best Confederate Player designation on 
a percentage basis over Richard’s no less impres-
sive 9-2 tally. Jeff  Lange’s 3-0 
record as the Blue edged Vince 
Meconi’s 3-1 log for Best Union 
Player honors.

2012 Results
Ben Gardner, VA
John Pack, CO
Andy Gardner, VA
R. Collinson, MD
Blair Morgen, NJ
Nick Henning, DC

 John Pack, CO

64  1992-2012

Top Laurelists
Nick Henning, CT 206
Pitt  Crandlemire, MA 132
Nick Smith, uk 130
John Pack, CO 114
Andy Gardner, VA 77 
Bob Hamel, CT 75
Ben Gardner, VA 68
Thomas Richardson, VA 64
Jim Castonguay, PA 54
Mark Love, MD 53

Gangsters (GSR)

(AP/UPI) 64,000 mobsters occupied Gangsters 
for 35 million games to help make the 

underworld a bett er place for all criminal master-
minds, especially Ben “The Roach” Gardner, and 
the other 99% too. [The press exaggerates a litt le—
especially when being “persuaded.”]

We protested unfairness. It’s not fair that 
Gangsters had 99 times more water than all WBC 
naval games put together. It’s not fair that just 
1% of the WBC Century has squirt guns. It’s not 
fair that crime pays in just 1% of tournaments. 
It’s not fair that the Cops are trying to arrest the 
one Racketeer who supplied the 99 bott les of beer 
on the wall. It’s not fair that new recruits were 
trained by video so well that our gangs were bul-
let-ridden. Alas, despite our noble protests, some 
unfairness remains: gangsters still have 99% of 
the fun. Apparently, that’s an immutable law of 
the multiverse. Just remember that Gangsters will 
be fun as long as there’s gravity.

We discovered that there’s a lot of fairness out 
there too. It’s fair that criminal masterminds earn 
99% of the G’s and have all the cool nicknames. 
It’s fair that squirt guns are 100% fun. Thankful-
ly, all agree that Gangsters are endowed by their 
Creator with certain inalienable rights including 

Thugs, Vamps, and the Pursuit of Rack-
eteers. While The Roach was coolly 
buying up all roach motels in Chicago, 
thieves hit the tournament—making off  
with two custom polo shirts. This crime 
will live in infamy, but The Roach is 
still our anointed Godfather.

Ben Gardner, VA
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Great Campaigns (GCA)

It was a Union year from start to fi nish. 
The preliminary rounds used Seven 

Pines (Union 3-2), Warwick Line (Union 3-1), 
and McDowell (Union 2-1). Five players won twice 
to advance to elimination play—top seed Ed Beach, 
Greg Tanner, Dave Cross, Rob Doane and Chris 
Withers—with the former three receiving byes to 
the semifi nals.

Doane eliminated perennial champion With-
ers in a play-in game of Johnston’s Retreat, and then 
ousted the only other champion this event has seen 
in this century by topping Beach in their semifi nal 
of Jackson’s March. No one can claim Doane’s path 
was easy, but with his two wins and Greg Tanner’s 
victory over Dave Cross in the other semifi nal, we 
were assured of a new champion.

Doane took McClellan’s Yanks in the Final. On 
Turn 1, the Union initiative rolls were good, and he 
established a fi shhook line running from the James 
to Portuguese Tavern. The dice turned in Tanner’s 
favor on Turn 2. A string of initiatives and att acks 
allowed the Rebels to surround the Union II Corp, 
and a grand assault by Lee caused 11 casualties. 
Turn 3 saw another seismic shift in the dice. Heint-
zelman led a counteratt ack in the center to force a 
Confederate retreat. This was accomplished de-
spite Litt le Mac going 0-for-4 on grand assault at-
tempts. More than half the CSA army was tapped 

out at this point. Jackson made a last-
ditch att ack on the Union center, but 
with another roll going the Yanks’ 
way, Tanner conceded.

Rob Doane, MD

Top Laurelists
Chris Withers, CA 395
Ed Beach, MD 259
Rob Doane, MA 118
David Cross, VA 112
Mark Booth, VA 107
B. Passacantando, CT 84
Paul Nied, KS 78
Steve Likevich, OH 66
Justin Rice, VA 59
Michael Pacheco, CA 46

2012 Results
Rob Doane, MD
Greg Tanner, AZ
Ed Beach, MD
Dave Cross, VA
Chris Withers, CA
NA

 Justin Rice, VA

10  1993-2012
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Hannibal (HRC)

Carthage and Rome once again fought 
to a virtual draw with Carthage taking 

39 of 77 games. Three former champions 
fell at the outset. Chris Byrd’s Romans lost a 9-9 
tie to Eric Brosius forged by Hasdrubal’s last-turn 
voyage to Sardinia. Keith Wixson’s Romans lost to 
Michael Mitchell 10-8 and three-time champ James 
Pei’s Carthaginians fell to Michael Sosa 11-7. 

Six players entered Round 4 unbeaten. Steve Wor-
rel’s Carthage used Syracuse and Philip against de-
fending champ Moquin, losing both by game’s end, 
yet managing a 9-9 win. Sosa’s Carthage lost Hannibal 
in Turn 4, but also held on for a 9-9 victory over Mi-
chael Ussery. Randy Pippus used two Force Marches 
by Africanus to sack Stuart Tucker’s Carthage with 
one strategy card left. Meanwhile, Byrd and Wixson 
recovered to post 4-1 records. Wixson’s fi rst Sand 
plaque was especially noteworthy, as it completed a 
rare plaque cycle with all six woods for Hannibal.

In Round 5 Worrel’s Carthage quickly had 
Pippus in trouble, with both Philip and Messenger 
Intercepted events on Turn 1, and Syracuse on Turn 
2. Steve had to leave after the Turn 7 concession, 
hoping for a good result in the other match in 
which Sosa faced 3-1 Jim Heenehan. Jim’s Romans 
overcame early Philip and Syracuse events and then 
invaded Africa to draw the bulk of Carthage’s 
forces there. The Hanno Counsels Car-
thage event was played on Turn 9 to pin 
them there, allowing Rome to mop up 
in Spain for an 11-7 win. This left Steve 
as the only unbeaten player.

Steve Worrel, VA

Top Laurelists
James Pei, VA 392
Keith Wixson, NJ 307
Jim Heenehan, PA 254
Chris Byrd, CT 223
Lyman Moquin, DC 102
Steve Worrel, VA 96
Peter Reese, VA 94
Randall MacInnis, NJ 91
Stuart Tucker, MD 76 
Gary Andrews, NY 62

2012 Results
Steve Worrel, VA
Michael Sosa, DE
Jim Heenehan, PA
Randy Pippus, on
Chris Byrd, CT
Keith Wixson, NJ

 Stuart Tucker, MD

50  1996-2012
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Wilderness War (WNW)

James Pei’s bid for back-to-back titles and his fi fth 
overall championship fell short in the Final at 

the hands of current PBeM Champ Keith Wixson. 
Keith, who won his second WBC title, was unde-
feated, beating Nels Thompson, John Vasilakos 
and Grant LaDue in the preliminary rounds and 
George Young in the semifi nals. Pei topped Randy 
MacInnis and Michael Ussery in the preliminary 
rounds after an initial bye and then dropped La-
Due in the semifi nals.

The Final was played close to the vest between 
the top two rated players that the game has pro-
duced to date. There were only two major batt les; 
both decisive att acks by Montcalm. The fi rst batt le, 
besides killing Wolfe (which was decisive in itself), 
gave the French the VP cushion that allowed them 
to abandon the Champlain Valley after heavy loss-
es to batt le, siege and disease. After that it became a 
game of maneuver. The epic siege of Ft. Duquesne 
may have decided the game. But the French main 
army was in good shape after being reinforced 
with the Louisbourg garrison, so it is not certain 
that the result would have been diff erent had 
Forbes taken the Forks quickly. And while the 
French were the recipients of some lucky breaks, 
the Brits had several things go their way too; they 
got most of their reinforcements, and 
they were able to hit the main French 
army with Small Pox twice, killing 
many Indian units. But as they say, 
it is bett er to be lucky than good, and 
against James you need to be both!

Keith Wixson, NJ

Top Laurelists
James Pei, VA 354
Keith Wixson, NJ 280
Paul Gaberson, PA 192
Ron Fedin, PA 141
George Young, VT 119
Peter Reese, VA 111
John Buse, IL 99
Tom Drueding, MA 98
Rob Winslow, NY 70
Grant LaDue, NY 49

2012 Results
Keith Wixson, NJ
James Pei, VA
George Young, VT
Grant LaDue, NY
Paul Gaberson, PA
Nels Thompson, NY

 Keith Wixson, NJ

22  2002-2012

2012 Results
Peter Reese, VA
Henry Russell, PA
Rejean Tremblay, on
Al Hurda, on
Rob Olsson, MD
Jim McCarthy, on

 Rob Olsson, MD

31  2006-2012

Top Laurelists
Peter Reese, VA 160
Henry Russell, PA 72
Ed Rothenheber, MD 66
Rejean Tremblay, on 46
David Gantt , SC 30
Melvin Casselberry, PA 27
Al Hurda, on 24
Jesse Boomer, KS 21
Rob Olsson, MD 20
Tracey Casselberry, VT 18

Peter Reese, VA

Wellington (WLL)

The long game seemed to be the rule this year 
as the event posted record att endance. Of the 

14 games played, only four ended with early vic-
tories, and a record number had to be adjudicat-
ed. Dice and cards continued to drive events and 
confound plans until only 12 players remained 
for the semifi nal round.

The mulligan and Round 1 saw many French 
victories, but in the semifi nals, the Allies prevailed 
at all three tables. Peter Reese’s Spanish carried the 
day with Jim McCarthy’s British at Table 1. Defend-
ing champ Rejean Tremblay’s Spanish won handily 
on Table 2, and Henry Russell’s Spanish ruled on 
Table 3. The highest scoring runner-up, Al Hurda, 
would be the fourth player for Round 3 and the only 
one without a former title in this event. 

Although the Final ended in 1812, the long 
game rules continued to play a role as Turn 1 last-
ed for four hours despite the anticlimactic end-
ing. Hurda and Tremblay’s Allies ran into early 
card and dice trouble, with Rejean’s Spain having 
to mulligan twice due to poor card draws. Thus 
hindered at the start, a rout of Wellington left the 
British leader alone and cut off  from reinforce-
ments outside of Madrid while the French forces 
marched on Portugal. There was litt le left for Pe-
ter Reese and Henry Russell to do but count their 

victory points. Peter’s accountant for 
Armee du Sud won that contest hand-
ily with 15 victory points over Armee 
du Nord’s seven—earning Peter his 
third WLL title.
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2012 Results
Joe Beard, AZ
Richard Beyma, VA
Ray Clark, CT
Joe Angiolillo, CT
John Clarke, VA
Marty Musella, NC

 Marty Musella, NC

20  1991-2012

Top Laurelists
Rob Beyma, MD 162
Marty Musella, VA 149
Richard Beyma, MD 125
John Clarke, FL 103
Bruno Sinigaglio, AK 61
Joe Beard, AZ 60
Ray Clark, CT 39
Joe Angiolillo, CT 33
Chuck Stapp, NJ 31
Mark Gutfreund, KY 30

Joe Beard, AZ

Waterloo (WAT)

Wild partying was the order of the day 
as the participants proclaimed the 50th 

anniversary of this timeless classic! Special 
commemorative shirts proclaimed the loyalty of the 
grognards present. While we did not display the same 
histrionics of your typical Circus Maximus game, our 
intensity was every bit as strong. What is it about this 
particular wargame that has contributed to its longev-
ity? The consensus among current players is simplic-
ity, maneuvering and att acking by both sides, and an 
incredibly balanced contest. 

Perennial challengers Ray “the Rapacious” Clark 
and Joe “the Anvil” Angiolillo were joined by defend-
ing champion, Richard “Beyma the Younger” and a true 
grognard, Joe “the Surgeon” Beard as semifi nalists. By 
the afternoon of 18 June, Beard’s French were trapped at 
Waterloo between Ray’s arriving Prussian IV Corps and 
the British, requiring two French successful 1-1 att acks to 
open the road to Brussels. In the other game, Angiolillo’s 
French used early favorable dice to pressure Beyma’s de-
fense. However, by late 17 June, Richard had eliminated 
most of the Prussian Army near Genappe to advance. 

The Final opened with Richard’s cautious French 
probe of a weakened PAA defense missing 5 bid fac-
tors. By mid-day on 17 June, the batt le was joined, but 
by the end of the day Joe’s success dictated a series 
of desperate and unsuccessful low odds att acks early 
on the 18th from the defending champ. 
Joe Beard returned to his Arizona ranch 
with the title for the fourth time --per-
haps invigorated by the balmy climate 
in Lampeter.

2012 Results
Keith Wixson, NJ
George Young, VT
Bill Peeck, NY
Tim Miller, GA
P. Burgin-Young, VT
Randy Pippus, on

 Marvin Birnbaum, NY

51  1994-2012

Top Laurelists
George Young, VT 284
Marvin Birnbaum, NY 251
James Pei, TX 217
Paul Gaberson, PA 198
Brian Mountford, NY 179
Keith Wixson, NJ 160
John Poniske, PA 91
Mike Mitchell, GA 61
Dan Leader, MA 60
Bill Peeck, NY 52

Keith Wixson, NJ

Washington’s War (WWR)

Our numbers suff ered along with the partici-
pants in the Lampeter sauna. Nevertheless, 

the fi eld was strong despite the playing conditions. 
Play was faster with the Final ending a good two 
hours earlier at 2am. Said game featured Keith 
Wixson versus George “Washington” Young. Keith 
had a poor hand and went for a southern strategy, 
eventually using three generals there while Howe 
took Newport and Carleton stayed in Canada.

The Americans punished the monarchy 
with an early rush that saw 1779 begin with the 
Americans up 11-3 and a War Ends card in play. 
Keith was so despondent when he picked up his 
hand and saw no War Ends card that he almost re-
signed. However, George had the 1783 War Ends 
card, so instead of receiving Keith’s sword he 
ended up with it in his ribs as a most improbable 
comeback began.

Fate shifted to the Brits as no further War Ends 
card appeared. The Americans were hit with line 
mutinies in 1780 and 1781. Keith gained an op 
edge just as the 1781 mutiny was followed by Lord 
North, clearing New England. The Americans were 
forced to use their scant resources to save New 
England while the Brits secured the South and 
advanced on the middle states. 1783 dawned with 

Keith controlling the six needed for the 
win but it all came down to the last card 
play …a Washington Winter Off ensive 
on Deleware. Washington’s leadership 
roll failed while Clinton’s succeeded—
giving the batt le and the war to Keith. 
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Here I Stand/Virgin Queen (HIS)

The publication of Here I Stand’s sequel, Virgin 
Queen, was probably the cause of the event’s 

dramatic rise in att endance; jumping from 13 open-
ing round games in 2011 to 18 this year. Five HIS 
and four VGQ games were held each night. Nick 
Benedict was our only double winner, scoring HIS 
victories as both the Hapsburgs and France. Semifi -
nal games were won by Mathieu Paro-Paquin (in a 
one-turn Hapsburg knockout) and by three players 
who earned Protestant victories on the second turn 
(Dennis Mishler, Michael Kiefte, and Jeromey Mar-
tin). Dan Hoff man and Nick Benedict joined these 
two as wildcard entries for our Final. 

Final Power selection was as follows: Dennis 
Mishler (Protestant), Mathieu Pare-Paquin (Haps-
burgs), Michael Kiefte (Papacy), Jeromey Martin 
(England), Dan Hoff man (Ott omans), and Nick 
Benedict (France). Both Pare-Paquin and Mishler 
were playing the same Power that advanced them 
in the semifi nals. Dennis, playing his favored Prot-
estants, looked the part of the likely victor on the 
second turn. However he fell one CP short of being 
able to complete a third bible. He would end the 
turn 1 VP short of the win. Mathieu’s Hapsburgs, 
benefi ting from a two-turn alliance with the Ott o-
man, could win if both of his New World expedi-
tions scored 2 VP each. Mathieu’s dice delivered the 

required 4 VPs courtesy of Amazon 
and the Incas to take a title in his fi rst 
WBC appearance with 23 VP. Follow-
ing him were Dennis with 22, Nick 21, 
Dan 19, Jeromey 19, and Michael 15. 

M. Pare-Paquin, qc

Top Laurelists
Jeff  Burdett , NY 125
Alan Sudy, VA 91
Dave Cross, VA 72
Bryan Collars, SC 68
Dennis Mishler, GA 66
Justin Rice, VA 62
Mathieu Pare-Paquin, qc 60
Larry Mull, NV 60
Dan Gallagher, MD 60
John Wetherell, PA 60

2012 Results
M. Pare-Paquin, qc
Dennis Mishler, GA
Nick Benedict, CA
Dan Hoffman, NC
Jeremy Martin, GA
Michael Kiefte, ns

 Ed Beach, MD

76  2006-2012

History of the World (HWD)

The heats yielded nine winners opting to ad-
vance who were joined by an equal number of 

alternates based on % of the winning score.
Table 1 drew three former champs but it 

was newcomer Lee Waters who led for most of 
the way and secured his win with pre-eminence 
markers to advance. Runner-up Greg Crowe 
joined him. Table 2 seated two former champs 
and a pair of veterans in 11th ranked Joe Collin-
son and 22nd ranked Dominic Duchesne. 2001 
champ Harald Henning returned to prominence 
with a strong Ott oman performance in Epoch 6, 
but Dominic worked Britain for a 62-point fi nale 
to win. Harald’s close second and Joe’s solid third 
advanced both. Table 3 had a less impressive re-
sume, relying on the ever dangerous 15th ranked 
Mark Smith for most of its laurel count. But Nick 
Pei averaged 35 points over the last four rounds 
to win so easily that only he would advance from 
this group. 

Dominic appeared to run the table with his 
third win in the Final until the pre-eminence mark-
ers were tallied. Here, Joe held a 16-4 advantage, 
giving him his fi rst title with 192 points to Domi-
nic’s 183, Harald 174, Lee 166, Nick 149, and Greg 
147. Joe claimed he would “laminate the plaque 
and have it bolted to his headstone.” It was a long-
time coming. His wife had won ten 
years earlier, and one by one, his chil-
dren have added shields of their own 
while dad remained without WBC 
bragging rights until now. 

Joe Collinson, MD

Top Laurelists
Harald Henning, CT 146
Jeff  King, OH 124
Joe Collinson, MD 108
Kevin Youells, PA 97
Rolinda Collinson, MD 90
Jonas Borra, NY 84
Henry Dove, MD 80
Gregory Kulp, NJ 74
Mike Backstrom, MN 68
Haim Hochboim, is 60

2012 Results
Joe Collinson, MD
Dom. Duchesne, qc
Harald Henning, CT
Lee Waters, MO
Nick Pei, CA
Greg Crowe, MD

 Craig Yope, MI

47  1993-2012
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Ingenius (ING)

70 preliminary games left us for the fi rst time 
with more than 16 double winners, requiring 

more angst while applying tiebreakers than usual. 
It was wasted eff ort though as with any Sunday 
morning semifi nal, the top 16 players don’t all keep 
their appointments with fame and fortune. Enough 
qualifi ers were AWOL that if the other double 
winners had appeared, they would have been in. 
Meanwhile, Joe Yaure was sighted and since he was 
on the alternates list, that was enough. Joe’s deci-
sion not to sleep in proved to be fortuitous.

In the semifi nals, the aforementioned Joe man-
aged to defeat Bruce Reiff , David Metz ger and Ted 
Lange. That already made his late entrance note-
worthy. At Table #2 Matt  Calkins, your humble GM 
and Samantha Berk proved no match for Rebecca 
Hebner who enjoyed the largest margin of victory 
over our apparently unworthy selves. Katherine 
McCorry advanced over Carolyn Strock, Laura De 
Walt and Ed Kendrick at Table #3. The last ticket to 
the Final was snatched by Matt  Craig at the expense 
of Jon Gemmell, Paul Rubin and Emily Bacon. 

In Finals of yesteryear, the title game tended 
to be a defensive struggle. Not so this time, but the 
last few turns were anything but boring as the right 
tile would have crowned a diff erent champion 
on numerous occasions. But time and again each 
contender came up empty. Finally, 
last-to-the-party Joe won it all with 
a score of 11. Katherine trailed with 
10/12, followed by Rebecca 10/11 
and Matt  9. 

A House Divided (AHD)

A House Divided made its triumphal (and hot) re-
turn as a Century event in 2012. While only 21 

generals braved the sweltering heat, three of the four 
previous champions took the fi eld. The general trend 
was that the Confederates were far more aggressive 
than in the past and the Union won only a third of all 
games played as a consequence. It is also noteworthy 
that the Confederacy won the majority of games in 
the fi rst two rounds but from Round 3 onward, the 
Union was back to winning its fair share. 

The Final drew two past champions, David 
Metz ger and Phil Rennert. David began with the 
traditional “Batt le of Bull Run” but then employed 
an extremely aggressive western strategy by mov-
ing Union armies down the Mississippi Valley and 
through Kentucky to Nashville. Phil responded by 
gathering the main Confederate army in Chatt anoo-
ga as a threat to the Union advance. He then quickly 
turned the tables by rapidly moving his army by 
rail towards Richmond in an att empt to capture 
Washington. David was forced to halt his western 
advance. Regrouping, he entrenched at the critical 
Manassas Junction crossroads. Phil responded with 
an all out frontal att ack. While the Confederates ini-
tially held a substantial numerical advantage, they 
were unable to break the Union entrenchments. A 
steady stream of reinforcements soon turned the 

tide. The Confederacy saw their 
last hope disappear after the 
second Batt le of Bull Run. Thus, 
David Metz ger claimed his fi fth 
WBC AHD title. 

Joe Yaure, PADavid Metz ger, NY

Top Laurelists
Steven LeWinter, NC 42
Joe Yaure, PA 38
Marcy Morelli, PA 30
Britt any Bernard, PA 30
Andy Latt o, MA 30
Meg. Friedmann, MA 27
Bruce Reiff , OH 25
Chris Johnson, CA 20
Jason Levine, NY 18
Matt  Calkins, VA 18

Top Laurelists
David Metz ger, NY 150
Phil Rennert, MD 63
Terry Coleman, CA 54
John Sutcliff e, uk 30
Tom Cannon, NJ 30
Rick Young, CA 26
Chris Byrd, CT 17
Brad Raszewski, MD 16
Rob Mull, CO 15
Trevor Bender, CA 12

2012 Results
Joe Yaure, PA
Kath. McCorry, VA
Rebecca Hebner, DC
Matt Craig, NC
Bruce Reiff, OH
Carolyn Strock, PA

 Peter Stein, OH

158  2007-2012

2012 Results
David Metzger, NY
Phil Rennert, MD
Brad Raszewski, MD
Chris Byrd, CT
John Teixera, VA
Scott Sirianna, NY

 David Metz ger, NY
21  

1999-2003, 2010-12
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2012 Results
Chris Yaure, PA
Ty Hansen, DC
K. Wojtaszczyk, NY
Chris Trimmer, TX
Jacob Hebner, CO
Ted Lange, GA

 Kevin Wojtaszczyk, NY

17  2006-2012

Top Laurelists
Chris Trimmer, TX 115
Kevin Wojtaszczyk, NY 113
Ty Hansen, DC 60
Christopher Yaure, PA 42
Phil Rennert, MD 30
Jacob Hebner, CO 24
Jason Levine, NY 24
George Young, VT 24
Alan Sudy, DC 18
Nick Anner, NY 17

Christopher Yaure, PA

War of the Ring (WOR)

A dark shadow crept across the 
land, causing players to be 

corrupted by the lure of “Monday 
tournaments”. Overall the Shadow would win 11 
games (10 SPMV, 1 Corruption) to just six for the 
Free Peoples (5 Ring Dunks, 1 FPMV). 

Christopher Yaure faced two-time champion 
Chris Trimmer in the semifi nals. Yaure accepted 
one dwarven ring to play the FP. The SP followed 
the DEW strategy, sending lots of Sauron nasties 
north. Fortunately the FP had several Ent cards 
and Ents proved very unhappy that day, eliminat-
ing eight units and giving Frodo an extra turn to 
dunk the ring. The other semifi nal pit two-time 
champ Kevin Wojtaszczyk vs defending champ Ty 
Hansen in a rematch of their frequent high stakes 
duels. In this one, Ty gave him four dwarven rings 
to play the FP and many batt les later backed that 
bold bid with ten VPs to advance.

The Final thus pit the defending champion 
vs the Balrog killer. Yaure accepted one dwarven 
ring to play the FP. Hansen in due course gained 
eight points and threatened victory by sieging 
Minas Tirith. Frodo had already moved twice that 
turn and a bad tile draw would have resulted in 
a corruption loss. So Yaure chose to wait, risking 
the capture of Minas Tirith in the interim. Yaure’s 
Confusion and Ty’s “1” roll, limited him to four 

kills and gave Frodo the extra time 
needed to dunk the ring and earn 
Yaure his fi rst Century shield, my 
precious…

Warriors of God (WOG)

The fi eld dropped by a third, likely due to com-
petition from increased Monday fare. Play bal-

ance was perfect, with the French winning ten of 19 
games. The French also won both semifi nals, but 
the English archers triumphed in the Final. Two 
Round 1 winners opted for other events, leaving 
nine still in contention. One was defeated by the 
GM in an eliminator capacity, leaving four players 
to batt le for the plaques in Round 3.

In the fi rst semifi nal, Matt hew Beach won as the 
French against returning laurelist Derek Landel. At 
one point the only territory controlled by Derek’s 
English was the French capital of Ile-de-France. It 
didn’t take long afterwards for Matt hew to reach the 
30 VP needed for the automatic victory.

The other semifi nal featured Keith Hunsinger’s 
French outlasting 2011 runner-up, Gregory Hultgren. 
This game could be summed up as the triumph of the 
old men. While the English nobles succumbed to early 
deaths on the continent, Keith’s French nobles led long 
and productive lives. Two of the best French leaders 
(with bravery levels of 3 and 4) survived for the maxi-
mum 60 years to serve Keith’s victorious eff ort.

However, the Final proved to be a swift victory for 
young Matt hew’s English. He built an early gunner 
and snuck it down into Ile-de-France with the 2-brav-
ery leader Edward III. Keith sensed a losing batt le and 
hoped to win the siege, but Matt hew 
made the roll and never gave back 
the French capital. The French defi cit 
snowballed from there, earning Mat-
thew the victory.

Matt hew Beach, MD

Top Laurelists
Rob Winslow, NY 49
Matt hew Beach, MD 33
Greg Hultgren, CA 33
Terry Coleman, CA 30
Derek Landel, NJ 24
Keith Hunsinger, OH 18
Lembit Tohver, on 18
Stan Myszak, qc 16
Gary Phillips, FL 12
Jason White, VA 10

2012 Results
Matthew Beach, MD
Keith Hunsinger, OH
Derek Landel, NJ
Greg. Hultgren, CA
Stephen Shedden, TN
Nick Smith, uk

 Bruce Monnin, OH

23  2009-2012
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War At Sea (WAS)

85 games were played despite the engine room 
conditions in the Lampeter room, the high-

est total in four years. The favorite opening Allied 
strategy was again Barents on 1 by a wide margin. 
It appeared that more Axis players were declin-
ing to sail in the early going if Allied deployments 
were not to their liking. One Axis player didn’t 
sail until Turn 5! Play balance was perfect as the 
Axis and Allies split 84 contests with one tie. Mar-
ginally increased Allied bids contributed to that 
balance. 81 games featured an Allied bid; the re-
maining four games had no bid. The average bid 
was 1.72, a record. Bids either changed the out-
come or the scoring of 19 games, another record.

In the quarterfi nals, top seed Lockwood’s Al-
lies handled Ben Gardner, Monnin’s Allies beat 
Pack, Drozd’s Axis stopped Freeman, and Kram-
er’s Axis cruised past Andy Gardner. In the semi-
fi nals, Kramer’s Axis maxed out against Monnin 
while Lockwood’s Allies overcame Drozd.

Kramer took the Allies for a 2.5 bid in the 
Final. Jim deployed the Barents on 2 opening. 
It was a classic match in which the POC seldom 
strayed far in either direction. In fact, the match 
came down to the last die roll of Turn 8. Jim 
had seven ASW in the South Atlantic to counter 
Jonathan’s seven U-boats, but could not sum-
mon the great roll to do so. With 
that result, the raw POC of Allies 
+2 became an adjusted POC after 
the bid of +0.5 Axis. It was our 
closest ever Final. 

Jonathan Lockwood, VA

Top Laurelists
Andy Gardner, VA 179
Jon. Lockwood, VA 175
Pat Richardson, FL 158
Ray Freeman, CA 133
Vince Meconi, DE 132
Ed Menzel, CA 128
Dennis Nicholson, NY 127 
Darren Kilfara, uk 99
Bruce Monnin, OH 97
Ewan McNay, CT 80

2012 Results
Jon. Lockwood, VA
Jim Kramer, PA
Charles Drozd, IL
Bruce Monnin, OH
Andy Gardner, VA
John Pack, CO

 Vince Meconi, DE

47  1991-2012

2012 Results
Andy Gardner, VA
Charles Drozd, IL
John Pack, CO
Ed Menzel, CA
Jim Eliason, IA
Ed Paule, NJ

 Charles Drozd, IL

28  1991-2012

Top Laurelists
Andy Gardner, VA 402
Dan Henry, IL 272
Ed Menzel, CA 250
Michael Kaye, CA 246
Charles Drozd, IL 224
Darren Kilfara, uk 146
John Pack, CO 138
Ed Paule, NJ 132
Michael Ussery, MD 118 
Alan Applebaum, MA 113

Andy Gardner, VA

Victory in the Pacifi c (VIP)

After fi ve swiss rounds, there were 
four identical records at 4-1 belong-

ing to Andy Gardner, Ed Menzel, Jim 
Eliason, and John Pack. The remaining four places 
were fi lled from the ranks of six individuals tied at 
3-2; using strength of schedule tiebreakers. Charles 
Drozd, Ed Paule, Ted Drozd, and Joe Harrison 
completed the elite eight. Rob Drozd and Scott  
Beall failed to make the cut at 3-2.

In Round 6 Pack’s IJN defeated Ted Drozd, 
Gardner’s IJN defeated Harrison, Charles Drozd’s 
USN defeated Eliason. In the batt le of the Ed’s, 
Menzel’s IJN prevailed over Paule, ending the lat-
ter’s title defense.

Round 7 saw Pack bid 5.5 POC for the IJN vs. 
Drozd. Charles sent his carriers against the IJN LBA 
in the Japanese Islands on Turn 7 and was reward-
ed for his daring. In the other semifi nal, Menzel bid 
7.5 POC for the IJN vs. Gardner. At the end of Turn 
3 based on the bid, POC, and board Ed determined 
that he needed the knockout to win, but his ten car-
riers were unable to dislodge seven LBA from US 
Mandate on Turn 4.

The Final thus pit two former champions with 
Andy’s bid of 5.5 taking the IJN. Poor air raid re-
sults actually helped the IJN as they played con-
servatively on Turn 2; ignoring US Mandate and 

sending the Hosho to Coral Sea. The 
USN tried to press their luck with di-
sastrous results, losing four CV’s and 
never recovered. It made Andy the 
fi rst four-time winner of VIP.
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2012 Results
Richard Fetzer, NY
Laura DeWalt, MD
Marcy Morelli, PA
James Pei, VA
B. Berkenstock, NJ
Dacey Collinson, MD

 Brian Mongold, MD
115  

2001-02, 05-06, 08-12

2012 Results
Eric Stranger, OH
Andy Friedmann, MA
Jim Mehl, VA
Tom Drueding, MA
Eric Kleist, MD
Geoff Allbutt, NY

 Andy Friedmann, MA

14  2011-2012

Richard Fetz er, NY Eric Stranger, OH

Top Laurelists
Keith Levy, MD 60
Richard Fetz er, NY 30
David Rohde, NC 30
Andy Latt o, MA 20
Dave Buchholz, MI 20
Bob Titran, NY 20
Steve Scott , CA 19
Laura DeWalt, MD 18
Judy Wobbeking, MD 18
Tim Keating, IN 18

Top Laurelists
Geoff  Allbutt , NY 32
Eric Stranger, OH 20
Tom Drueding, MA 18
Rob Shoenen, PA 18
Andy Friedmann, MA 12
Jonathan Squibbs, PA 9
Jim Mehl, VA 8
Dan Hoff man, NC 6
Eric Kleist, MD 4
Philip Yaure, PA 3

Ivanhoe (IVH)

Ivanhoe has a unique att endance record. In its 
nine-year WBC existence it has managed to 

grow every year! We had another record turn-
out with a fi rst heat boasting 74 entrants and 15 
tables, some playing till nearly 1am. The event 
continued to draw families for good-natured 
rivalry. Be it the Collinson’s, the Yaure’s or the 
Shea’s, dueling for family honors fi lled each 
night. Steve Caler stood out in a fi eld of great 
sports. He should have been seeing red after 
Heat 3 as he was dragged into the Green Tourna-
ment to end all Tournaments. Repeatedly forced 
to defend green that night in a match we thought 
would never end, he acquitt ed himself with great 
chivalry in the best tradition of knighthood. 

Power couple Nick Ferris and Laura DeWalt 
qualifi ed for the semifi nals while dressed to the 
nines for “Prom Night”, but only the fair maiden 
made it to the Final table. We also had a new-
bie couple, the Roeper’s, who learned to play on 
Night 3 and excelled, with Barb becoming fi rst 
alternate in only two nights of play.

In the end, it was the Fetz er family who tast-
ed victory, even without a purple chip, as Rich-
ard claimed fealty over all. His son, Matt , won all 
four heats last year only to lose in the semifi nals, 

but dad got it done this year. We 
look forward to 2013 when two-time 
champ Keith Levy will return from 
the Crusades where he was fi ghting 
the new job wars to touch shields 
with us again.

King Philip’s War (KPW)

Players arrived early to determine the 
fate of New England, but this year 

there were far fewer of them as att en-
dance plummeted in the Wednesday time slot. To 
reduce the luck element, tournament rules allowed 
Church to join the English on the second turn and 
Philip was allowed to recruit the Narragansett  tribe, 
regardless of the opening att acks outcome. Conse-
quently, no one bid for the English. The maximum 
bid for the Indians was 3 VPs. 

The Short Game was played during the swiss 
rounds. Play was balanced, with the Indians taking 
nine of 17 games. The semifi nals used the long game. 
Andy Friedmann and Jim Mehl were paired in one 
game while Tom Drueding and Eric Stranger dueled 
in the other. Both games went to Turn 9. Jim and Andy 
remained close until Andy’s Indians won the day by 
gaining three VPs on a 50/50 roll that instigated a bor-
der war between New York and Connecticut. Tom’s 
English focused on killing Indians, but in the end, Eric 
received more for razing English sett lements. 

Eric outbid Andy to play the Indians in the Fi-
nal for 3 VPs. Like Tom, Andy focused on killing In-
dians. Meanwhile, Eric recruited the Narragansett s 
and Nipmucks and sacked western sett lements. 
Other tribes followed, razing yet more sett lements, 
but the Wampanoags and Pocassets 
were reeling by the end. As a result, 
VPs were tied when the bloodbath 
ended, but Eric’s Indians won the day 
because more English sett lements had 
been razed than Indian villages.
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Kremlin (KRM)

This year only Brian Godwin won twice 
and one game had no winner, so two 

alternates were eventually advanced to fi ll 
a 6-player Final. Naturally, they would fi nish fi rst 
and second. 

Tom DeMarco took the early lead with Party 
Chief Apparatchik and KGB head Vasolin. Tom got 
two quick waves out of Nestor thanks to the Miracle 
Drug card but pharmaceuticals can do only so much. 
Nestor succumbed on Turn 5, and the Party Chief po-
sition passed to Krakemheds. Despite ill health, Brian 
managed to get one wave out of him, but that was all.

Goforbrok was next in the hot seat. He waved 
on Turn 8 for Nick, but failed on Turn 9, dying in the 
process. Thus Turn 10 began with no Party Chief and 
only four politicians remaining. This presaged the 
end, as there were insuffi  cient politicians to refi ll the 
Politburo. Sean McCulloch controlled the Defense 
Minister and Brian the Foreign Minister. Before Sean 
could claim victory (the Defense Minister being the 
only valid candidate, and insuffi  cient Politburo mem-
bers to oppose his election), Dave played an Assas-
sination card, targeting Palavrian, a 2nd level politi-
cian under his own control. The assassin conveniently 
missed, but the Defense Minister was then promptly 
convicted of the att empt. Brian declared the surviv-
ing Palavrian a hero of the people and the new Party 
Chief, coincidentally having six points of Infl uence 

invested therein. Alas, Brian’s well 
planned coup failed as Dave revealed 
that he had seven points on Palavrian 
and thereby won the tournament.

Labyrinth (LBY)

The tournament drew 34 players to a Friday 
Mulligan and Saturday elimination rounds for 

a total of 43 games. As before, the scenario used was 
“Let’s Roll” in a single deck confi guration. We saw 
an entirely new class of laurelists led by Jessa Bur-
dett  who made her debut by downing defending 
champion Chris Yaure. Her husband, Jeff , fi nished 
third so it’s obvious the two had been practicing, 
but not so obvious who talked who into playing. 

Play balance changed markedly from the 2011 
debut. Last year, the US dominated with 29 of 44 
games for a win rate of 65.9%. This year the results 
were near even; the US winning 22 of 43 for a win 
rate of 51.1%. I att ribute this to evolving Jihadist 
play using a more patient approach. It is the US 
player who has the burden to change the board by 
making countries advance to Good governance be-
fore game end.

As always, events like this do not work with-
out players who go above and beyond. Roger 
Taylor not only taught other players, but even sac-
rifi ced his own advancement by giving his oppo-
nent a takeback and pointing out a game winning 
play. All of the players deserve kudos for playing 
under less than ideal conditions in an AC-less 
Lampeter Hall. This year truly proved the adage 
that the players more than anything else make the 
tournament. Credit must also go to Labyrinth de-
signer Volko Ruhnke who again 
appeared and handled rules in-
quiries while showing off  some 
intriguing new projects.

Dave Dentel, VA Patrick Neary, NY

Top Laurelists
Steve Cuccaro, MD 163
Peter Stein, OH 116
Tom McCorry, VA 46
Lee Rodrigues, VA 42
Sean McCulloch, OH 40 
Ewan McNay, CT 40
Llew Bardecki, on 40
Nick Smith, uk 39
Marc Houde, VA 35
Dave Dentel, VA 30

Top Laurelists
Patrick Neary, NY 40
Chris Yaure, PA 40
Jessa Burdett , NY 24
Stefan Mecay, TX 24
Jeff  Burdett , NY 16
Jeromy Martin, GA 16
Daniel Rauma, fn 12
Martin Sample, NH 12
Doug Smith, PA 8
Roger Taylor, VA 8

2012 Results
Dave Dentel, VA
Tom DeMarco, NJ
Brian Goodwin, VA
Nick Smith, uk
Sean McCulloch, OH
Jason Arvey, VA

 Steve Cuccaro, MD

34  1991-2012

2012 Results
Patrick Neary, NY
Jessa Burdett, NY
Jeff Burdett, NY
Daniel Rauma, fn
Doug Smith, PA
Mike Confoy, Va

 Joel Tamburo, IL

34  2011-2012

30 Century Events

Vegas Showdown (VSD)

The closest preliminary involved three players 
that would ultimately qualify for the semifi nals. 

Redie Smith’s 78 bested Cary Morris (74), Dusty 
Usner (73), and Randy Buehler (70). The biggest 
win belonged to Sceadeau D’Tela, who won by 23 
points. The heats generated 24 diff erent winners, 20 
of whom appeared for the next round, so no alter-
nates advanced. 

The closest semifi nal game overall from top to 
bott om was Redie Smith’s win over Andrew Emer-
ick, who fi nished tied at 56 with Redie advancing due 
to an extra $9. Kyle Smith and Steve Cuccaro were 
nearby with 49 points apiece. Two other semifi nals 
were even closer at the top. The money tiebreaker 
made winners of Lachlan Salter over Don Tatum by 
$7 and Cary Morris over Eric Monte with litt le more 
than loose change. It was the third straight year that 
Eric barely missed the Final and the closest miss yet. 
The largest victory went to Rob Kircher who fi nished 
17 points over 2010 champ Randy Buehler. Curt Col-
lins won the last game by 3 over John Weber.

Slots quickly lost value in the Final. By Turn 4, 
they were going for the minimum bid. Amazingly, 
Redie’s tableau contained only fi ve types of room; 
two Lounges, three Fancy Lounges, three Slots, 
two Fancy Slots, and two Restaurants. However, he 
scored ten diamond points in achieving one of only 
three “anti-income” wins in the tour-
nament while earning 0 points for 
revenue OR population. The scores 
were Redie 71, Lachlan 65, Cary 61, 
Rob 58, and Curt 51.

Redie Smith, NC

Top Laurelists
Eric Freeman, PA 48
Nick Page, on 36
Andrew Gerb, MD 33
Redie Smith, NC 30
Steven LeWinter, NC 30
Randy Buehler, WA 30
Lachlan Salter, on 18
Sceadeau D’Tela, NC 18
Cary Morris, NC 12
Rob Flowers, MD 12

2012 Results
Redie Smith, NC
Lachlan Salter, on
Cary Morris, NC
Rob Kircher, RI
Curt Collins II, PA
Eric Monte, NY

 Eric Freeman, PA

68  2008-2012

2012 Results
Richard Irving, CA
Wm. Kendrick, uk
Ray Stakenas II, CA
Ed Kendrick, uk
Ray Stakenas, MI
Bruce Young, SC

 Jim Burnett , TN

25  1991-2012

Top Laurelists
John Emery, SC 197
Bruce Young, SC 153
Ray Stakenas II, MI 118
Bruce Wigdor, NJ 104
Ray Stakenas Sr, MI 70
Ed Kendrick, uk 60
Paul Wright, PA 52
Ralph Gleaton, SC 48 
Larry Davidson, CA 46
Richard Irving, CA 42

Richard Irving, CA

Up Front (UPF)

The event started its usual Thursday run in 
the same old way with many of the same 

players—although they had to show their stern-
er side by trading in their usual arctic gear for 
tropical kit in the Lampeter swamp. The quality 
of the fi eld was demonstrated by 16 shields dis-
tributed among seven former champs in att en-
dance. The elimination rounds began with two 
father-son pairs; a third such possible combina-
tion denied when John Emery was left on the 
sidelines for the fi rst time in recent memory by 
a tiebreaker for the last slot. Four diff erent sce-
narios were chosen for the quarterfi nals. Rich-
ard Irving ended Ray Stakenas’ perfect record 
in Scenario T, son Ray beat Herbert Gratz  in B, 
and the Kendricks held serve with Ed defeating 
Kevin Emery in F as son William schooled Bruce 
Young in L. 

Family loyalty only goes so far as Ed was 
shown the door in the semifi nals by his son in 
scenario E. In the other bracket, Richard ended 
Ray Jr’s day in Scenario F. All that remained was 
to determine a brand new fi rst-time champion as 
Richard took the Russians in City Fight against 
William’s Germans and carried the day for his 
fi rst UPF title after many years of regular partici-
pation. And it all hinged on a card draw to qualify 

for the last playoff  spot! In the father-
son competition, all the youngsters 
surpassed their fathers. This in and 
of itself bodes well for the strength of 
this classic in the future.
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2012 Results
Curt Collins II, PA
Barb Flaxington, NJ
Brandon Bernard, PA
Bruce Reiff, OH
Christin Kolstad, OH
Sean McCulloch, OH

 Bruce Reiff , OH

38  2000-2012

Top Laurelists
Arthur Field, SC 92
Curt Collins II, PA 90
Bruce Reiff , OH 57
Luke Koleszar, VA 48
Jeff  Mullet, OH 43
Steve Shambeda, PA 42
Fred Minard, PA 35
Joe Lux, NY 34
Bruce Young, SC 30
Jamie Tang, MD 30

Curt Collins II, PA

Union Pacifi c (UNP)

Att endance took a 20% hit due to more Monday 
events, but we still began with ten boards. The 

winners of Round 1 were Jon Anderson, Owen Ky-
rollos, Jason Ley, Christin Kolstad, Sean McCulloch, 
Curt Collins II, yours truly, Barb Flaxington, Kathy 
Stroh, and Sam Packwood. Nine boards continued 
to Round 2. Brandon Bernard, Sam Packwood, and 
Curt Collins II emerged as double winners. Round 
3 then began with all those still in contention paired 
together. Bernard became the last unbeaten, defeat-
ing Collins (who took second and advanced) and 
Packwood whose last place fi nish kept him out of 
the Final. Barb Flaxington and myself both won to 
advance with two fi rsts and a second.

The Final started by Brandon deciding from the 
second seat NOT to invest in the UP. The three of us 
would not cave on the UP and Brandon bought the 
last one to even the distribution. Curt ended Round 
2 whining about his position, Barb was sneakily 
building yellow in the corner and I was working 
the red and white lines which in combination with 
my remaining draws eff ectively ended my chances. 
Barb slowly and quietly continued building her 
empire. 

Unfortunately for her, the game ended one round 
too early and just in time for Curt. Brandon had suff ered 
from taking an early lead and having everyone pick at 
his holdings. The result was that Curt successfully de-
fended his title with 108 points to 
Barb’s 106, Brandon’s 98 and my 96. 
Everyone got a plaque but me. Some-
where Don was smiling.

Twilight Struggle (TWS)

Cold Warriors appear to be heartier than other 
wargamers as our att endance actually rose in 

the Lampeter sweatbox. In addition, more games 
(78) were played as many took advantage of the new 
swiss format to play more rounds, indicating that 
TWS is one of the few events strong enough to justify 
a true swiss format. Indicative of this was Matt hieu 
Pare-Paquin who missed the fi rst round but won his 
next four games to take fourth place. The tournament 
used, apparently ineff ectively, the Chinese Civil War 
variant that prevents early Russian play of Red Scare 
to address balance issues. In addition, typical bids 
gave the US 2-3 additional infl uence at start.

After four rounds, three unbeatens remained: 
Riku Riekkinen, Chris Withers, and Paul Sampson. 
Philip Burgin-Young was randomly selected among 
those with one loss to complete the fi nal four. Riku 
was paired with Paul, and accepted the Americans 
for a bid of 3. The USSR took an early edge with some 
good coup rolls and early play of Destalinization. 
Riku nonetheless controlled the tempo for signifi cant 
periods. Riku played Wargames on Turn 10 to win. 
In the other match, the Russians faltered early and 
Chris never let Philip recover.

Riku took the Soviets in the Final with a bid of 
3. Early Destalinization enabled the Russians to gain 
a favorable position in Asia, which the Americans 

partially off set by taking Europe. Riku 
again dropped Wargames for the win 
on Turn 9. 

Game play again favored the Rus-
sians with a 49-29 edge

Riku Riekkinen, fn

Top Laurelists
Stefan Mecay, TX 413
Chris Withers, CA 161
Keith Wixson, NJ 134
Rick Young, NC 100
Chris Byrd, CT 82
Marvin Birnbaum, NY 78
Riku Riekkinen, fn 60
Bill Edwards, VA 54
Bruce Monnin, OH 46
Paul Sampson, OH 43

2012 Results
Riku Riekkinen, fn
Chris Withers, CA
Paul Sampson, OH
M. Pare-Paquin, qc
Randy Pippus, on
David Amidon, PA

 George Young, VT

64  2006-2012

50 Century Events

2012 Results
Patrick Shea, VA
A. Gumkowski, PA
Ken Gutermuth, NC
Carolyn Strock, PA
Blair Morgen, NJ
Jeff Hing, PA

 Jason Levine, NY

220 2003-2012

Top Laurelists
Josh Githens, SC 48
Patrick Shea, VA 42
Daniel Hoff man, NC 36
Kevin Wojtaszczyk, NY 30
Richard M. Shay, MA 30
Bernard Beckerman, NY 30
Kathy Kilroy, PA 30
Josh Lanham, MD 30
Thomas Browne, PA 30
L. Dan Hoff man, MD 30

Patrick Shea, VA

Liar’s Dice (LID)

Att endance reached new heights. The fes-
tivities began with the traditional massed 

cup shake—some 220 strong. 33 liars fi bbed 
their way into Round 2. One round later our 
33 good prevaricators were replaced by six po-
tential politicians: Alyssa Gumkowski, Patrick 
Shea, Ken Gutermuth, Jeff  Hing, Blair Morgen, 
and Carolyn Strock. 

An early exactor cost five players a die 
to start the Final with a bang. It took five 
Rounds before Patrick finally joined the casu-
alty list. Blair and Jeff were the first out, each 
losing two dice on Rounds 6 and 7. The two 
tangled again in Round 8 leaving Jeff contem-
plating his sixth place laurels, but Blair had 
little time to rejoice as he exited on an exactor 
in Round 9. Carolyn took her exit in the next 
Round. In Round 11 Alyssa called Ken’s bid 
of two stars. It cost him a die and dropped all 
three survivors into a tie. Ken exacted some 
payback in Round 12, costing her a die, but 
then lost one in Round 13 to Patrick. Another 
exactor in Round 14 cost both guys a die and 
put Alyssa back in the hunt. She put Ken out 
of his misery on the next round. 

Alyssa blinked fi rst. Patrick successfully 
called her two-star bid in Round 16 to take the 
lead. Round 17 would end it. Pat-
rick bid one 6. Alyssa upped the 
ante to two. Fatal mistake. Patrick 
had lied. His two dice revealed no 
6’s and he had his third WBC title. 

2012 Results
Kenneth Horan, PA
Nick Page, on
Nick Vayn, PA
Chris Senhouse, MA
Robb Effinger, on
Daniel Eppolito, PA

 Kenneth Horan, PA

41  2010-2012

Kenneth Horan, PA

Top Laurelists
Daniel Eppolito, NV 63
Kenneth Horan, PA 48
Nick Page, on 42
Nick Henning, CT 18
Mike Kaltman, PA 15
Daniel Speyer, NY 15
Nick Vayn, PA 12
Chris Senhouse, NY 12
Robb Effi  nger, on 6
Steve Pleva, CT 3

Le Havre (LHV)

Two-time defending champion Dan Eppolito 
wasted no time making a statement by win-

ning his fi rst game by an astounding 97 points. 
One preliminary game ended in a tie between 
Rob Murray and Chris Senhouse. It required a 
third tiebreaker of reverse Turn Order to give 
Rob the victory.

Nine winners and three alternates from the 13 
preliminary games advanced. Murray was the only 
fi scally responsible player during the semifi nals as 
the others took loans to feed their workers. How-
ever, fi scal responsibility did not fare well and Rob 
sett led for third, well behind Nick Vayn. The second 
table was a rematch of last year’s semifi nal between 
Nick Page and Eppolito. History repeated itself as 
Nick won and the runner-up again advanced with 
the closest second of the semis. However, this time 
it was Senhouse, and not Eppolito, who would ad-
vance by fi nishing two points behind. Ken Horan 
defeated Rob Effi  nger by ten points in Game 3 with 
the highest score of the round (209).

Vayn pursued a fi scally responsible strategy in 
the Final and Senhouse made good use of the market-
place, but they fell behind the others. Page and Horan 
both hoarded iron and coal, but while Page built three 
iron boats, Horan built only two and saved his iron for 
the steel mill. He converted seven iron into steel which 

eventually became two steel boats 
and a luxury liner. He also shipped 
three times en route to fi nishing 
with a score of 224 and a 43 point 
margin for his fi rst WBC title.
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Manoeuvre (MAN)

Four swiss rounds advanced the top eight to elim-
ination play. The tiebreaker was points based on 

countries played; the less frequently played coun-
tries from 2011 were worth more. Players were only 
allowed to play each of the eight countries once.

The fi rst three rounds were round-robin in 
4-player pods. After three rounds, only those with 
multiple wins continued. Two of the 2-1 players 
managed a third win to move into the top eight. 
The choice of countries played was more balanced 
as France and Russia led with 21 plays. Only the 
US was played less than 13 times. The national 
records in winning percentage order were Rus-
sia 14-7, Ott omans 12-7, Spain 10-6, France 11-10, 
United States 4-4, Britain 7-8, Prussia 5-10, and 
Austria 1-12. Four unbeatens advanced with four 
3-1 players after tiebreakers were applied. Only 
two players, the Hill father and son duo, who 
made the SE rounds last year repeated this year 
but again both stalled in the semifi nals.

That left Brad Raszewski facing Mikko Raimi 
for the title. Brad had a choice of Austrians and 
Ott omans left to play. Mikko’s options were 
down to the Austrians and US. The biggest die roll 
therefore was perhaps before play began. Mikko 
won the roll and took the Austrians. Based on the 
results from the swiss portion this might not have 
been the best choice, but historically it had been a 
stronger choice than the US. The end 
result was Mikko’s fi rst WBC title and 
a good start for the Finnish team in 
their fi rst team game. 

Mikko Raimi, fn

2012 Results
Mikko Raimi, fn
Brad Raszewski, MD
Nathan Hill, MD
Allen Hill, MD
Greg Ottoman, VA
Dave Stiffler, VA

 Andy Lewis, DE

40  2008-2012

Top Laurelists
Richard Beyma, VA 51
George Young, VT 39
John Emery, SC 39
Mikko Raimi, fn 30
Chris Byrd, CT 30
Brad Raszewski, MD 24
Nathan Hill, MD 24
Allen Hill, MD 18
Bill O’Neal, NY 18
Aran Warszawski, is 18

2012 Results
Eric Hufford, PA
David Meyaard, NY
Tim Keating, IN
Brad Raszewski, MD
Mark Crescenzi, PA
Laura Dewalt, MD

 Ivan Lawson, MD

211  2000-2012

Eric Huff ord, PA

Lost Cities (LST)

Heat 1 drew a record 67 pairs, with the other three 
heats att racting 59, 58 and 40 pairs, respective-

ly. 31 players att ended all four heats and 40 others 
played three heats. William Hoch had the high score 
of 313 and joined David Gagne, Isaac Clizbe, Shan-
non Keating and Thomas Tu as the only players to 
score over 200 in two games. Mr. Tu also had the 
largest margin of victory at 244. Steve Lollis and Yoni 
Weiss won all four heats. 23 others won three and 34 
won twice. The closest contests were 1-point wins by 
Doug Gallulo’s 118, Cathy Raymond’s 99, and Rod 
Davidson’s 93 over Nels Thompson, Chris LeFevre 
and Andrew Emerick respectively. Although one 
could quibble that the 107-point Rob Flowers - Gino 
Sinigaglio deadlock, rectifi ed by a fourth hand, gen-
erating a 3-point shellacking was even closer. Mat-
thew Beach’s 46 over Bryan Berkenstock’s 35 was 
our showcase defensive game. 

Three alternates from a pool of 26 double win-
ners were needed to fi ll the playoff  bracket. Of ten 
former champions, only the current title holder, Eric 
Huff ord, qualifi ed. After three elimination rounds, 
Huff ord, David Meyaard, Brad Raszewski and Tim 
Keating advanced to the semis. Tim and David had 
begun their run as alternates. Eric scored 106 in the 
third hand to beat Tim 187-138. David prevailed 
over Brad, 99-66 despite one less expedition. 

In the title game, Eric built a 
39-point lead that David was unable to 
overcome. His 176-140 win made him 
the fi rst defending champ to success-
fully defend his title. 

Top Laurelists
Sean McCulloch, OH 76
Eric Huff ord, PA 70
Rebecca Hebner, CA 68
Andy Latt o, MA 61
David Meyaard, CT 48
Jared Scarborough, IL 48
Daniel Karp, MD 32
Eric Brosius, MA 30
Jarett  Weintraub, NY 30
Chris Entwistle, MD 30

32 Century Events

Twilight Imperium (TWI)

Six winners and two alternates became 
fi nalists. (We use the in-game tiebreak 

rules to determine rank and take the top 
ones as alternates.) Many of the fi nalists were fa-
miliar names with only one player who had not 
been in a prior Final.

We introduced a new custom map for the 
championship game. We chose between three map 
options and opted for a 3-galaxy map with many 
wormholes to keep all home systems tight. No 
one was more than four systems away from one 
another’s home system. This made for a balanced 
game where players could spread out, but needed 
to keep a strong deterrent force if they wanted to 
avoid being overrun. 

The fi nalists included six of the top ten rated 
players. The players and their races were Peter 
Putnam - Xxcha, James Griffi  th - Jol Nar, Rob Ols-
son - Winnu, Pete Walsh - L1z1x, Michael Buccheri 
- the Naalu, Will Kenyon - Mentak, Matt  O’Connor 
- The Arborec, and Pat Neary - the Saar. The game 
went the distance, ending on Victory Points in a 
record time of six hours! 4th ranked Pete Putnam 
and the often-maligned Xxcha made the ten-point 
victory requirement fi rst with three other players 
close behind at nine VP and an additional three 
who were still in striking distance at eight VP. Had 
the game gone another round it would have been 
a tossup for the win, but Pete man-
aged to hold onto his home system 
and score the needed points to trig-
ger the game end. 

2012 Results
Matt Calkins, VA
Devon Miller, VA
Jordan Shea, CT
Steve Shambeda, PA
John Coussis, VA
Anna Rinko, VA

 Greg Crowe, MD

105  1997-2012

Top Laurelists
Matt  Calkins, VA 60
Rebecca Hebner, CA 57
Alan Witt e, NJ 50
Jordan Shea, CT 42
Harry Flawd, PA 42
Joseph Sposito, NJ 40
Devin Flawd, PA 38
Bruce Monnin, OH 38
Dan Eshleman, NC 36
Kaarin Engelmann, VA 35

Matt  Calkins, VA

Titan: The Arena (TTA)

Close games were the rule. Thirteen 
of the 33 preliminary games were 

decided by a single point. Another four 
were decided by tiebreakers, and one of those 
was a three-way tie! 24 of the 31 qualifying win-
ners appeared for the semifi nal round so only one 
alternate was added to complete fi ve 5-player 
games. If anything, the competition increased in 
Round 2, as three of those games were decided by 
two points or less. The exception to this rule was 
Matt  Calkins who used his own special ability of 
convincing other players that he wasn’t a threat 
so well that, in the last round, he would have won 
regardless of which of the four remaining crea-
tures perished.

 The fi rst round of the Final had many more 
card plays than normal as the players probed to 
see where loyalties lied. Of course, this meant 
that the draw deck would be exhausted sooner, 
limiting options. Things came to a head in the 
third round when Steve Shambeda played the 
Head Referee, exposing both Matt  Calkins’ and 
Jordan Shea’s secret bets on the Titan. However, 
by that time cards were dwindling. Even Devon 
Miller’s usually eff ective negotiating skills were 
hampered, and Matt  ended the game by choosing 
to kill one of his other bets to save his Titan. That 
left him and Devon tied with 10, but since he had 

a bet on the creature he’d just killed, 
Matt  won the tiebreaker and became 
the fi rst two-time champion in our 
16-year run.

Peter Putnam, PA

Top Laurelists
Dan Raspler, NY 60
Michael Buccheri, MD 54
Peter Putnam, PA 48
Will Kenyon, GA 30
Peter Walsh, PA 27
Rob Olsson, MD 24
Joe Harrison, KY 18
James Griffi  th, MD 12
Ed Jones, uk 12
Patrick Neary, NY 6

2012 Results
Peter Putnam, PA
Peter Walsh, PA
James Griffith, MD
Rob Olsson, MD
Michael Buccheri, MD
Matt O’Connor, NJ

 Robert Buccheri, MD

23  2009-2012
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2012 Results
Dan Strock, PA
Bruce Rae, bc
David Finberg, MA
Sean McCulloch, OH
Kevin Hillock, VA
Akihisa Tabei, jp

 Bruno Wolff , WI

37  1991-2012

Top Laurelists
Dave Finberg, MA 289
Aaron Fuegi, MA 263
David des Jardines, CA 185
Dan Strock, PA 152
Jason Ley, GA 146
Rich Atwater, WA 123
Brian Sutt on, MD 117
Kevin Hillock, VA 100
Steve Koleszar, VA 84
Ed Rothenheber, MD 70

Dan Strock, PA

Titan (TTN)

Steve Koleszar was leading his semifi nal but 
withdrew due to the heat, leaving Brian Sut-

ton in the lead. His titan and Akihisa Tabel’s en-
gaged in mutual att rition, allowing Dan Strock to 
teleport onto Brian’s titan to advance. In Semifi -
nal 2, Jonathan Barnes’ titan legion was trapped 
between two legions of Aaron Fuegi and Bruce 
Rae. Bruce was then able to att ack Kevin Hillock’s 
titan with his own serpent legion, summoning an 
archangel to win a close batt le in what Bruce re-
marked was the best Titan game of his life. Tom 
Johnston recruited all ten colossus in Semifi nal 3 
but the rarer feat was that David Finberg was able 
to defeat him despite facing ten colossus. Pete 
Gathmann was eliminated in Semifi nal 4 by Da-
vid des Jardins who emerged from the batt le with 
a 12-point titan and two angels. Sean McCulloch 
then pulled the same stunt vs David to advance.

The Final was moved to a cooler location to 
escape Lampeter’s anticipated lava fl ow. It was a 
good decision since all four players were at it for 
a long time. On Turn 33, Sean resigned when his 
titan legion was stripped. Soon afterwards, David 
att acked Dan’s guardian, warlock and fi ve rang-
ers with his own titan, a serpent, two behemoths 
and three gorgons. Despite David’s advantage, 
the batt le went south and became a mutual. Sev-
eral turns later Dan was able to catch 
Bruce’s 12-point titan, an angel, two 
behemoths and a gorgon with two 
giants, two warbears and two rang-
ers to win his fi rst Titan title. 

Tigers in the Mist (TIM)

The Germans won ten of 16 games. It was the 
most lop-sided result in the history of the 

event. Did the blame belong to improved Ger-
man play, coincidence or just a small sample 
size? There was very litt le bidding, all for the US, 
with two bids at 0.5 and two at 1.5. The Germans 
won three of them. By the start of Round 4, Char-
lie led at 3-0 with Bryan Eshleman, Ray Freeman, 
Tom Thornsen and Jim Kramer within striking 
distance at 2-1. When Bryan dropped out, Round 
4 and the tournament came down to two games.

Jim bid 1.5 to play the US, so Ray happily 
obliged him. Things went very well out of the 
gate for the Germans and Bastogne, Baraque, 
Trois Ponts and Neufchateau all fell on 18-1. The 
Germans secured a bridgehead over the Ourthe 
on the next impulse. Jim’s bid doomed him as 
Ray was guaranteed the win by taking Bastogne 
on the 18th. 

Tom Thornsen took the Germans with no 
bid vs Charles Drozd. This was a brutal game 
through the 16th, where both sides scored many 
hits but Tom emerged the winner to leave us 
deadlocked with three players at 3-1. Each had 
beaten one and lost to the other. Applying pre-
tourney tiebreakers did not yield a winner. Prop-
erly chastised, the GM was forced to research 
standard swiss tiebreaking schemes. Hours later 

it was determined that Charlie 
had won and Ray would have to 
go back to the drawing board for 
bett er tiebreakers next year.

Charles Drozd, IL

Top Laurelists
Ray Freeman, CA 232
Bryan Eshleman, NC 125
Tom Thornsen, NY 109
Mike Mishler, CA 96
Jim Winslow, ME 90
Rick Young, NC 73
Brad Jones, FL 60
Charles Drozd, IL 36
Robert Mull, CO 36
Murray Cowles, uk 32

2012 Results
Charles Drozd, IL
Ray Freeman, CA
Tom Thornsen, NY
Jim Kramer, PA
Bob Hamel, CT
Bryan Eshleman, NC

 Ray Freeman, CA

17  2000-2012

48 Century Events

2012 Results
Eric Caron, qc
Sam Edelston, CT
Joe Harrison, KY
Gareth Williams, mo
Peter Eldridge, uk
Juhana Keskinen, fn

 Sam Edelston, CT

69  2004-2012

Top Laurelists
Joe Harrison, KY 133
Sam Edelston, CT 78
Robert Eastman, NV 68
Jonathan Miller, DC 57
Steve Lollis, MD 54
Eric Caron, qc 40
Johan Van Huyse, bg 40
Gordon Rodgers, PA 36
John Skiba, NY 30
Scott  Gibson, VA 30

Memoir ‘44 (M44)

An eliminator was twice enlisted to reduce 
the fi eld to an even number, but to no avail, 

so Round 6 found three players still alive: Sam 
Edelston (9-1), two-time champ Joe Harrison (8-
2), and Eric Caron (6-4). A “round robin” was 
thus conducted to relegate Joe to third.

The Final scenario had a mixed Allied force 
surrounding German infantry who receive armor 
reinforcements once they kill three Allied units. 
In Game 1, Eric enjoyed great cards, ordering 
21 Allied units on his fi rst fi ve turns (which suf-
fi ced for two kills). Sam had to make do with a 
response of only ten units and an Airstrike. Af-
ter further Allied kills in all three sections, Eric’s 
lead increased to 5-2. Sam’s Germans got their 
third kill and entered the tank with Their Finest 
Hour, but, ultimately, Eric converged on the cen-
ter, where his 3-unit Close Assault took the game, 
6-4. In the early going of the rematch, both players 
matched each other, kill for kill. But Eric’s third 
kill, brought on his armor reinforcements, Coun-
ter-Att acking Sam’s Their Finest Hour. On the 
same card, on the opposite fl ank, Eric’s infantry 
eliminated Sam’s 2-fi gure tank. Soon afterward, 
the newly-minted Panzer Armor Assaulted twice 
in a row, collecting a kill on each turn, earning a 
second 6-4 victory to sweep the Final.

The six laurelists came from fi ve diff erent na-
tions. This was Eric’s third year 
in the tournament and his fi rst 
time past the second round as 
he earned his fi rst WBC title. 

Eric Caron, qc

2012 Results
Tom Browne, PA
Pete Stein, OH
Chris Bauch, TX
Paul Gaberson, PA
Derek Landel, NJ
Marvin Birnbaum, NY

 Terry Coleman, CA

46  1992-2012

Top Laurelists
Bruce Monnin, OH 142
Terry Coleman, CA 93
Dennis Nicholson, NY 90
John Coussis, IL 79
Ken Gutermuth, NC 74
Marvin Birnbaum, NY 70
Harry Flawd, PA 67
Peter Staab, PA 66
Bruce Reiff , OH 64
Derek Landel, NY 62

March Madness (MMS)

It only took 83 games to guarantee a 
new champion—no mean feat with 

nine of them in the fi eld. The 23rd 
ranked Chris Bauch hadn’t made a Final Four 
in years, although he knew how to get the most 
out of his team. But Tom Browne, no slouch at 
#30 in the rankings, had been an underdog in 
every single game thus far. As soon as Tom got 
the chance, out came the Run N’ Gun strategy, 
and triple-digit scoring wasn’t far behind. A 
few draws from the oxygen mask later, UNLV 
was in the title game.

In the other semifi nal, unranked Paul Gaber-
son put his card-driven strategy games talents 
to good use, but his dice failed to keep pace. 
The 45th ranked Pete Stein was able to build up 
a lead by halftime, and pulled away in the sec-
ond half to make his fi rst Final since 1993.

Could Pete stop the UNLV juggernaut? 
Pete’s Louisville 75 squad had a deep bench 
and by far the best defense that Tom had yet 
faced. As the Final progressed, Tom scored 
well, but not exponentially, and Pete’s guards, 
particularly Junior Bridgeman, tossed in 
enough buckets to keep it close. In fact, the 
game actually came down to the last position. 

For a brief moment, it looked like 
the game might go to overtime, but 
when all of the timeouts were taken 
and the tape reviewed, Tom had 
won his fi rst MMS title. And with a 
‘C’ defense, no less! 

Tom Browne, PA
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2012 Results
Eric Wrobel, MD
Doug Faust, NY
Eric Monte, NY
Chris Gnech, PA
Joe Abrams, CT
Tom Browne, PA

 Richard Irving, CA

59  1991-2012

Eric Wrobel, MD

Top Laurelists
Eric Wrobel, VA 148
Bill Crenshaw, VA 126
Joe Abrams, CT 72
Eyal Mozes, MD 61
Luke Koleszar, VA 58
Steve Dickson, CA 56
Debbie Ott o, MO 56
Charles Hickok, PA 55
Ed Wrobel, VA 52
Chuck Foster, TX 42

Merchant of Venus (MOV)

The game retains its share of humorous anec-
dotes. Craig Reece opened by rolling 1-1-1, but 

was able to fi nd shelter on Space Station Planet and 
later repeated the feat only to top it by using the 
Mulligan Gear for another 1! Some days it doesn’t 
pay to get out of bed. Henry Dove learned that 
lesson by paying to pass a 30 penalty oval only to 
discover a 40 penalty. On the other hand, Debbie 
Gutermuth and Eric Monte found Relic Yellow 
Drives on their fi rst roll—proving yet again that 
sometimes hunting taters works and sometimes it 
doesn’t. Or was that platitude “life isn’t fair?” 

The semifi nals admitt ed 14 of the 20 qualifying 
winners plus two alternates with Monte, Eric Wro-
bel, Doug Faust and Chris Gnech advancing. The 
2nd ranked Wrobel was a two-time champion. His 
fi nalist adversaries, in contrast, didn’t have a MOV 
laurel between them. 

Despite that diff erential in their resumes, the 
Final was close. Wrobel took an early lead, but was 
quickly caught by Monte with a Relic Yellow Drive 
and Spy Eye and Chris who latched onto some 
hitchhikers. All four held $1,000 in deeds when the 
milk run of Asteroid System (7b)-Inhabited Moon 
via Telegate (9b)-Water World (10)-Jungle World 
via Telegate (2)-Ice Planet (4a) ran dry. Wrobel won 
a couple of the subsequent key races and varied his 

routing to bring the engine home 
with $3,056 and become the fi rst 
MOV three-time champ. He was fol-
lowed by Faust with $2,433, Monte 
$2384 and Gnech $2,251.

Monsters Menace America (MMA)

11 of the 16 semifi nalists were under 30, includ-
ing six yet to reach 20. But the only player to 

win two heats was 64 and learned it in the demo. Pat 
Mirk became the top seed as the only double heat 
winner. Only 11 of 23 unique winners appeared for 
the semifi nals—making fi ve alternates very happy.  

Three-time champ Marvin Birnbaum won his 
semifi nal with Toxicor despite the lowest health at 
the MONSTER Challenge. His Berserk, Armored 
Scales, and High Octane Blood mutations saved him 
as he defeated Seth Kirchner, Anna Rinko and Da-
vid Rennert. Defending champion, Nick Henning, 
won his semifi nal with Toxicor and the Army. He 
collected 10 Infamy extra att ack markers and Son of 
MONSTER and High Octane Blood to defeat Adam 
Nesmith, Barrett  Straub, and Pam Gutermuth. Top 
seed Pat Mirk sett led for 5th place as he fell to third 
alternate Morgan Wyatt ’s Zorb with It’s A Robot, 
Armored Scales, and High Octane Blood. 

A runaway victory loomed. Nick’s Megaclaw 
amassed 25 health and 12 Infamy att acks. He chose 
and defeated Greg’s Tomanagi’s 2 health, then Mar-
vin’s Toxicor, who had 9 health, 2 Infamy, Son of 
MONSTER and Whip Tentacles.  Megaclaw then 
beat Morgan’s Zorb, who had 10 health, 2 Infamy 
and Armored Scales. The last fi ght was with Mar-
vin’s Mecha Monster, who actually did 13 damage 
to Megaclaw before falling. Nick 
Henning won his fi fth MMA cham-
pionship and he did it as an alter-
nate. And it all started by winning 
the fi rst Junior tournament in 1999.

Nick Henning, CT

Top Laurelists
Nick Henning, CT 170
Marvin Birnbaum, NY 136
Rebecca Hebner, CO 77
Steve Scott , CA 68
Joe Sposito, NJ 63
David Brooks, TN 62
Tom Meier, VA 50
Matt hew Beach, MD 45
David Meyaard, CT 30
Daniel Val, es 30

2012 Results
Nick Henning, CT
Marvin Birnbaum, NY
Morgan Wyatt, VA
Greg Crowe, MD
Seth Kirchner, KY
Pat Mirk, FL

 Mark Love, MD

65  1998-2012

34 Century Events

Thurn & Taxis (T&T)

A change to a 3-heat format set an att endance 
record but also meant that either two wins 

or a win in the fi rst heat entered and a second 
in another heat were needed to qualify for the 
semifi nals. There was one no-show, so fi ve of the 
six players with the above qualifi cations joined 
ten double winners and three-time winner Alex 
Bove in the semifi nals. The three former cham-
pions in att endance all qualifi ed, along with two 
other former fi nalists, a 2-time Euroquest cham-
pion, and two former Euroquest semifi nalists. 

Bad luck plagued all four fi nalists. Vien had to 
discard a route, putt ing him out of contention. The 
other three at some point used the Administrator 
to discard six cards to get a look at six new ones, 
only to fi nd the choices poor enough that they 
opted to take a random card instead! The key mo-
ment came early, when Randy completed his third 
route; an 8-city monster that scored bonus chits for 
green, red-orange, and all colors, plus the 4-point 
chit for the fi rst 7-city run. 

While Andy ultimately scored more bonus 
chits, Randy’s were scored earlier, and counted 
more. Amy also had an impressive pile of scor-
ing chits, but a couple of extra houses left un-
played spelled her demise. Randy completed his 
busy day of winning the T&T semifi nals, then 
winning them again because he didn’t want to 
advance based on an illegal move. He then won 

the St. Pete tournament by 
winning the championship in 
a 27-26-25 squeaker.

Randy Buehler, WA

Top Laurelists
Andy Latt o, MA 124
Anne Norton, NJ 75
Rob Kircher, RI 72
Randy Buehler, WA 61
Amy Rule, MD 48
Kyle Smith, PA 42
Jim Castonguay, PA 42
Tom DeMarco, NJ 40
Raphael Lehrer, MD 32
Aran Warszawski, is 30

2012 Results
Randy Buehler, WA
Amy Rule, MD
Andy Latto, MA
Vien Bounma, NJ
David Meyaard, NY
Jay Fox, NJ

 Andy Latt o, MA

127  2006-2012

2012 Results
Henry Allen, FL
Rich Meyer, MA
Vien Bounma, NJ
Steve Shambeda, PA
Sarah Beach, MD
B. Berkenstock, NJ

 Claire Brosius, MA

203  2004-2012

Top Laurelists
Jay Fox, NJ 72
Virginia Colin, VA 70
Eric Monte, NY 70
Steve Shambeda, PA 69
Anni Foasberg, NJ 60
Kyle Greenwood, HI 60
John Faella, RI 60
Henry Allen, FL 50
Patrick Monte, NY 50
Lori Miskoff , NJ 48

Henry Allen, FL

Ticket to Ride (TTR)

Ticket to Ride carried over 200 passengers for the 
fi fth straight year with a whopping 128 in the 

fi rst heat. The amazing Bryan Berkenstock was our 
only triple winner. Bryan has had multiple wins for 
a number of years but remained laurel free until 
this year. Six double winners also enjoyed the pre-
liminaries. The highest single game score was Jen-
nifer Horan’s massive 190. She made nine tickets 
and got the most tickets bonus in 1910. 

Entering more than 100 people for a heat has 
always been an organizational challenge we’ve put 
considerable eff ort into solving. We want to give 
people the choice to play various versions and still 
get as many tables seated and playing as quickly 
as possible. To that end, my assistant Conductor 
Sarah Beach and volunteer eff orts by Curt Collins, 
Jennifer Horan and Deb Yaure were invaluable.

During the semifi nals we had two winners 
complete the most tickets the tournament has seen 
to date; Steve Shambeda with 13 and Vien Bounma 
with 11. 

The four fi nalists were all new to the Final 
platform—at least in this event. Rich Meyer, Vien 
Bounma, Steve Shambeda and Henry Allen all 
had diff erent strategies. The northeast got built 
up amazingly fast, but the standout feature of the 
game was the fi stful of cards that Henry took. At 
one point almost half the deck was in his hand. 
Henry made his three initial tick-
ets and then he promptly built 
four six-train sections to take the 
win at 144 points. 
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Through the Ages (AGE)

Reigning Caesar Randy Buehler and 
fellow 2011 fi nalist Zvi Mowshow-

itz  ran the table in the three heats as did 
Sceadeau d’Tela. Sceadeau introduced the game 
to his Greenspielers group a year ago and they 
managed to claim four of the semifi nal and half 
of the laurel slots. All three triple winners won 
again in the semi’s to advance and were joined 
by a third 2011 fi nalist: Andrew Emerick. 

The early turns placed a priority on the mili-
tary track. All three copies of Knights went for 
multiple civil actions. Randy also claimed War-
fare, though it sat in his hand for a long time 
because an early Iron fell to him for one action 
when he had six rocks on his board to immedi-
ately promote two bronze workers. Those iron 
workers also helped feed his people thanks to 
an eff ective Trade Agreement pact with Zvi.

The outcome was all but decided as Age 2 
arrived. Randy already had a Theologist and 
St Peter’s Basilica. Michaelangelo was one of 
the last two Age 1 cards off  the deck, and it 
slid down to one action just as Randy began 
his fi rst Age 2 turn, which was a doozy: Draft 
Michaelangelo, Play Michaelangelo, Increase 
Population, Build Theologist. This gave Randy 
a culture rate of 12 per turn, and since he had 
spent most of Age 1 building mili-
tary he was also the strongest. He 
outran the fi eld with 188 points 
followed by Zui with 125, An-
drew 122 and Sceadeau 115.

Randy Buehler, WA

Top Laurelists
Randy Buehler, WA 146
Jason Ley, WA 108
Zvi Mowshowitz , NY 60 
Joel Lytle, NY 54
Raphael Lehrer, CA 52
Andrew Emerick, CT 42
Rob Flowers, MD 26
David Metz ger, NY 24
Alan Sudy, VA 20
Sceadeau D’Tela, NC 18

2012 Results
Randy Buehler, WA
Ziv Mowshowitz, NY
Andrew Emerick, CT
Sceadeau T’Dela, NC
Cary Morris, NC
James Denam, NC

 Randy Buehler, WA

69  2008-2012

2012 Results
Bill Beckman, SC
Harry Flawd, PA
Terry Coleman, CA
Jack Beckman, MI
Tim Rogers, SC
Roderick Lee, CA

 Harry Flawd, PA

41   1991-94, 96-12

Top Laurelists
Rich Moyer, MN 174
Harry Flawd, PA 170
Bill Beckman, SC 108
Terry Coleman, CA 60
Chris Palermo, NY 47
Mark Giddings, NY 40
Randy Cox, SC 28
Ken Samuel, VA 28
Devin Flawd, PA 22
John Welage, OH 20

Bill Beckman, SC

Superstar Baseball (SSB)

Changes abounded. The main one was a new 
GM, who was replaced by an even newer 

GM! Filling in due to illness, a trio of regulars 
took the reigns, made some tweaks, and ran a 
prett y smooth event, all things considered. Two 
8-game season heats determined eight playoff  
teams. Tim Rogers’ ‘05 Astros topped Terry Cole-
man’s ’27 Yankees 3-2. Harry Flawd’s Red Sox 
beat Jack Beckman’s ’45 Tigers 6-0 behind Josh 
Beckett  who apparently could pitch in 2007. Rod-
erick Lee’s ’63 Dodgers beat Kolbe DiGiulio’s ‘95 
Braves, and Bill Beckman’s ’48 Indians downed 
Steve Munchak’s ‘98 Yankees to complete the 
Quarterfi nals.  

Bill toppled Roderick and Harry defeated Tim 
in the semis. The Final was a best-of-three series. It 
started with Dice K vs Lemon. The Indians won 8-6 
to take a 1-0 lead. Game 2 had Bearden vs Schilling 
as gaming’s most famous pitcher took the hill for 
the Sox. Boston took a 2-0 lead and Schilling made 
it 3-1 by driving in Ortiz. The Indians tied it in the 
seventh, but in the ninth, pinch hitt er Eric Hinske 
doubled home Ortiz to tie the series. 

The rubber game was even bett er with the 
Indians taking a 4-1 lead into the ninth. Two 
outs later, the bags were full for Coco Crisp. A 
roll of 18 would provide a walkoff  grandslam. 

Bill couldn’t bare to look as Feller 
secured the third out, giving Bill his 
fi rst SSB title. Feller went 6-0 during 
the tournament with six complete 
games to join Bill’s personal HOF.   

46 Century Events

PanzerBlitz  (PZB)

On the blazing hot steppes of Lampeter, historic 
batt les were re-enacted once again. Several new 

batt les from research courtesy of Bill Scott , Rick North-
ey and Alan Arvold were played among the 31 games 
contested. The conditions in the HQ became increas-
ingly warm as the week unfolded. The fi nal four left 
standing at the end of the week were 10th ranked John-
ny Hasay, top-ranked Marty Musella, #6 Rick Northey 
and defending champ Greg Tanner in seed order. 

Marty and Rick ranked their preferred situa-
tions, and came up with scenario 45 as the chosen 
batt le from the Bagration off ensive in 1944. Russian 
armor was whitt led down during the fi refi ght with 
AT guns and bombardment from remaining artillery. 
After losing several tank companies, Rick conceded a 
decisive German victory. Greg took the Germans in 
the same scenario in the other semi. Johnny bypassed 
Opustoschenia with his armored force. This was an 
unorthodox strategy, which left the German artil-
lery batt eries room to maneuver. By the third turn of 
fi ve, the Russians had to go for broke. Russian tanks 
fi red on the towns only to miss both shots with “6” 
die rolls. The Germans now had fi rm control of both 
towns at the end of Turn 4, drawing a concession of 
another decisive German victory.

Again, situation 45 was selected and Greg won the 
choice and took the Germans in the Final. Greg suc-
cessfully defended his title and 
took home his third PanzerBlitz  
championship as the Germans 
made a clean sweep of Situation 
45 in the elimination rounds.

2012 Results
John Emery, SC
Brian Sutton, MD
Kevin Sudy, VA
Ed Rothenheber, MD
Al Hurda, on
Lane Hess, PA

 Gareth Williams, mo

48  2003-2012

Top Laurelists
Bruce Young, SC 206
John Emery, SC 188
Lane Hess, PA 137
Ed Rothenheber, MD 111
Henry Russell, PA 102
Melvin Casselberry, PA 99
Scott  Moll, VA 80
Mike Casselberry, PA 60
David Gantt , SC 60
Forrest Speck, MD 60

John Emery, SC

The Napoleonic Wars (NW5)

Monday night drew a turnout of 33, the high-
est of the week and vindicating the deci-

sion to move a heat there. Tuesday saw 25 play-
ers overall, as well as the formal demo with the 
much appreciated use of Rich Shipley’s 3D pieces. 
Thursday’s att endance fell to 15 players, perhaps 
depressed by the conditions in Lampeter.

The Semis were, for the fi rst time ever, seed-
ed based on performance in the heats, with the 
best performing players gett ing fi rst pick of side. 
This change seems to have been universally con-
sidered an improvement. Surprisingly, that fi rst 
pick was usually Britain, though France swept the 
elimination rounds. Despite being preferred, Brit-
ain did no bett er than a single second with Jesse 
Boomer scoring 3 VP. Jesse appeared tied with 
Bill Burtless’s Prussians and Henry Russell’s Rus-
sians until Lane Hess narrowly missed a Nobel 
peace prize by posting 4 VP as a neutral Prussia 
with three pacts to take 6th place laurels.

The Final proved to be the shortest ever. 
John Emery used his #1 seed to claim France and 
took only 35 minutes to win, advancing to 5 VP 
and then playing Drought while the bulk of the 
table had but one card and a Reserve each, caus-
ing them to lose their last card and be deprived 
of the chance to play their Reserves. Europe Ex-

hausted had made its appearance, 
and France was allowed a shot at 
a peace die roll. C’est la guerre! The 
dean of the Greenville Mafi a fi nal-
ly had his Nappy title. 

Greg Tanner, AZ

Top Laurelists
Marty Musella, VA 161
Bill Scott , VA 139
Chuck Leonard, PA 120
Greg Tanner, AZ 110
Bert Schoose, IL 109
Rich Northey, MA 83
Dave Giordano, NJ 47
Alan Arvold, IL 42
Johnny Hasay, PA 33
Eduardo DeNucci, ag 26

2012 Results
Greg Tanner, AZ
Marty Musella, VA
Johnny Hasay, PA
Rick Northey, MA
Bert Schoose, IL
Bill Scott, VA

 Rick Northey, MA

21  1991-2012
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Paydirt (PDT)

Harry Flawd’s Steelers lost on a safety in the 
opening round to send shockwaves through 

the fi eld. John Conlon, the perpetrator, lasted two 
more rounds before falling to Mike James’ Chiefs 
37-21. Defending champ Jacob Hebner led his Bron-
cos over Bill O’Neal’s Dolphins 39-27 in one semifi -
nal, while Mike toppled Terry Coleman’s Jets, 32-7 
in the other. The AFC title game sent Hebner back 
to the Super Bowl with a 26-24 win over the Chiefs. 

The NFC Heat drew 32 coaches vying for anoth-
er shot at Jacob with a lot of early fi reworks. Derek 
Landel’s Rams introduced Bruce Reiff ’s Saints to 
the wonderful world of point spreads, 45-39! Joe 
Yaure’s Packers ignored defense while outscoring 
Brian Conlon’s Falcons 55-51! On the other end of 
the scoring spectrum, Steve Scott ’s Redskins took a 
break from RA tiles long enough to pin a 9-3 loss 
on Mark Love’s Seahawks. Three rounds later Mike 
James whupped Bruno Passacantando’s Eagles 38-
14 and Harry Flawd’s 49er secondary swiped four 
passes in a 38-24 win over those Packers. However, 
four 49er turnovers later, James’ Bears had earned 
a Hebner rematch with a 44-27 win that put Flawd 
down for the count.

Mike James was new to WBC but he plays 
online Paydirt, so he’s no rube. For his part, Heb-
ner had established his bona fi des with a title and 
wanted a dynasty. The spread was fi ve points, but 
the Bears allowed only a Bronco FG, 
in an easy 24-8 win to give Mike his 
fi rst WBC title while amassing a 10-1 
overall record! 

Mike James, MD

Top Laurelists
Harry Flawd, PA 204
Devin Flawd, PA 200
Jacob Hebner, CO 60
Bill O’Neal, NY 49
B. Passacantando, CT 41
Mike Destro, NJ 36
Mike James, MD 30
Chad Gormly, MA 30
Derek Landel, NJ 28
Barry Shoults, MI 24

2012 Results
Mike James, MD
Jacob Hebner, CO
Harry Flawd, PA
Bill O’Neal, CT
Terry Coleman, CA
Ron Pisarz, VA

 Harry Flawd, PA

43  1993-2012

2012 Results
Riku Riekkinen, fn
Peter Gurneau, WI
John Sutcliff, uk
Pete Reese, VA
Nick Frydas, uk
Tom Gregorio, PA

 Peter Reese, VA

29  1999-2012

Top Laurelists
Tom Drueding, MA 428
Stefan Mecay, TX 352
David Dockter, MN 328
Peter Reese, VA 276
Chris Byrd, CT 208
Rob Hassard, NJ 181
Marvin Birnbaum, NY 174
Nick Anner, NY 162
Riku Riekkinen, fn 138
Jim Falling, MI 117

Riku Riekkinen, fn

Paths of Glory (POG)

The games went smoothly, although, 
unlike prior years, most went the 

distance. In contrast to that grueling 
slugfest, the real highlight was the roll-off  of the 
fi ve players with 2-1 records to advance three to 
fi ll the remaining playoff  slots. For the fi rst time, 
one of the roll-off  participants won the tourna-
ment. Past champ and Finnish urban legend 
Riku Riekkinen had been sandbagged by John 
Sutcliff e in a Round 1 narrow victory by the Brit. 
And as Rick Byrens said in his Richard III quote 
from Bosworth Field “if I could have rolled high-
er Riku, I could have been you”. Byrens was one 
of the two disappointed 2-1s who tossed too low 
a number to continue. Talk about your paper-
thin margins in the longest event of WBC!

The Final thus matched defending champion 
Peter Gurneau vs. Mr. Second Chance himself. Pe-
ter took the CP with a bid of 0 and started hammer-
ing the west. War status was not played. Paris was 
att acked multiple times with both sides wearing 
thin. Meanwhile, the Russians massed and att acked 
Berlin four times before Berlin was successfully en-
trenched. The Russian att acks weakened the CP till 
only three CP armies remained in the West.

The Russians kept att acking and forced a 
position where the CP would be out of supply 
on Turn 10, both sides still at limited war. Three 

hours into the game, Peter con-
ceded and the Finns had a second 
scalp for their team… all thanks to 
a single dice roll.

36 Century Events

Star Wars; Queen’s Gambit (QGB)

The Federation won 22 of 38 preliminary games 
which was unusual. With no time limit in the 

qualifying rounds, the game usually slants towards 
the Naboo. That is counter-balanced by a Federation 
advantage in the time-limited playoff s. The usual 
trend was again defi ed in the elimination rounds 
with the Naboo winning nine of 15. The combined 
tally was 25 wins for Yoda and 28 for Darth Sidious.

16 of the usual characters advanced to the play-
off s minus two past champs, Nick Page and Bill 
Morse. Three other titlists remained in the hunt. In 
the opening round of the elimination gauntlet, Mar-
ilyn Flowers downed 2005 champ Karl Henning, 
and Brian Sutt on dispatched three-time champ 
Larry Lingle—leaving only Sutt on remaining with 
a pedigree. Brian bludgeoned Andrew Sinigaglio in 
the next round, but the last champ would advance 
no further as Keith Corbino, playing the evil side, 
slaughtered the two-time champ’s Quigon, Obiwan 
and most of the palace guards in the semis.

In the title game, Corbino’s Federation quickly 
gained the upper hand over John Schoose. Darth 
Maul killed Quigon on the second turn while bat-
tle droids slaughtered the palace guards, the real 
queen and Captain Panaka. However, while Cor-
bino was winning the batt le, Anakin won the war. 
Schoose started with a hand full of Anakin cards to 
Corbino’s one star fi ghter card. Anakin went 5 for 5 

in rolls, shutt ing down the droids and 
winning the game and title in record 
time. The Final had lasted all of 25 
minutes. 

John Schoose, IL

Top Laurelists
Larry Lingle, PA 118
Brian Sutt on, MD 105
Karl Henning, CT 57
Bill Morse, VA 54
Alex Bell, MD 39
John Schoose, IL 36
Buddy Sinigaglio, CO 34
Andrew Wilson, NJ 30
Nick Page, on 30
William Sparks, MD 30

2012 Results
John Schoose, IL
Keith Corbino, CT
Ted Lange, GA
Brian Sutton, MD
Ken Whitesell, PA
Marilyn Flowers, MD

 Buddy Sinigaglio, CO

44  2002-2012

2012 Results
Dominic Blais, qc
Dan Eppolito, PA
Henry Dove, MD
Robert Murray, NJ
Cliff Ackman, PA
David Gagne, qc

 Eric Engelmann, MD

177  2009-2012

Top Laurelists
Eric Freeman, PA 88
Cary Morris, NC 82
Dominic Blais, qc 60
Dan Eppolito, PA 58
Henry Dove, MD 40
Marvin Birnbaum, NY 40
Christopher Ellis, FL 40
Virginia Colin, VA 34
Alex Bove, PA 30
Stefan Mecay, TX 30

Dominic Blais, qc

Stone Age (STA)

The event broke the 100-entrant yardstick for 
the fourth time in as many years. Despite 25 

tables Monday, 22 Wednesday, 23 Thursday, and 
13 on Friday, no player was turned away by a 
game shortage, although we twice used the very 
last games from the library. Every table was a 
4-player game, although the GM had to be draft-
ed several times to accomplish that. It came close 
on two occasions, but no fi nish had to be adjudi-
cated for time. No player problems were brought 
to my att ention, although I twice had to explain 
that discussion (by the players only) in multi-
player games is permitt ed (and expected), while 
criticism of play is not.

The semifi nal pitt ed 16 multi-heat winners at 
four tables with other proven players. The two 
runners-up of this round with the best percentage 
of the scores at their table gained fi fth and sixth 
place laurels. 

The Final opened with a bold play by Daniel 
Eppolito, for a two-resource spot triple hut mul-
tiplier, to be paid for with a brick roll. The lucky 
roll was 6-6-5. Rob Murray then hit the fi rst dice 
bar with a 3-2-2-1. By game end, it was Dominic 
Blais in the lead with 190 points, including 36 civ, 
10 food, 15 tools, and 14 people, with no unused 
resources to collect his fi rst of two titles for the 
week. Eppolito’s big, hungry family 
scored 168, Henry Dove’s balanced 
approach nett ed 156, and Murray’s 
tool program had 144 as prehistoric 
Black & Decker had a bad day. 
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Speed Circuit (SCT)

Schulz and Keller bid highest for starting posi-
tions in the Final, with ten other qualifi ers be-

hind them in the following order: Newbury, Ta-
tum, Hancock, Rae, Long, Fleckenstein, Nicholson, 
Welage, Mossman, and Passacantando. Schulz 
used his high start speed and solid line to break 
away early, rolling a chance in Corner 3 with his 
red skill chip, giving him a huge lead. In Corner 
5, Long over-plott ed to gain initiative and the line, 
which allowed him to jump into third temporarily. 

By Lap 2, Schulz was running low on tire wear 
and Keller caught him on Corner 3. Long, Tatum, 
and Hancock had also caught the leaders. In Cor-
ner 4 the leaders both slowed to block the pack, 
but Long force passed and took the lead. Long and 
Schulz made it through the next corner, but Keller 
slowed and sat on the line. Big mistake. Hancock 
att empted to force pass him, slamming into his car, 
and causing both to spin. Schulz then over-plott ed 
in Corner 7, passing the Chance Table again to 
make it through the corner and again take the lead.

Heading into the Lap 3 straightaway, it was 
Schulz, Long and Tatum, with Rae close be-
hind. Rae, however, had more wear and took 
Corners 4 and 5 faster, gaining the lead. Long 
was blocked in Corner 5, late-braked and spun 
out. This allowed Fleckenstein and Mossman to 
move in behind the leaders heading into the fi -

nal corners. Rae’s superior tire 
wear got him through faster 
to become our 18th diff erent 
champion in 21 years.

Bruce Rae, bc

Top Laurelists
Scott  Cornett , FL 166
Doug Schulz, MD 134
Terry Schulz, PA 116
Kevin Keller, MD 107
Gerald Lientz , VA 81
Jimmy Fleckenstein, VA 78
Lane Newbury, TX 66 
John Welage, OH 64
Dennis Nicholson, NY 60
Bruce Rae, bc 56

2012 Results
Bruce Rae, bc
Terry Schulz, PA
Tim Mossman, MD
Jim Fleckenstein, VA
John Welage, OH
Don Tatum, MD

 Chris Long, PA

30  1991-2012

2012 Results
Bill Thomson, TX
Pete Pollard, TN
Andrew Cummins, uk
Phil Grasha, PA
Scott Bramley, NJ
Eric Stranger, OH

 Bill Thomson, TX

17  1991-2012

Top Laurelists
Pete Pollard, CA 232
Bill Thomson, TX 220
Andrew Cummins, uk 170
Eric Stranger, OH 95
David Bronkhorst, VA 86
Phil Grasha, PA 78
Mike Pacheco, CA 78
Chuck Leonard, PA 40
Scott  Bramley, NJ 36
Michael Hennessy, VA 30

Bill Thomson, TX

Squad Leader (SQL)

A reduced fi eld nonetheless featured six 
past champions touting 16 of the pre-

vious 22 titles. Those on hand remained a 
prolifi c bunch—logging 48 games—almost six per 
player. The qualifi ers for the elimination rounds 
were Phil Grasha in the top seed against #4 seed 
Pete Pollard, and Bill Thomson vs the defending 
champion Andrew Cummins. All four sported titles 
in their resumes.

Long time rivals Pollard and Thomson emerged 
to contest a Final of COI scenario TS2 ‘Pavlov’s 
House’ with Bill leading the German assault on the 
Russian building. Mental exhaustion was apparent 
as WBC entered Day 8. For the fi rst three of seven 
turns, Bill repeatedly att acked the same target hex 
despite a blocked LOS! 

Running out of time and needing to make a bold 
charge across open ground, Bill sensed that Pete’s tin-
kering with his few remaining Russian defenders had 
created an opportunity. The German infantry stack, 
composed of a 9-2 leader and three squads, dashed for-
ward to Pavlov’s House, surviving both a 4 IFT-2 crew-
manned LMG att ack and a sniper shot at the 9-2. Once 
in the building, each side lost a squad in the ensuing 
point blank mayhem. The Victory Conditions required 
having the most squads inside Pavlov’s House. Since 
the Russian force was depleted, the small foothold that 
Bill’s ‘sprinters’ achieved was enough to secure victory. 
The ensuing desperate Russian move 
initiated close combat that went in the 
Germans favor to end the game and 
hand Bill Thomson his third SQL title.

44 Century Events

Power Grid (PGD)

The event drew over 100 players for the sixth 
straight year; 54 played one heat, 37 played 

twice, and 21 diehards played in all three! For the 
second straight year we had an overabundance of 
qualifi ers. Consequently, next year I will be includ-
ing an as-needed quarterfi nal round. Bye prior-
ity qualifi cation will be given to the highest points 
earned. All players should appear for the quarterfi -
nal round—which may become the semi depending 
on the number of qualifi ers in att endance. Converse-
ly, if there are enough byes those players may opt to 
play an early semifi nal. 

The Final was played on the Baden-Württ em-
berg board. This map’s rules changes make for a 
completely diff erent game. In the auction round if 
all players pass on plant purchasing then two plants 
are removed instead of one; however in the build-
ing phase you do not destroy plants that are equal 
to or less than the number of cities built. Phase 1 and 
2 are switched which means you determine player 
order after purchasing plants; which also means you 
keep Turn Order from last turn through the auction 
round, no matt er how many cities you built. 

The fi nalists were almost totally new to the 
rarifi ed air of a Final. Only Matt  Calkins, seven 
years removed from a third place fi nish, had been 
there before. 

It apparently made a diff erence. Matt  built to 15, 
ending the game and winning his sec-
ond title of the week. Tim Horne, Woo-
ly Farrow, and Phil Becker followed in 
that order with 12 Powered Cities each.

Matt  Calkins, VA

Top Laurelists
Jim Savarick, PA 179
Eric Brosius, MA 103
Bill Crenshaw, VA 93
Kevin Garber, VA 90
Matt  Calkins, VA 76
Robert Woodson, NV 72
Richard Meyer, MA 72
Bill Murdock, NY 72
Patrick Shea, VA 60
Doug Galullo, MD 60

2012 Results
Matt Calkins, VA
Tim Horne, PA
Woolly Farrow V, PA
Phil Becker, PA
Eric Raymond, PA
Jim Savarick, PA

 Jim Castonguay, PA

112  2004-2012

Pirate’s Cove (PRC)

There were 663 player sinks with the men fi -
nally redeeming themselves after three years 

of being put to shame by the wenches. The guys 
averaged 5.06 sinks per player to 5.02 for the 
women despite Ruth ‘man-stopper’ Evinger. She 
sank the Royal Navy twice and hung a legendary 
pirate to boot in the same game. With 49 prelimi-
nary games in the books, and only 25 semifi nal 
slots, you needed at least one win and a second 
to advance.

There were plenty of pirates in the Cove as 
we set a new att endance record. Former champs 
Brandon Bernard and RJ Gleaton could not get 
past the semifi nals, leaving clear sailing for for-
mer champ John Elliott . Cliff  Ackman made a 
late push to catch him with three sinkings and 
some buried loot, but fell just short. John used 
Wee Willie Keeler’s strategy of hitt in’ ‘em where 
they ain’t. He fi gured out where everyone else 
was going, and then went somewhere else to 
stay safe. Blackbeard he ain’t! He only sank one 
pirate. Cliff  got three, while Joe Collinson and Jeff  
Patt ison each collared four. Assistant GM & fi rst 
mate Jason Fisher only sank two, a dismal eff ort 
for ‘chainlink’. He won his third ‘chain of shame’. 
How on earth did he get into the Final? Oh, he 
won two heats, as did top seed Nico Parauda, 
Scott  Siriana, John Elliott , Ben Collinson Sr, Linda 

Patt ison and Colton Hardman. At 
least this year we kept the wenches 
out of the Final and in the galley 
where they belong! 

John Elliott , MD

Top Laurelists
John Elliott , MD 80
Tom Pavy, OH 69
Brandon Bernard, PA 52
Paul Weintraub, MD 51
RJ Gleaton, SC 40
Chris Striker, PA 36
Jason Fisher, NC 32
Cliff  Ackman, PA 30
Ashley Collinson, MD 30
Henry Pfeiff er, SC 27

2012 Results
John Elliott, MD
Cliff Ackman, PA
Jason Fisher, NC
Joe Collinson, MD
Jeff Pattison, MD
Brendan Coomes, OH

 Larry Lingle, PA

114  2005-2012
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Princes of Florence (POF)

There were 15 qualifi er games in two heats 
with Anne Norton being the only double 

winner. The largest margin of victory was Jason 
Long’s ten PP.  24 qualifi ers appeared for the 
semis—requiring only the top alternate, Bruce 
DuBoff , to complete fi ve 5-player games.

John Corrado used a Builder strategy to de-
feat Anne Norton, David Platnick, Tom McCorry 
and Legend Dan Hoff man to earn his spot in the 
Final. Tom Johnston downed former champi-
ons Eric Brosius and Eric Freeman by nine PP 
to punch his ticket. Bruce DuBoff , the lone alter-
nate, also won handily. The two most contested 
semis were Jason Levine’s two-PP victory over 
Jason Long and Rod Spade’s one PP margin over 
Peter Walsh.

It didn’t take long for the Final’s story line to 
develop. The fi rst item auctioned was a Builder, 
and Jason paid 900 for it (a “respectable price”, 
as we say.) He wasted no time acquiring two 
more. Six rounds later Jason was broke, but he 
coolly put a Prestige Card up for auction, know-
ing that he’d have to give up PP if no one raised 
his bid. They did, and Jason next put a Jester up. 
No one bid, so Jason gave up two PP to buy the 
Jester, looking relieved. This allowed him to play 
his fi nal Work (together with yet another Build-

ing for three PP more.) In a WBC fi rst, 
Jason had won it all using a pure 
builder strategy. The scores were Ja-
son 59, Rod 57, John 56, Tom 54 and 
Bruce 46.

Jason Levine, NY

Top Laurelists
Rod Spade, PA 130
Eric Brosius, MA 100
L. Dan Hoff man, MD 72
Eric Freeman, PA 57
Aran Warszawski, is 50
Brian Reynolds, MD 50
John Kerr, VA 50
Arthur Field, SC 50
Doug Kaufman, MD 49
Jason Levine, NY 48

2012 Results
Jason Levine, NY
Rod Spade, PA
John Corrado, VA
Thomas Johnston, IL
Bruce DuBoff, NJ
Peter Walsh, PA

 Eric Brosius, MA

57  2001-2012

2012 Results
Steve Scott, CA
Alex Bove, PA
Eric Freeman, PA
Jean-Fran. Gagne, qc
Mikko Raimi, fn
Richard Irving, CA

 Steve Scott , CA

154  2000-2012

Top Laurelists
Alex Bove, PA 240
Tom Dunning, NY 178
Steve Scott , CA 84
Joe Jaskiewicz, MD 70
Winton LeMoine, CA 64
Scott  Fenn, MD 52
Mike Kaltman, PA 44
Henry Dove, MD 42
Eric Freeman, PA 40
Richard Meyer, MA 40

Steve Scott , CA

Ra (RA!)

RA declined in att endance but still managed 
to breach the 150 mark for the fourth 

straight year. Heats 1 through 4 drew 17-9-13-13 
tables respectively for a total of 52 preliminary 
games. Moving the semi’s to late Friday may have 
been a long overdue improvement. There were 
only six no-shows among the top 25 qualifi ers. The 
last alternate taken was 36th compared to 99th and 
83rd during the last two years that practically took 
anyone who dropped by during the semis.

The fi rst semifi nal was an easy win for 19th 
ranked Eric Freeman as he bested the 5th, 7th, 
and 8th seeds by 10 points or more. Perennial fa-
vorite Alex Bove also had no trouble advancing 
with a 51-35 win over Jeff  Meyer. 67th ranked 
J.F.Gagne got by David Rohde 38-30 and 6th 
ranked Steve Scott  topped Eric Brosius 49-37 
to advance. The closest game came in semifi nal 
#5 as Mikko Raimi topped Richard Irving 44-41 
with Richard earning 6th place laurels. The fi rst 
words out of Richard’s mouth were “do I get the 
6th place plaque?” Nope… not in Ra. Thanks to 
the “Sandmen fez” some people feel that a 6th 
place plaque is more prestigious than winning 
a tournament. 

The Final was truly a World Championship 
as Canada, Finland and the US were all repre-
sented. But when all was said and 
done GM Steve Scott  stood highest 
on the podium with his second Ra! 
title in a hard fought 41-38 victory 
over four-time champion Alex Bove. 

38 Century Events

2012 Results
Derek Landel, NJ
Frank Cunliffe, PA
Doug Galullo, MD
Paul Weintraub, MD
David Metzger, NY
Josh Githens, SC

 Sean McCulloch, OH

207  1993-2012

Derek Landel, NJ

Top Laurelists
Derek Landel, NJ 81
Kaarin Engelmann, VA 66
Ken Gutermuth, NC 54
Josh Githens, SC 50
Doug Galullo, MD 46
Nicole Reiff , OH 40
Alexandra Henning, CT 40
Ted Simmons, NJ 40
Greg Berry, VA 39
Leonard Omolecki, PA 38

Slapshot (SLS)

To get our many reluctant winners to bed 
as quickly as possible, the second round is 

referred to as the “Massively Unfair Semifi nal 
Round”. It’s an abbreviated game whose only real 
purpose is to whitt le down the sleep deprived to 
a merciful six. So, once the Zamboni left, we had 
six fi nalists. In a departure from recent years, the 
average age trended up. Was this a renewed eff ort 
by the geezers to take back Slapshot, or was there 
a killer Werewolf game siphoning off  the younger 
crowd? 

Doug Galullo opposed Frank Cunliff e in the 
fi rst playoff  series. The fi rst game went to OT, and 
Doug conceded the loss, trying to bruise Frank’s 
best player. Frank was no rube though, and sacri-
fi ced his lowly 1 to the bruiser. Ouch! The second 
game also went into OT, and again Doug led with 
his best player. Double Ouch! Doug won the bat-
tle and lost the war. The other series featured Der-
ek Landel’s bruiser taking out Paul Weintraub’s 6 
in Game 1. Paul replaced him with a 7, so Derek 
promptly bruised him too. Derek hospitalized all 
of Paul’s decent players and advanced. 

Bruisers were less eff ective in the Final. Der-
ek’s team (Forwards 7, 7, 2; Defense 4, 4*, Goalie 
10), which he boasted was bett er than his ’99 title 
squad, swept the series in four games. His sec-
ond title came 13 years after the fi rst. 
Probably the most impressive thing 
about the night was that Derek could 
remember the composition of his ’99 
title team.

Sett lers of Catan (SET)

The games averaged 77 minutes, with the fast-
est clocking in at 40 minutes and the longest at 

two hours. A total of 63 preliminary games were 
played. Only one 3-player game was needed. The 
last place player in that game won the tourna-
ment. We had two triple winners advance to the 
semifi nal, but no further. The advancement magic 
number was 10 points—two wins, or a win, a 2nd 
and a 3rd. Two qualifi ers opted out, allowing two 
lucky alternates to advance—a fi rst in my GM 
experience. One of the fi nalists did not play in 
Round 1, yet won her next three games to make 
the Final. In Sett lers, almost anything is possible. 

The semifi nals lasted about 75 minutes and 
advanced Virginia Colin, Jeremy Osteen, Kolbe 
DiGuilo and Natasha Metz ger. Chad Martin and 
Matt  Reese, the two triple winners, both were 
runners-up in their respective games and were 
awarded fi fth and sixth place. 

Colin and Osteen were ranked players with 
24 laurels each in former tournaments. Metz ger 
and DiGuillo were unranked. Building was 
slow in the Final with an active Robber slowing 
production and Osteen able to hurt all three of 
his adversaries by moving the robber to a key 
juncture. Of the fi ve commodities, ore was the 
hardest hit with a 2, 3 or 10 roll needed. Thus 

cities and development cards 
would be sparse. In the end, Jer-
emy turned a pair of 8’s on Turn 
16 into a city and the largest 
Army to win 10-7-6-4.

Jeremy Osteen, MD

Top Laurelists
Rob Kircher, RI 126
Brian Reynolds, MD 125
Rick Dutt on, MD 114
Charles Faella, RI 96
Tom Dunning, NY 87
Jeremy Osteen, MD 84
Matt  Tolman, UT 84
Andrew Arconti, MD 66
Roy Gibson, MD 66
Tom Stokes, NJ 60

2012 Results
Jeremy Osteen, MD
Natasha Metzger, NY
Kolbe DiGiulio, PA
Virginia Colin, VA
Chad Martin, PA
Matt Reese, MD

 Joseph Maiz, NJ

116  1999-2012
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2012 Results
Jason Levine, NY
Tom Browne, PA
Nick Ferris, MD
Rob Kircher, RI
Adam Fetzer, NY
Sean McCulloch, OH

 Jeff  Mullet, OH

97  2004-2012

Jason Levine, NY

Top Laurelists
Tom Browne, PA 69
Bruce Reiff , OH 64
Jeff  Mullet, OH 50
Raphael Lehrer, MD 46
Rob Kircher, RI 45
Jason Levine, NY 38
Greg Thatcher, CA 30
Bill Salvatore, MD 30
Nick Page, on 24
Eric Brosius, MA 23

San Juan (SJN)

San Juan is a 4-round swiss tournament with 
all three-game winners advancing to single 

elimination. I was hoping to win my fi rst three 
games (or crap out early) because I was starving 
and wanted to go to lunch. While discussing this 
with perennial laurelist Tom Browne he said that 
he had never lost a game in the swiss rounds. I 
remember thinking to myself that he had just jin-
xed himself. Sure enough, Tom would go hun-
gry this year as Eric Brosius did what no other 
player has been able to do in this format. No 
matt er. Tom went 3-1 and still returned to the 
Final—albeit a litt le hungrier than usual.

The other fi nalist, Jason Levine, had been 
hounded by his AOR nemesis, Bruce Reiff , ear-
lier. But Jason would have his revenge in the 
elimination rounds on his way to facing Tom. 
Of course, Jason would never rub Bruce’s face 
in it. Well, maybe a litt le. He’s been taking lessons 
from Don. 

Tom would start the Final. He built a Tobac-
co on Turn 1, but Jason trumped him with Silver 
on Turn 2. Jason built the coveted prefecture on 
Turn 3, but Tom got his the next turn. However, 
Jason built a Goldmine and it soon rewarded 
him with a City Hall and a Quarry. Tom coun-
tered with the quick build strategy, but Jason 
prevailed over the only two-time 
San Juan winner 29 to 27. It was 
his fi rst of four tournament wins 
in what would be a very success-
ful week.

Saint Petersburg (SPG)

59 players toed the line for Heat 1. Forrest 
Speck got the most points with 112 in a 

7-round game and Mike Shea had the lowest 
winning score with 48 in a 5-round game. Heat 2 
drew 25 new entries to yield 15 tables. Ian Streeb 
beat Forrest’s fi rst heat score by one in a 6-round 
game. In Lee Mewshaw’s win, defending champ 
Charles Hickock could do no bett er than third 
despite having both Mistresses and both Obser-
vatories. Joe Harrison, Thomas Johnston, Cary 
Morris, Randy Buehler, Vien Bounma, and Em-
ily Bacon all gained a second win. 12 new entries 
helped man 11 tables for Heat 3. Larry Loiacono, 
Blair Morgan, Akihisa Tabei, Lawrence Solo-
mon, and Kerrin Addis each won their second 
game. Twelve more entrants helped fi ll 12 tables 
at Heat 4. Stephane Dorais, Perrianne Lurie, Da-
vid Rohde, and Steve Shambeda joined the two-
win club for a total of 15, which meant one 1-heat 
winner would advance. 

Perrianne got off  to a slow start in the Final 
as Randy grabbed a fi rst-turn Mistress. Even a 
Turn 4 Mistress did not enable a comeback. As 
usual, it came down to points for unique orange 
cards. Perrianne had fi ve, earning another 15 
points for a total of 71. Blair did a litt le bett er 
with six, for 21 points and a total of 86. David 

had seven cards for 28 points and a 
total of 88, but our reigning Caesar 
matched him in orange cards for a 
winning total of 92 points to take his 
third title of the week.

Randy Buehler, WA

Top Laurelists
Arthur Field, SC 102
Randy Buehler, WA 90
Tom DeMarco, NJ 87
Anne Norton, NJ 60
Vien Bounma, NJ 55
Chris Robbins, UT 52
Charles Hickok, PA 40
Curt Collins II, PA 40
Norman Herrick, NE 40
Tom Browne, PA 38

2012 Results
Randy Buehler, WA
David Rohde, NC
Blair Morgen, NJ
Perianne Lurie, PA
Lauren Vessay, VA
Vien Brounma, Va

 Amy Rule, MD

108  2005-2012

42 Century Events

Race For the Galaxy (RFG)

11 players won multiple games during the heats, led 
by Nick Page who won three. In all, 36 winners 

qualifi ed to advance. 30 of those opted to do so, making 
eight quarterfi nal games. The top two from each game 
advanced to a semifi nal round of four 4-player games. 
Husband and wife pair Eric and Cathy Raymond both 
advanced to those semifi nals, but no further.  

Aaron Feugi’s title defense was ended in the 
semifi nals by Rob Renaud’s Alpha Centauri and an 
early Terraforming Guild. Third-ranked Rob Kircher 
ended Page’s four-game winning streak to advance. 
#9 ranked Nick Kiwsanto and unranked Curt Col-
lins also won to reach the Final.

The Final used The Gathering Storm. The big 
goals were 6+ military power and 4+ developments. 
The small goals were 3 aliens, fi rst to 5 vp, powers in 
all phases, and the fi rst to discard due to overfl ow. 
Renaud opened with Damaged Alien Factory, Kircher 
with Alpha Centuari, Collins with Separatist Colony, 
and Kiswanto moaned about his Old Earth.

An early missed blind trade put Renaud and 
Kiswanto at a disadvantage, but it had the un-
expected eff ect of dissuading early sett les. This 
locked Collins and Kiswanto out of the profi table 
produce/trade cycle, and gave both Robs a card 
fl ow advantage. Renaud was lucky enough to land 
Galactic Federation, which is the trump card in a 
development heavy game and thus 
became champ for the fourth time 
in fi ve years with 51 points. He was 
followed by Kircher with 42 points, 
Collins 34 and Kiswanto 32.

Robert Renaud, NY

Top Laurelists
Robert Renaud, NJ 139
Aaron Fuegi, MA 48
Rob Kircher, RI 45
Nick Kiswanto, VA 27
David Platnick, VA 27
Andrew Yao, VA 20
Doug Faust, NJ 20
Mark Delano, CT 20
Pei-Hsin Lin, NJ 18
Don Sutherland, CT 18

2012 Results
Robert Renaud, NY
Rob Kircher, RI
Curt Collins II, PA
Nick Kiswanto, VA
Chris Kreuter, NY
Nick Page, on

 Robert Renaud, NJ

91  2008-2012

2012 Results
Stephanie Kilroy, PA
Rob Kilroy, PA
Chris Greenfield, NY
Curt Collins II, PA
R. Bacigalupo, MD
Roger Budz, RI

 Scott  Buckwalter, MD

143  2010-2012

Top Laurelists
Stephanie Kilroy, PA 30
Chester Lanham, MD 30
Rod Davidson, AZ 20
Rob Kilroy, PA 18
David Meyaard, NY 18
Curt Collins II, PA 17
Chris Gnech, PA 13
Chris Greenfi eld, NY 12
Anna Marion, PA 12
Bianca Oksienik, NJ 12

Stephanie Kilroy, PA

Ra: The Dice Game (RDG)

RDG again posted more than a 30% increase in 
att endance to become one of the fastest 

growing events at WBC. Close games were the norm 
in the heats with nearly half of the games won by three 
points or less. Steve Cameron won his game with all 
four players scoring 41 to 43 points. In the second heat 
Roger Budz, Winton Lemoine, and Jonathan Gemmell 
all advanced with a 3-way tie for fi rst. However, not 
all players were so fortunate. Keith Layton began his 
third heat by rolling fi ve suns. 51 players won at least 
one game in the heats, qualifying for the quarterfi nal. 
20 failed to post, leaving 31 to batt le through the elimi-
nation rounds. Stephanie and Rob Kilroy, Chris Green-
fi eld, and Curt Collins II emerged for Round 4.

The Final’s strategies seemed to mirror those 
of the last Final. Rob concentrated on Floods 
until they maxed out and then switched over to 
Monuments. Stephanie stuck with Monuments 
throughout. Both Chris and Curt began with Pha-
raohs. Chris switched over to Monuments while 
Curt tried Civilizations, then Monuments, and 
fi nally Disasters.

As happened last year, the Batt le of the Pha-
raohs took its toll on both its adherents. Chris 
and Curt trailed badly. This left Stephanie’s 
Monuments to fi ght it out with her dad’s Floods/
Monuments strategy for the title. Both strategies 

worked to a point as they fi nished in 
a 46-46 tie. The seating position tie-
breaker thus gave Stephanie her fi rst 
WBC title and bragging rights in the 
Kilroy household.
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Robo Rally (RRY)

The second heat saw the closest game I have 
ever had to adjudicate. At the end of the time 

limit, all six players had touched the fi rst two fl ags 
(tie breaker 1), and four of them were within one 
card of the last fl ag (using the ‘Tom McCorry opti-
mal hand distance to the next fl ag tie breaker’). So 
it came down to who had the most lives remain-
ing. That happened to be James Gilmore who had 
not lost a single robot. (Obviously, somebody did 
something wrong).

Round 2 generated the worst turnout I’ve ever 
had for a semifi nal. Of my 12 qualifi ers (one of 
whom was my wife), only seven came (and my 
wife was not among them). Sadly, one of the sev-
en had to leave for a family emergency before we 
got started, so, that left us with six. So, the semifi -
nal became the Final. 

Despite the Final’s use of the Cannery Row 
board, robot deaths were down with only 12. 
However, robot shutdowns were up (averaging 
one or two per turn for 20+ turns). Four were de-
clared for Turn 4 though only three robots were 
alive to take advantage of them. 

All of the fi nalists were veterans of previous 
rallys, but only one past champion, Alex Hen-
ning, made the cut. Second ranked Bill Navolis 
appeared her main threat, especially when his 
Hammerbot survived being pushed 
three times while riding the Cannery 
Row conveyors. but when the power 
came back on it was 43rd ranked Chris 
Gnech in the lead.

Chris Gnech, PA

Top Laurelists
Brad Johnson, IL 288
Alexandra Henning, CT 74
Bill Navolis, MD 61
Jason Levine, NY 50
Jeff  Finkeldey, OH 40
Scott  Buckwalter, MD 40
Bill Dyer, IL 40
Jeff  Cornett , FL 40
Jeff  Ribeiro, NH 40
Dan Lawall, VA 39

2012 Results
Chris Gnech, PA
A. Henning, PA
Ken Samuel, VA
Winton Lemoine, OH
Bill Navolis, DE
Steve Cuccaro, MD

 Marc Houde, VA

67  1999-2012

Rail Baron (RBN)

Persistence got its due  as Donna Balkan shed 
her #15 ranking to earn her fi rst RBN title and 

become the fourth female champion in seven years. 
Her fi nal holdings were: NYC, UP, CB&Q, WP, 
GM&O, and B&M. All were her own purchases, 
save the WP, which she bought when John Henry 
ran out of money leaving a hostile Cleveland. John 
was plagued with short runs (between the NE, NC, 
and SE), eventually reaching 24 destinations (six 
more than anyone else), 14 of which were hostile. 
He eventually sold nearly all of his purchases and 
at the end, held only the IC.

Paul began his runner-up performance by pur-
chasing the PA, followed by the NP, SP, MP, N&W, 
and RF&P. He secured John’s SAL at auction, bare-
ly out-bidding Sam Packwood for it. Sam began his 
purchases with the D&RGW, B&O, GN, C&NW, 
CRI&P, ACL, and SOU and later added John’s 
T&P.  Roderick Lee started with the NYNH&H, 
followed by the AT&SF, CMSTP&P, L&N, and the 
SLSF. Seemingly off  to a good start, by game’s end, 
he had traveled to ten hostile destinations out of 18. 

By comparison, Donna traveled to only three 
hostile destinations, Sam four, and Paul fi ve. To-
ward the end, she completed runs from Philadelphia 
to Portland, OR, to LA, to NY, to San Francisco, and 
then back across the country to Boston, where she 
declared for Pitt sburgh. Her winning totals of RRs 

and cash were only $331.5 
compared to Paul’s $363.5, 
Sam’s $298, Roderick’s 
223.5, and John’s $31.5.

Donna Balkan, on

Top Laurelists
Mark McCandless, LA 122
Steve Okonski, MD 120
Donna Balkan, on 104
Ron Secunda, MD 101
Mark Kennel, DE 80
Doug Galullo, MD 80
Brian Conlon, OK 74
Inger Henning, CT 66
John Henry, on 60
Angus McDonald, on 60

2012 Results
Donna Balkan, on
Paul Van Bloem, MD
Sam Packwood, MN
Roderick Lee, CA
John Henry, on
Mike Zorrer, DE

 Ron Secunda, MD

40  1991-2012

40 Century Events

2012 Results
Gary Dickson, CA
Richard Beyma, VA
Bert Schoose, IL
Tom Gregorio, PA
Greg M. Smith, PA
Mike Mishler, CA

 Tom Gregorio, PA

31  1991-2012

Top Laurelists
Gary Dickson, CA 405
Doug James, NC 368
Tom Gregorio, PA 353
Bert Schoose, IL 215
George Karahalios, IL 86
John Ohlin, FL 81
Rob Beyma, MD 76
Phil Evans, VA 63
Pat Flory, CT 61
Alan Zasada, IL 48

Gary Dickson, CA

Russian Campaign (TRC)

There is no substitute for experience. When it 
came time for the playoff s three former cham-

pions were still standing along with the son of an-
other former champ who had doubtless learned his 
craft in many sessions with his father. 

Richard Beyma made his Final debut against 
former three-time champion Gary Dickson, hav-
ing dismissed another three-time champ, Tom 
Gregorio, in the semifi nal. Both wanted the Ger-
mans but Richard’s bid of 27 won him the right, 
if not the day. His opening dice were unfavorable 
and three turns later onlookers agreed that things 
looked grim for Rob’s protege. Young Beyma had 
one more bullet, however, and he used it to create 
an opportunity for a most memorable victory that 
he alone foresaw. He began September with an 
overrun through which two panzer units raced to 
assault Kursk. Further north, three armored units 
att acked the bend of the Dneiper River near Smo-
lensk. The objective was neither city: he was aiming 
his tanks at the spires of the Kremlin! Richard low-
ered the odds of both att acks to 1-1, seeking the 50% 
chance of an outcome that would retreat his tanks 
forward towards Moscow. 

Fortune favored the Russians, however, as Rich-
ard actually ‘won’ his low odds att acks—thereby 
preventing his second impulse assault on the Soviet 
capital. Richard extended his hand, and 
once Gary regained consciousness, 
he took a deep breath to celebrate his 
fourth WBC TRC crown after a 13-year 
hiatus. The Champ was back.

Russia Besieged (RBS)

The Eastern Front Marshals gathered for 
their annual duel in the East. However, 

the climate this year was more like the jungle 
of Guadalcanal than the Steppes of Russia. A very no-
ticeable missing Field Marshal was the game’s design-
er, Art Lupinacci, cruising somewhere in the Carib-
bean. Wally Hnatiw, Charles Catania, Marty Musella, 
Jim Eliason, and Rob Beyma all advanced to Round 
2, but defending champ Richard Beyma departed to 
play other games. 

In the fi rst semifi nal, Marty had a very strong 1941 
off ensive in the south, capturing Kharkov and Kursk. 
But Jim unleashed a strong northern counteroff ensive 
in late fall to reverse the tide. In the other semifi nal, 
Charlie had a good opening att ack and captured Mos-
cow on Turn 3. Rob counteratt acked on both German 
fl anks near Moscow and surrounded the panzers in 
Moscow. To avoid another Stalingrad, Charlie aban-
doned Moscow and broke out to the west. Facing a 
growing Russian army that was still holding Lenin-
grad and Dnepropetrovsk, Charlie conceded.

Both Jim and Rob wanted the Russians in the Fi-
nal. Both bid 28 VPs, but Rob won the tiebreaker by 
giving away more infantry replacements. Jim had a 
rough opening turn and never recovered. He rolled 
Clear weather in October and advanced to Kursk, Bry-
ansk, Smolensk, the river near Kalinin, and the Luga 

River. Rob replied with strong counter-
att acks on Turn 3. Faced with a strong 
Russian army and a +1 weather DRM, 
Jim conceded. Rob had regained the RBS 
title—his sixth in seven years.

Rob Beyma, MD

Top Laurelists
Rob Beyma, MD 198
Art Lupinacci, on 81
Richard Beyma, VA 72
Jim Eliason, IA 66
Charles Catania, MD 24
Martin Musella, VA 21
Jim Miller, VA 21
Jim Tracy, OH 12
Craig Champagne, NJ 12
Doug Richards, on 9

2012 Results
Rob Beyma, MD
Jim Eliason, IA
Martin Musella, VA
Charles Catania, MD
Walter Hnatiw, on
Doug Richards, on

 Rob Beyma, MD

14  2006-2012
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